
Signed 1950-55 Callahans

290  Fred Clarke 9.5 ......................... 100
Sharp card, this looks to be a fine Near Mint. Signed in par-
ticularly bold blue ink, this is a terrific autograph. Desirable 
signed card, deadball era HOFer Fred Clarke died in 1960. 
PSA/DNA slabbed.

291  Clark Griffith 9 ............................ 150
Very scarce signed card, Clark Griffith died in 1955, giving 
him only a fairly short window to sign one of these. Sharp 
card is well centered and Near Mint or better to our eyes, 
this has a fine and clean blue ballpoint ink signature on the 
left side. PSA/DNA slabbed.

292  Rogers Hornsby 9.5 ......................... 300
Remarkable signed card, the card itself is Near Mint and 
quite sharp, the autograph is almost stunningly nice. Signed 
in jet black ink, this contrasts so nicely against the clean 
white card. A very impressive Rogers Hornsby autograph, 
he is very, very hard to find on any kind of card. PSA/DNA 
slabbed.

293  Nap Lajoie 9 ............................ 200
Great signed card, the beloved HOFer Napoleon Lajoie 
signed and dated this August 16, 1952 in attractive blue ball-
point ink in the perfect spot. Very desirable signed card, this 
is only of very few Lajoie signed cards that ever trade. These 
seem like a great item to put in a closet for a few years to see 
what happens. PSA/DNA slabbed.

294  Connie Mack 9 ............................ 100
Connie Mack died in 1956, giving him a fairly short window 
to sign one of these cards. The card itself is Near Mint or 
better and superb, the legendary Mack signed this very 
neatly on the right side. Fine combination of card and auto-
graph, this is PSA/DNA slabbed.

295  Kid Nichols (extremely rare) 9 ............................ 750
19th century HOF pitcher Charles Kid Nichols died in 1953, 
he had a very short window to sign one of these cards. 
Slabbed by PSA/DNA, this is a fantastic looking Near Mint 
card with a fine signature. The autograph is in clean blue 
ballpoint ink, signed very carefully in the margin just above 
his image. The signature contrasts very nicely against the 
clean card, this is a real treasure. If you are even thinking 
about working on a signed Callahan set, give this truly rare 
signed card some serious consideration!

296  Tris Speaker 9 ............................ 150
Vital HOFer, he is so hard to find on a card. Offered is a 
high quality Near Mint or better card, slabbed Authentic 
by PSA/DNA. The autograph is in solid and spotless blue 
ballpoint ink in a perfect spot on the bottom border. The 
signature contrasts perfectly against the clean card and 
looks terrific. It is not every that you see a hand-signed Tris 
Speaker card.

297  Honus Wagner 9 ............................ 500
Such a neat item, offered is a true high grade hand-signed 
Honus Wagner baseball card. So hard to find, we hardly ever 
see any kind of card signed by the legendary and beloved 
Wagner. The offered card, slabbed by PSA/DNA, is well 
centered with four sharp corners. Signed right in the center 
in blue fountain pen, this is a very nice signature. Key piece, 
this is another item that might appreciate rapidly in the 
future given current market conditions.

298  Ed Walsh 9 ............................ 100
Desirable signed card, this White Sox HOF pitcher from the 
deadball era died in 1959. Signed neatly in blue ballpoint 
ink in a good spot, this is a very nice signature. Slabbed 
Authentic by PSA/DNA, this is a quality signed card.

299  Lot of 3 w/Sisler 9 .............................. 70
Lot of three high grade PSA/DNA slabbed signed Callahans, 
as follows: Charlie Gehringer, Carl Hubbell and George 
Sisler.
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300 1955 Topps 124 Killebrew RC 9.................. 100
Slabbed Authentic by PSA DNA, this has a bold blue sharpie 
ink signature. The card has top color and image quality but 
there is some creasing that does not crack the paper. Signed 
Rookie Cards are so hot right now.

301 1958 Topps 47 Maris RC PSA 5 .......... 250
A key signed card, this is one of the very best Roger Maris 
signed cards one can collect. The card itself is a very nice, 
well centered Ex, with no creases and good color, PSA grad-
ed the card an Ex 5. The autograph is an 8/10 in our opin-
ion, it is a nice older blue ballpoint signature that is large 
and has a nice flow. Often found in sharpie, purist collectors 
will especially enjoy this terrific signed card.

302 1961 Scoops Roger Maris (framed display)  7 ..... 100
Creative display measures 22x15 and has a signed Roger 
Maris 1961 Scoops card (7/10 blue ballpoint ink signature) 
and an 8x10 photo signed by Tracy Stallard and three other 
Red Sox on their field positions of Roger Maris’s 61st home 
run. Fun and creative display, this is very nice. JSA LOA.

303 1963 Postcard Back Exhibit  Ken Hubbs  PSA 8 ... 700
Extremely rare piece, tragic figure Ken Hubbs died in a 
plane crash in February, 1964 at only age 22. The offered 
card is a superb condition Exhibit card from 1963, with sad-
ly a very short window for Hubbs to sign. This is signed in 
a perfect spot in flawless blue ballpoint ink, the autograph 
looks great. We could not find another sale for one of these, 
this is a truly special signed card.

304 1964 Topps 287 Tony Conigliaro RC  PSA 8 ..... 150
How is this for a cool signed card? An original 1964 Topps 
Tony C Rookie, vintage signed! The card itself is clean, 
Spanswick did not sign on his image. The card has a sub-
stantial crease going from the top to the bottom of the card 
but the autograph still looks quite good. PSA graded the au-
tograph itself an 8, which looks right. Tony C signed Rookie 
Cards are truly few and far between, they are prized by both 
Red Sox collectors and advanced signed card collectors.

305 1967 Topps Collection of 25 different 
  Red Sox w/Yaz & high numbers 9.................. 150
Solid lot from a great year, this lot includes 24 different 67 
Topps cards plus modern signed cards of Ken Harrelson 
and Ken Poulsen plus a Gary Washlewski signed 67 Red Sox 
sticker. Condition is nice, the autographs look great, the 67 
Topps cards are as follows: 7, 36, 56, 75 Scott, 99, 117, 139, 
161 Dick Williams, 184, 206, 223, 297, 314 Smith RC (signed 
both), 342, 355 Yaz, 371 Lonborg, 429, 473, 528 Petrocelli, 
547 (signed both), 594 Osinski and 596 Cisco. This is a very 
solid lot from a beloved and widely collected team, these are 
not easy to find as such. JSA LOA.

306 1968 Topps   Collection of 36 different Red Sox 
signed cards w/3 Yazs, Elston Howard & Joe Foy  9 .......... 150
Terrific lot of signed cards from this quality team, the condi-
tion is very nice overall. Loaded with scarce cards, this 
would be an extremely difficult lot to replicate. An exact 
listing will be on our website. Better cards include three 
different Yazs (152, 250, 369), 167 Elston Howard, 387 Joe 
Foy, 481 John Wyatt, 87 Dick Williams, 233 George Scott 
and 566 Ken Harrelson. Three cards are from other years: 
Alvarado, Fl. Robinson and Waslewski. Great lot with the 
three Yazs and other scarce cards. JSA LOA.
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307 1970 Topps 
  189 Thurman Munson Rookie Card! 8.................. 750
One of the most desirable signed cards of the last 50 years, 
this little treasure is needed by almost all 1970 Topps auto-
graph set collectors, Yankee signed card collectors and the 
many Munson card collectors. A great card, this is signed 
by Thurman in attractive blue ballpoint ink on his image; 
the Thurman and M are bolder than the unson as unson is 
signed on the dark portion of his image. McDonald did not 
sign, and there is a crease on McDonald’s image. The card 
retains respectable corners, good color and a clean back. 
Slabbed Authentic by PSA/DNA, this is really the ultimate 
signed Munson card, this should be an awfully popular lot!

308 1971 Topps 45 Jim Hunter (lot of 36)  9........... 150
Larger lot of original Jim Hunter signed cards, these are his 
1971 Topps cards. Impossible to find in quantity, these came 
from a personal friend and are fresh to market. The cards 
are mid to higher grade, the autographs are in large black 
sharpie ink and are quite nice overall. JSA LOA.

309 1976 Topps 100 Jim Hunter (lot of 35)  9........... 150
Larger lot of original Jim Hunter signed cards, these are his 
1976 Topps cards, his first as a Yankee. Impossible to find in 
quantity, these came from a personal friend and are fresh to 
market. The cards are mid to higher grade, the autographs 
are in large black sharpie ink and are quite nice overall. 
JSA LOA.

310 1980 Union Novelty
  Mantle/Maris (extremely rare) 9.5 ............... 750
A card you just never see, this wonderful 5 1/2 x 3 1/2 card 
has a novel oversize image of Mickey and Roger in home 
Yankee pinstripes. Each player has signed on their image in 
bold blue sharpie ink, the autographs are both impeccable. 
Slabbed Authentic by PSA/DNA, this is one of the best look-
ing (and rarest) signed Mantle/Maris cards that one is ever 
likely to encounter.
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Signed Perez Steeles

311  Perez Steele Ashburn     9.5 (PSA 10) ........... 350
One of the keys to a signed set, these are always hard to find 
and desirable. Slabbed and graded Gem Mint 10 by PSA/
DNA, this has a perfect blue sharpie ink signature.

312  Perez Steele  Near-Complete Set w/85 signed 
  cards incl. DiMaggio, Mantle & Williams 9.5 ............. 1200
Very near-set of Perez Steeles through #253 (includes un-
signed cards of Ruth, Cobb, Clemente etc). Perfect quality, 
these are presented in 4-pocket pages in a binder. The auto-
graphs are impeccable overall, these could not be any bolder 
or cleaner overall. An exact listing will be on our website. 
These better signed cards come in this fine lot: Aaron, 
Anderson, Sparky, Brett, G, DiMaggio, Fisk, Jackson, 
Reggie, Koufax, LaSorda, Lopez, Mantle, Mathews, Mays, 
Musial, Newhouser, Reese, Rizzuto, Seaver, Williams, 
Ted, Winfield and Yaz. This lot is special as in addition to 
spotless examples of DiMaggio, Mantle and Williams, it has 
many of the later HOFers that are missing from so many 
collections (S. Anderson, Brett, LaSorda, Mazeroski, Seaver 
etc). Please note that just the 85 signed cards are likely to 
cost someone over $4,000 if they attempted to collect these 
as singles. A terrific lot tht is almost bursting with value, 
these are such beautiful and well designed postcards.
JSA LOA.

313 1985 Perez Steele Greatest Moments #87
 Willie Mays, Mickey Mantle, Duke Snider   9.5 ........... 400
An absolute key to this great set, this is a particularly clean 
example. Signed by all three HOF centerfielders, the au-
tographs are in uniformly bold and flawless blue sharpie 
ink. Scarce piece, there were not very many of these signed 
so comprehensively in this quality. Who wants to instantly 
elevate the stature of their Greatest Moments set? 
JSA LOA (full).

314 1989 Perez Steele Celebration
  8 Roy Campanella 9.5 ............... 150
Mint Campy signed Perez Steele Celebration card, this is 
scarce and undervalued. The autograph could not be any 
bolder or nicer, signed in impeccable blue sharpie ink. The 
last major Perez Steele issue, this is an absolute key that is 
missing from 95% of all sets that trade. JSA LOA (full).

315 1989 Perez Steele Celebration 
 Near-Set (37 different) w/Mantle & Williams   9.5 ...... 300
Extremely attractive issue, this lot contains almost all of the 
attainable signed cards. The condition is spotless through-
out, these are fine blue sharpie ink signatures. Loaded with 
value, a full listing will be on our web site. Keys here include 
Aaron, Bell, Bench, Berra, Lopez, Mantle, Musial, Reese, 
Williams and Yaz. Please note as singles these can run over 
$1,500. JSA LOA.
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Cuts & 3x5s

316  1955-Era Broadcasters w/Mel Ott (5 sigs)  9 ........ 210
Very creative piece, this is an 8x10 page with mounted cuts 
of broadcasters from the mid-1950s. Content is anchored 
by a quality blue ink Mel Ott cut. The other signatures are 
Red Barber, Mel Allen, Ford Frick and Jim Woods. Excellent 
presentation. JSA LOA.

317  Cut  Campanella, Roy 9 ................. 175
Always so popular, offered is a perfectly solid pre-accident 
Campy signature. Signed in bold blue ballpoint ink, this cut 
is neatly mounted to a 3x5. These seem to have really dried 
up in recent years. JSA LOA (full).

318  3 x 5  Clemente, Roberto (world class)  9.5 ........ 500
Stunning Roberto Clemente 3x5, the kind of thing that will 
stop a conversation among collectors. Presented on a clean 
3x5 with a hand-cut on the right side, this remarkable signa-
ture is over three inches long and contrasts perfectly against 
the clean 3x5. Signed early in his career, this is simply a huge 
and absolutely gorgeous signature from this beloved iconic 
HOFer. This is a great addition to any collection, a truly 
world class Roberto Clemente 3x5. JSA LOA (full).

319  Cut  Cobb, Ty 9.5 .............. 300
Superb Ty Cobb cut, this is a 1 1/2 x 2 cut with a perfect dark 
fountain pen signature. The autograph has a great flow and 
is a classic Ty Cobb exemplar. JSA LOA (full).

320  Cut  Foxx, Jimmie (very early) 9.5 .............. 275
Fine piece, this is super early circa 1929 Jim Fox black foun-
tain pen cut. On a larger image of Foxx, this is slabbed Au-
thentic by PSA DNA. Early Jimmie Foxx single signed items 
are very scarce and desirable.

321  3 x 5  Foxx, Jimmie 9.5 .............. 300
Superb quality, this is an absolutely immaculate Jimmie 
Foxx 3x5. The 3x5 itself is perfectly clean and white, the 
autograph is in Mint blue ink, it does not get any nicer than 
this. While certainly not rare, Foxx autographs of this qual-
ity seem like an awfully good value in today’s market to us. 
D’67. JSA LOA.

323  3 x 5  Hornsby, Rogers 8 ................. 240
Desirable piece, Rogers Hornsby 3x5s are almost never 
found in fountain pen. Signed in the 1920s or the 1930s to 
our eyes, this is a beautiful dark fountain pen signature. 
Fine signature, earlier than most that trade, from one of the
best hitters in baseball history. JSA LOA (full).

322  Cut  Gehrig, Lou & Eleanor! 9 ............... 1000
A wonderful item, this is a 2 3/4 x 4 1/2 page that is signed 
by Lou and Eleanor Gehrig! The page has some toning but 
the black fountain pen autographs still contrast very well. 
The Lou Gehrig autograph is large and very fine, this is a 
terrific flowing ink signature. You have to love the sym-
metry of the two autographs, how often does something so 
utterly charming come to market? JSA LOA (full).
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Cuts & 3x5s

324  Cut  Mantle, Mickey (circa 1951) 8 ................. 180
Obtained in person in 1951 or 1952, this is a classic Mickey 
Mantle Rookie style signature. Signed on the back of a 
business card in pencil, this has been in a private collection 
for 60 years. Matted wih a postcard size image of The Mick, 
very nice. JSA LOA.

325  3 x 5  Maris, Roger (lot of 3) 9 ................. 300
Trio of Roger Maris 3x5s, each is signed on a perfectly clean 
3x5. The autographs are in flowing blue ballpoint ink and 
contrast nicely against the clean 3x5. JSA LOA.

326  Cut  Robinson, Jackie 9 ................. 225
Fine Jackie cut, this is signed in bold black ballpoint ink. 
Neatly mounted to a 3x5, we believe this to be from early in 
Jackie’s playing career, circa 1949. A white-hot autograph, 
now is probably a very good time to pick one up if you do 
not have one. JSA LOA (full).

328  3 x 5  Robinson, Jackie (superb) 9.5 .............. 300
Mint Jackie 3x5, these are white-hot right now. The offered 
piece is an immaculate 3x5, signed in Mint and spotless blue 
ballpoint ink. Signed Best wishes Jackie Robinson, it does 
not get much better than this. JSA LOA (full).

329  Cut  Ruth, Babe (superb) 9.5 ............ 1000
Superb Babe Ruth autograph, this is signed on a 2 x 3 1/2 
inch business card size cut. Babe signed this Sincerely Babe 
Ruth in Mint black fountain pen, this is a gorgeous Babe 
Ruth autograph. Dated 1940 on the cut, we have no reason 
to question this. Fresh to market, this is a stunning Babe 
Ruth autograph that is an ideal addition to any collection. 
JSA LOA (full).

330  3 x 5  Walsh, Ed 9.5 .............. 150
Fine looking Ed Walsh 3x5, this has a particularly bold and 
impressive blue ballpoint ink signature. Desirable auto-
graph of this deadball White Sox HOFer, Walsh died in 
1959. The 3x5 itself is quite clean and fine on the front. 
JSA LOA.
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331 Better 3x5/Mounted Cut Collection from 
          Bill Madden’s Personal Collection (107 pcs)   9 ....... 150
Nice collection of 3x5s and mounted cut signatures, these 
are from the collection of HOF broadcaster Bill Madden. 
The players are from the early 1900s through the 1940s for 
the most part, several come with matching unsigned 8x10s. 
The condition is very clean, the signatures are in both foun-
tain pen and ballpoint ink. A solid collection with recogniz-
able names throughout, many had stories connected to the 
players that caused Madden to collect them. There is hardly 
any duplication, these appear to be the better items in the 
lot: Ping Bodie (D’61), Ray Caldwell (D’67), Larry Doyle, 
Leo Durocher, Wes Ferrell, Elmer Flick, Frankie Frisch, 
Larry Gardner, Sid Gordon (D’75), Stan Hack, Jesse Haines, 
Gabby Hartnett, Tommy Leach (D’69), Ernie Lombardi, 
Rube Marquard, Bob Meusel, Van Lingle Mungo, Cy Perkins 
(D’63), Charles Robertson, Schoolboy Rowe (D’62), Eddie 
Sawyer, Hal Trosky, Dizzy Trout, Joe Wood. JSA LOA.

332  3 x 5  Large Vintage 
      Boston Red Sox/Braves Collection (700 pcs)   9 .......... 300
Offered is an original collection of Boston Red Sox and 
Braves 3x5s (some are mounted cuts or cards), this remark-
able shoebox lot was assembled over a 30-50 year period 
by a single individual. There is mild duplication (up to 5 
for some players), it is highly likely that there will be some 
desirable obscurities lurking here. These range from early 
20th century players through the early 1990s. From our 
analysis, better pieces in this lot are as follows: Donie Bush, 
Jack Daniels, Charles Deal, James Delahanty, Cedric Durst 
(27 Yankee, D’71), Malcolm Eason, Eddie Farrell, Wes 
Ferrell, Horace Ford, Pete Fox, Joe  Foy (2), Larry Gardner, 
Fred Garrison, Gus Getz, Ralph Glaze, Bump Hadley, Fred 
Haney, Pinky Higgins, Shanty Hogan, Waite Hoyt, George 
Jackson, Larry Kopf, Duffy Lewis, Bristol Lord (D’64), 
George Mogridge (D’62), Frank Mulroney, Walter Nagle, 
Bots Nekola, Bobo Newsom (D’62), Steve O’Neill (D’63), Joe 
Oeschger (great inscription), Roy Pitts, Jimmy Smith (1919 
Red, D’74), Tommy Thomas and Ben Van Dyke. Who wants 
to hunt for some buried treasure? Please note the count is 
approximate. JSA LOA.

333  3 x 5  Collection of 1,040 pieces 9 ................. 480
Fresh collection of 3x5s, these are quite clean. Clearly col-
lected in the 1970s, this is an extremely detailed collection 
loaded with obscurities and recognizable names, including a 
fair number of pre-1930 players; there may well be some bet-
ter items buried here. Duplication is almost non-existant, 
the players range from the 1910s through the 1970s in 
general. The signatures are mainly in blue ballpoint ink and 
on the unlined side. Better pieces include: T. Aaron (D’82), 
D. Alexander (D’79), C. Autry (1907-1909 player, D’76), L. 
Babe (D’84), Barnhart (1925 Pirates inscr.), V. Barton (31-32 
Cubs, D’73), Belanger, L. Boone (great inscription), Car-
leton (D’77), B. Cox, Paul Dean (D’81), V. DiMaggio (D’87), 
Espinosa, Wes Ferrell (D’76), Ray Fisher, Grimm, Hack, 
Hamric, Haney, Jim Hegan (D’84), Dixie Howell, Baby 
Doll Jacobson, Jensen, Jonnard, Keller, Clay Kirby (D’91 at 
age 43), Kluszewski, Konstanty, Kubek, LaSorda, T. Leach 
(D’69), P. Livingston, Lollar, Billy Martin (lined, superb), M. 
McHale, Mungo, Murcer, Palica (D’82), Peckinpaugh, Babe 
Pinelli, Wally Post, D. Porter, Reiser, Carl Reynolds (D’78), 
Ernie Shore, Stephenson, Stratton, Strunk, D. Thompson 
(D’76), Trosky, Wambsganss, Wood and Zuber. This was 
some very impressive collecting work, a possible foundation 
for a superb 3x5 collection. JSA LOA.

334  3 x 5  Fine HOF Collection, 67 different  9 ........ 500
Offered is a terrific lot of fresh HOFer 3x5s, lots of this size 
and quality are few and far between in this market. Very 
clean overall, some are signed on the lined side (a few are 
cuts). Loaded with value, the many better pieces include: 
Bancroft, Carey, Combs, Cronin, DiMaggio, Flick (dated 
1963), Frisch, Greenberg, Grove, Hafey, Haines, Harris, 
Hartnett, Hooper, Hubbard (cut), Koufax, Manush, McCar-
thy, Medwick, Rice, Sisler, Stengel, Traynor and Wheat. 
JSA LOA.
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335  Cut Mid-1950s Collection (200 sigs) 
   w/19 HOFers & Many Stars 9 ................. 180
Interesting collection, these are clean cuts, ink and pencil, 
mounted onto pages by position with the team names neatly 
written below. Collected mainly in 1955 and 1956, this has 
some good content. There are 19 total HOFers. Better signa-
tures include (but are probably not limited to the following): 
Banks, Berra, Dickey, Drysdale (Rookie), Finigan, Elston 
Howard (Rookie), Killebrew (1956), Konstanty, Lollar, 
Palica, Pitler (D’68), Frank Robinson (Rookie), Stengel and 
Weiss. There are 37 pages, with 200 total signatures. 
JSA LOA.

GPCs

336  Bender, Chief 9 ............................ 150
Desirable GPC from this very popular HOFer, this is signed 
in bold black fountain pen and is dated 6/6/52 by Bender. 
Clean with a tiny, tiny closed tear and slight general wear, 
the autograph contrasts nicely against the GPC. JSA LOA.

337  Clarke, Fred 9.5 ......................... 100
Super clean, this is a superb, dead Mint blue ink signature. 
As nice as you will see, this is large and perfect. Postmarked 
1953, this early deadball era HOF player and manager died 
in 1960. JSA LOA.

338  Cobb, Ty 9.5 ......................... 300
Superb green fountain pen ink signature, this is dated 
8/7/55 by Cobb with his usual flair. The GPC has some 
corner wear and a slight cancellation mark, but still presents 
well. This is one of the best mediums on which to collect 
Ty Cobb’s autograph. JSA LOA.

339  Duffy, Hugh 9 ............................ 150
Key GPC, this is missing from most collections. A HOFer 
and former .400 hitter, Duffy died in 1954. This is a very 
clean GPC that is postmarked 5/6/1952, with lots of writing 
including a very nice inscription. Good piece. JSA LOA.

340  Hornsby, Rogers 9.5 ......................... 150
Very desirable GPC from one of the greatest hitters in base-
ball history, these are often secretarial. The real McCoy, this 
is postmarked February 23, 1943. Clean, this has a partic-
ularly large and clean black fountain pen autograph that 
contrasts perfectly against the 3x5. This one is also notable 
as most Hornsby GPCs that do trade are in ballpoint ink 
from the 1950s. Solid piece. JSA LOA.

341  Lajoie, Nap 8.5 ......................... 150
Desirable GPC of this beloved HOF player, these are always 
very popular. From 1956, this is dated 8-14-56 in Lajoie’s 
own hand. Signed in large and clean blue ballpoint ink right 
in the center, there are tape stains at the four corners. 
JSA LOA.

342  Mack, Connie 9.5 ........................... 75
Quality Connie Mack GPC, this is postmarked 1954, so 
Connie signed this within a few years of his death (1956). 
Signed in bold black fountain pen ink, the GPC itself is 
perfectly clean, this is really nice. JSA LOA.

343  Merkle, Fred 9.5 ......................... 150
A classic, one of the most infamous players in baseball histo-
ry due to his 1908 fielding boner against the Cubs that 
cost the NY Giants the pennant. Signed in spotless black 
fountain pen, an exemplary quality signature. The GPC is 
postmarked 10/13/1952. D’56. JSA LOA.

344  Ott, Mel 9.5 ......................... 250
Spotless Mel Ott GPC, this has a fine bold blue fountain pen 
ink signature that looks terrific. Presented with an attrac-
tive photo of Mel Ott with Lefty O’Doul, this is postmarked 
6/24/1953. Key signature, the toughest of the 500 Home Run 
Club, as Ott sadly died in 1958 at age 49 in a car accident. 
JSA LOA (full).

345  Rickey, Branch 9.5 ......................... 125
Exceptional quality Branch Rickey GPC, this is from 1956. 
Signed on a perfectly clean GPC, this is a superb black ink 
signature that looks terrific. As nice as it gets, this will be an 
upgrade for most of you. JSA LOA.
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346  Robinson, Jackie (very fine) 9.5 ......................... 250
Perhaps the hottest autograph in the hobby right now, this 
one is superb. Offered is a perfectly clean, nearly immacu-
late Jackie GPC postmarked 9/4/1952. Signed in black ink 
on the perfectly clean GPC, the contrast is perfect, the au-
tograph is terrific. High quality Jackie signatures are always 
prized by collectors. JSA LOA (full).

347  Simmons, Al 8 ............................ 100
Desirable GPC, this is signed Best Wishes Al Simmons 
10/23/51 in slightly light but still pleasing blue ink. The 
GPC itself is perfectly clean. An underrated HOFer and 
3,000 hit club member, Simmons died in 1956. JSA LOA.

348  Speaker, Tris (world class) 9.5 ......................... 150
Gorgeous GPC, this is absolutely immaculate. Not post-
marked for some reason, this could not be any cleaner. 
The autograph is huge and perfect, as nice a Tris Speaker 
autograph as one will ever find. The quality here is truly 
remarkable, this will be an upgrade for virtually anyone. A 
vital HOFer, Tris Speaker died in 1959. JSA LOA.

349  Wagner, Honus 9.5 ......................... 300
Key GPC, these are always so popular among collectors. 
Postmarked 7/13/1949, this is quite clean and fine. This is 
signed Honus Wagner Pirates in particularly bold and fine 
black fountain pen ink. The autograph contrasts perfectly 
against the clean GPC, this is really nice. JSA LOA.

350  Young, Cy 9.5 ......................... 300
Superb Cy Young GPC, this is such a classic item. Post-
marked 7/19/1948, Cy Young dated this two days earlier 
in his own hand. The autograph is large and impressive, 
signed in spotless black fountain pen ink. This is a superior 
example of a Cy Young GPC, really something that has to be 
in any serious GPC collection. While not rare, these do seem 
like an awfully good buy at current market levels. 
JSA LOA (full).

351  Collection of 150 Pieces 9 ............................ 450
Larger lot of original signed Government Postcards from 
the 1950s, it is unusual to find a collection of this size. This 
is not a collection with Honus Wagners and Ty Cobbs but 
these will all almost all be recognizable players, and an 
(approximate) inventory will be on our web site. Condition 
is clean, these better pieces are included with the lot: Stan 
Coveleski (1945, very early for him), Jimmie Dykes (D’76), 
Joe Garagiola (1952), Travis Jackson (1957, very uncom-
mon), Sam Jethroe (1950, very nice), Jim Konstanty (quality 
1950s pitcher, D’76), Oscar Melillo (D’63) and Jimmie Rip-
ple (D’59).  Let’s open these at all of $3 a piece and see what 
happens! JSA LOA.

Signed Photos

352  8 x 10  Agganis, Harry (extremely rare)  9.5 ...... 750
How is this for a great photo? A full signed 8x10 of the be-
loved Harry Agganis. Agganis’s death at the tender age of 26 
in 1955 even made Ted Williams cry. Agganis’s autograph 
comes around on 3x5s or GPCs once in a while but how 
often does a full 8x10 come around? The offered lot is a 
wonderful 8x10 page on better stock that came in a custom 
album. This has a fine full image of a very young Harry 
Agganis, pre-Red Sox. The signature is in bold and spotless 
blue ballpoint ink at the upper left corner, this is a truly rare 
and wonderful signed photo. JSA LOA (full).

353  8 x 10  Bottomley/Simmons/Haas   9 ................. 350
A great image, this is a wonderful original wire photo of Jim 
Bottomley in uniform seated at the top of the dugout steps, 
next to Al Simmons and Mule Haas in formal attire. The 
stands are empty, so this was before a game, perhaps a 
World Series or other special game. The photo has some 
very slight creasing but offers outstanding image quality, 
crisp edges and a stunning 1930s Great Depression feel. 
Each player signed on their image in bold dark fountain pen 
ink, the autographs are terrific. Please note that HOFers Jim 
Bottomley (D’1959) and Al Simmons (D’1956) are both very 
scarce on a photo, to find them both together is truly rare. 
One of the earliest multi-signed 8x10 images one is likely to 
ever see, this is a truly special signed photo. JSA LOA (full).
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Signed Photos

354  Photo  Clemente, Roberto (world class)  9.5 ..... 500
Stunning Roberto Clemente 5x7 team issue photo, the quali-
ty here is truly amazing. The photo itself is perfectly clean, 
this has a large blue ink Roberto Clemente autograph. 
Signed in the perfect spot, this has a great flow and con-
trasts perfectly against the clean photo. Top quality Rober-
to Clemente photos are not easy to find and are naturally 
prized by collectors, this should be a very popular lot. 
JSA LOA (full).

355  8 x 10  Cobb, Ty 
  (rare HOF Induction Image) 9 ............................ 900
Great Ty Cobb 8x10, this is Cobb in formal attire at a HOF 
induction. This is signed To Paul Kerr from Ty Cobb in 
blue fountain pen ink. Kerr was the head of the baseball 
Hall of Fame for many years and was instrumental in its 
development. The image has a fine crease at the upper right 
corner, this otherwise looks terrific. The back is stamped 
July 27, 1953; this date coincides with the induction of eight 
HOFers, six of whom were living. This is one of the most 
interesting and significant Ty Cobb 8x10s that we have seen 
or handled. JSA LOA (full).

356  8 x 10  Cobb, Ty Signed 
   Baseball Magazine Premium     9 ........................ 600
Quite clean with full borders, clean edges and a fine image, 
some minute surface creases are the only issue here. Typi-
cally found with chipping and substantial edge and general 
wear, this is one of the very nicest condition signed origi-
nal Baseball Magazine premiums that one is likely to find. 
Signed by the legendary Ty Cobb, this has a huge blue foun-
tain pen signature, and is dated February 2, 1948. Slightly 
oversize at 8 1/4 x 10 1/4, the larger size allows for a much 
larger and nicer image of Cobb than is typically found on 
anything he has signed. Top quality all the way, this is ideal 
for display and is something that hardly ever comes along in 
anything approaching the overall quality of the offered lot. 
JSA LOA (full).

357  Photo  Cuyler, Kiki 8 ............................ 150
Very attractive 4 1/2 x 3 1/2 original sepia toned photo, this 
image is of Kiki Cuyler making a play in the field. Pictured 
as a Cincinnati Red, which dates this to about 1935. The 
photo has some spots on the borders but otherwise looks 
great. Signed at the time in green fountain pen ink, this is 
something you hardly ever see. HOFer Cuyler died in 1950 
at only age 51, he occassionally comes around as a cut or 
3x5, we hardly ever see him on a photo, especially something 
this nice. Slabbed Authentic by PSA DNA.

358  8 x 10  DiMaggio/Mantle 9 ............................ 150
Always scarce as DiMaggio and Mantle did not like each 
other, offered is a very handsome b/w image of these on 
Mickey Mantle Day in 1969. Each player has signed on their 
image in metallic gold paint pen in a nice touch. Mantle is 
in uniform, DiMaggio looks as dapper as ever. Desirable 
signed image, this hardly ever comes to market. 
JSA LOA (full).

359  8 x 10  Foxx, Jimmie 9.5 ......................... 200
Unique photo of Jimmie Foxx, this is a handsome original 
photo taken at a Bill Miller’s Riviera in New Jersey. The 
photo has some creasing and general wear but still displays 
reasonably well. Foxx is in formal attire, and has signed 
directly on his image in bold black ink. Foxx 8x10s are not 
easy to find, and this is one you will not see again. 
PSA DNA (full).
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360 Foxx, Jimmie Signed 1939 Team Issue Photo  9 ... 270
Fine piece, this is a very clean 1939 Boston Red Sox 9 x 6 1/2 
team issue photo. This has an uncommon and very attrac-
tive image of legendary HOFer Jimmie Foxx. Signed at the 
time in fountain pen, this is boldly signed and inscribed To 
Chris. Foxx signed photos from the 1930s in fountain pen 
are scarce and very desirable. JSA LOA.

361  Photo  Jennings, Hugh (extremely rare) 8.5 .... 1000
Among the rarest of all HOF autographs on any medium, 
Hughie Jennings died in 1928 at age 58. A supremely rare 
autograph on single signed items, hardly any exist. Offered 
is a truly remarkable and simply gorgeous 4 1/2 x 6 1/2 sepia 
toned image of Jennings in his unforgettable Eeh-Yah War 
Dance. A wonderful image, this has a large fountain pen ink 
signature. One of probably only a handful of signed Hughie 
Jennings photos in existence, this is very nicely matted and 
framed to 10x12. A truly great item, please note Jennings 
went on to get a law degree after retiring from baseball and 
is one of only four baseball HOFer with a law degree. 
JSA LOA (full).

362  8 x 10  Mantle (536 Home Runs!)  9.5 ................ 180
A special Mantle 8x10, this was signed for a big-time TV 
producer in NYC in the early 1980s. Offered is a fine glossy 
b/w print of Mickey hitting his 500th home run. This has a 
dead Mint signature, as follows: Mickey Mantle No. 7 536 
HR’s. How often does something this nice come to market? 
Completely fresh to the hobby, this is a truly superior 
Mickey Mantle signed photo! JSA LOA (full).

363  8 x 10  Mantle, Mickey Signed Original 
   Rawlings Premium! 9.5 ......................... 200
Simply a great item, offered is a high grade original Mickey 
Mantle 1950s Rawlings Sporting Goods Company premi-
um. A good piece in and of itself, how often do you find one 
signed? The signature is a classic Mantle exemplar, signed in 
bold and flowing blue sharpie ink. JSA LOA (full).

364  8  x 10  Mantle/Maris (rare image) 8.5 ............... 600
Mickey Mantle signed photos are of course quite plentiful in 
the hobby, Mantle and Maris together are available as well 
but on a much more limited scale. How often does a fresh 
image of these two surface? Offered is a gorgeous 7 1/4 x 9 
1/2 originally glossy image, likely a wire photo, of Mickey 
and Roger posed together at a full Yankee Stadium, almost 
certainly an Old Timers Day game from the late 1970s or 
early 1980s. Roger signed next to his image in clean but not 
Mint black sharpie ink, Mickey at the top margin in Mint 
blue sharpie ink. This is matted and framed to 13 1/2 x 16 
1/2 and comes with a detailed LOA as to where these were 
signed in the 1980s. We have never seen this before, even 
unsigned, this is truly a great item to add to any Yankee or 
other quality autographed photo collection. JSA LOA (full).
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365  8 x 10  Maris, Roger 8.5 ......................... 150
Handsome and very uncommon Sport Magazine photo, this 
is from the mid-1960s. Signed by Maris on his image, this 
has a flowing blue ballpoint autograph. This might be the 
first time that we have seen this image signed. 
SGC LOA (full).

366  8 x 10  Maris, Roger 9 ............................ 300
Very uncommon Maris 8x10, this is an unusual b/w image of 
Roger batting in a Yankee uniform, circa 1965. Signed Best 
Wishes Roger Maris in black sharpie ink, this is a very nice 
signature. Handsome image is quite clean, this might be 
the first time that we have seen this particular Maris 8x10 
signed. JSA LOA (full).

367  8 x 10  Musial, Stan (lot of 28)  9.5 ..................... 150
Larger run of Stan Musial 8x10s, each has a spotless blue 
sharpie ink signature. Always popular, this lot has three 
different image of Stan The Man. JSA LOA.

368  8 x 10  Ott/Hubbell/Ripple 
   Signed 8x10 Burke! 9 ............................ 900
We have handled hundreds and hundreds of signed Burke 
photos over the years, but it would be very hard to do better 
than the offered lot. This is a simply gorgeous original 
George Burke 8x10 of New York Giants teammates Mel Ott, 
Carl Hubbell and Jimmy Ripple. These players were team-
mates from 1936-1939, this great image is from that era. Mel 
Ott’s autograph is always particularly desirable, as this 500 
home run hitter sadly died in a car accident in 1958 at only 
age 49 (Jimmy Ripple died the following year). The auto-
graphs are all neatly signed on the players respective images 
in solid fountain pen, the winning bidder should really 
marvel at this superb signed Burke photo. JSA LOA (full).

369  8 x 10  Paige, Satchel Signed 
  Globetrotters Cover 8 ............................ 150
Neat piece, this is just the attractive cover from a 1965 Har-
lem Globetrotters program. This is special as it has a large 
and flowing Satchel Paige signature by the upper left corner.  
JSA LOA.

371  Photo  Vance, Dazzy (gorgeous)  9.5 .................. 200
Offered is a simply superb and amazing photo of the very 
charismatic Brooklyn Dodgers HOFer Dazzy Vance. This is 
a beautiful 6 x 7 3/4 original photo of Vance pitching in uni-
form. Signed in particularly bold purple fountain pen in a 
very good spot, the autograph is terrific. Vance died in 1963, 
and while he trades regularly on 3x5s and smaller flats, it is 
very, very unusual to find him on such a fine quality single 
signed photo, especially in fountain pen. Matted, this awaits 
your choice of frame. JSA LOA (full).

370  8 x 10  Ruth, Babe 
  (Pride Yankees Publicity Still!)   9.5 .................... 1000
Gorgeous promo photo, this has a stunningly clean and  
classic b/w image of Ruth. The image quality here is superb. 
Signed To My Good Pals Mary & Mack Sincerely Babe Ruth 
in jet black Mint fountain pen. This is one of the very nicest 
Babe Ruth photos that one is ever likely to see or encounter 
from this era, a truly gorgeous piece. JSA LOA.
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372  Photo  Wagner, Honus (rare premium)  8 ......... 500
Terrific piece, offered is a 5 1/2 x 9 premium photo from the 
Honus Wagner company. From the mid-1930s, this has a 
terrific image of Wagner  seated in the dugout with a bat in 
his hands. Signed in the center in fountain pen, a stamp on 
the bottom is not from Wagner. This is simply a great Honus 
Wagner signed flat, something you just never see. The leg-
endary Honus Wagner died in 1955. JSA LOA (full).

373  Williams, Ted Signed 1939
   Team Issue Rookie Photo! 8.5 ......................... 270
Great piece, this is a true Rookie signature of Ted Williams. 
Signed in fountain pen, this 9 x 6 1/2 image is inscribed to 
a lucky fan named Chuck. The writing is all in extremely 
attractive blue fountain pen. The card itself is quite clean, 
this is better than 99% of the Ted Williams signed items that 
come to market. JSA LOA.

374  Photo  Young, Cy 9.5 ......................... 500
Offered is a fairly unique Cy Young photo that we have not 
seen before, this is a spotless 4x6 image produced by the 
Cleveland Indians for an Old Timers or other special day 
in 1953. This is a large and handsome image of the legend-
ary Cy Young in an Indians uniform, this has a gorgeous 
flowing and immaculate blue ink signature just below his 
image. Young dated this July 26, 1953 in his own hand in 
the left margin. The quality is amazing, Young is not easy 
to find on any kind of photo, especially something this nice, 
the winning bidder should really enjoy this terrific signed 
photo. PSA DNA (full).

375  8 x 10  Collection of 134 different St. Louis 
  Browns, all in uniform, w/Mint Satchel Paige 
  and Scarcities 9 ............................ 750
Put together over many years by a super collector, we believe 
these were mainly collected in the 1980s. These are perfectly 
clean b/w photos that look terrific, most are signed in Mint 
blue sharpie, others in ballpoint ink. Hardly anything is 
personalized. Extremely comprehensive with no duplica-
tion, there are likely many images in this lot that are scarce. 
A cult favorite team, this is likely one of the most substantial 
collections of its kind in the hobby. Presented in 1-pocket 
sheets in two binders, this fine lot is anchored by a beautiful 
Satchel Paige, and also includes: Ethan Allen, Auker, Berar-
dino, Breechen, Walt Brown (D’91), H. Clift, B. Dahlgren, 
Ferrick, Galehouse, Goldsberry (D’96), Gutteridge, Hogue 
(D’87), Bobo Holloman (D’87), Kreevich (D’94), Larsen, 
Long (D’91), Lucadello, Dave Madison (D’85, scarce), 
Clarence Maddern (D’86), Mapes, Marion, Satchel Paige, 
Potter, Rapp (D’92), Luke Sewell, Tex Shirley (D’93), Sievers, 
Sherwin Swartz (D’91), Trucks, Turley, Kermit Wahl (D’87), 
Jim Wilson (D’86) and Winegarner (D’88). JSA LOA.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
 many additional images. 

Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST 
on Wednesday January 31st.
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376  8 x 10  Collection of 25 different w/Furillo, 
Mays & Yaz - all w/individual LOA Cards  9 ..................... 100
No duplication, this is a quality lot of signed 8x10s (unless 
noted) with strong signatures throughout. Each photo 
comes with an individual JSA or PSA DNA card. Content is 
as follows: Alston (4 x 6), Bobby Bonds, Callison, Cooper, 
Day, Doby (6x8 wire photo), Furillo, Gregg, Haddix, Hoyt, 
Keltner, Th. Lee (2 diff.), Jim Lemon, Lopat, F. Lucchesi, 
Mays (mounted cut), Joe McCarthy, Pinson, A. Reynolds, 
Selig, Snider, VanderMeer (wire photo),Versailles and Yaz. 
Quality lot with no junk, the value as singles here should be 
substantial. 

Album Pages

377  1948-49 Red Sox (24 sigs w/all keys)  9.5 ............. 150
Fine lot, offered are a pair of quite clean 4 1/4 x 5 1/2 auto-
graph album pages. These are signed by 24 team members 
in uniformly bold and clean fountain pen ink. Content 
includes four HOFers (Ted Williams, Joe Cronin, Joe Mc-
Carthy and Bobby Doerr). Other better signatures include 
Vern Stephens, Dom DiMaggio, Johnny Murphy and Wally 
Moses. The signatures look great, the highlight is a rare and 
gorgeous late 1940s Ted Williams. Prominently featured in 
David Halberstam’s classic Summer of ‘49, the 1948 Red Sox 
lost in a one-game playoff to the Indians, the 1949 team on 
the last day of the season to the Yankees. Full team signed 
items of this quality from the late 1940s Red Sox hardly ever 
come to market, this is very desirable. JSA LOA (full).

378  Munson, Thurman Gem Mint Signature 
  on Yankee Letterhead! 9.5 ......................... 500
The beloved Thurman Munson is always an extremely desir-
able autograph, quality examples are especially prized by 
collectors. Offered is something that will be an upgrade 
for just about anyone, this is a beautiful and super clean 
4 x 5 1/2 piece of Yankee stationary. Signed by Munson in 
Gem Mint fiber tip marker, it is especially nice as it con-
trasts perfectly against the spotless medium on which it is 
signed. Something that easily stands out in a crowd, this is 
the boldest and finest Thurman Munson autograph that we 
have ever seen or handled, the fact that it is on such a clean 
and attractive medium makes this even more special if that 
is possible. JSA LOA (full).

379  Speaker, Tris Signed Menu 9 ............................ 180
Very attractive 4 3/4 x 7 menu was signed in 1940. This has a 
classic Tris Speaker fountain pen signature, something you 
do not see every day. The fine autograph contrasts very nice-
ly against the clean medium. JSA LOA (full).

Signed Checks

380  1923 Yankees Opening Day Photo w/Bob Meusel 
Payroll Check & Landis Autograph 9 ............................ 150
Very creative display, this is a 15x21 display with a famous 
8x10 image of Landis, Barrow and Ruppert from the first 
Yankee Stadium game in 1923. This is matted with a 1922 
Bob Meusel payroll check that is signed by Barrow and 
Ruppert and just below is a fine large black ink cut from 
Kenesaw Mountain Landis. Very nice. JSA LOA.

381  Cobb, Ty 9.5 ......................... 250
Classic check, this is a perfectly clean larger format Ty Cobb 
check. Dated July 5 1958, this has a spotless Tyrus R Cobb 
green ink signature. The cancellation marks do not affect 
the signature, this is a top condition example of this widely 
collected signed check. JSA LOA.

382  Combs, Earle 1925 Yankees Payroll Check  9.5 ... 200
Quality original New York Yankees payroll check, offered is 
a fine looking example written to HOFer Earle Combs. 
Dated May 1, 1925, this is endorsed and signed by Combs 
on the reverse, the autograph is perfect, I love the additional 
writing. Problem free check from a key 1927 Yankee HOFer, 
this is a fine piece. JSA LOA.
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383  Conigliaro, Tony (payroll check, rare)  9.5 .......... 100
A remarkable item, the beloved Tony C came back to play 
for his beloved Red Sox in 1975 after a four-year hiatus. 
Tony played 21 games in the Red Sox magical 1975 season, 
his final year as a player. Offered is a payroll check dated 
November 24, 1975, the condition is terrific, this is written 
out for $2,122.88. Handwritten to Anthony Conigliaro, this 
very handsome Boston Red Sox payroll check has a superb 
Mint and rare full Anthony Conigliaro signature on the 
reverse. The autograph is graded Mint 9 by PSA, and we 
have no reason to disagree. Fairly unique item from Tony C, 
between the player, the year (1975) and the Mint signature, 
this is a special piece. JSA LOA.

384  Johnson, Walter 9.5 ......................... 500
Clean personal check from 1940, this has a fine period foun-
tain pen ink signature. Top quality autograph, this looks 
terrific. Perhaps the finest pitcher ever, Johnson died in 
1946 at age 59. JSA LOA (full).

385  Ebbets, Charles Signed 1910 Player Contract 9 .. 450
Extremely early contract from a widely collected team, 
offered is an original 1911 Brooklyn Dodgers player con-
tract. This extensively detailed contract paid a Wilburt 
Schardt some serious money ($2,100) to pitch for the Dodg-
ers. This has a fine fountain pen signature from legendary 
Brooklyn Dodgers owner Charles Ebbets and has the team 
seal. This has some general wear from age and handling but 
still displays well overall. Schardt did not sign this, perhaps 
this was his personal copy. Ebbets may not have been the 
best judge of talent in the world as Schardt went 5-15 in 
1911 as part of a 5-16 career record. The namesake for the 
beloved Ebbets field, perhaps he will become a HOFer in the 
future with the renewed interest in team owners. 
JSA LOA (full).

386  Gleason, Kid Signed Contract   9 ......................... 350
William J. Kid Gleason played from 1888 - 1912 for several 
teams. He amassed 1,944 hits and batted .261 for his career. 
He went on to manage; oddly enough the 1919 Chicago 
White Sox was the first time he managed (he managed the 
White Sox from 1919 - 1923). Gleason died in 1933, and 
happens to be an extremely scarce autograph. As the man-
ager of the 1919 Black Sox, he is of course a vital signature 
to any collection of that team. The offered lot is a superb 
original coaches contract for Gleason to work for the mighty 
1930 Philadelphia Athletics. Perfectly clean contract is 
signed William Gleason in bold period fountain pen. This 
fully executed contract is also signed by A.L. President 
Barnard and team vice president John Shibe and is a very 
desirable signed contract. JSA LOA.

387  Robinson, Wilbert Signed 
   1930 Player Contract 9 ............................ 750
A very high quality document, this is a clean 1930 Brooklyn 
Dodgers player contract for Del Bissonette. Fully executed, 
this is signed by Bissonette, John Heydler and most vitally, 
Wilbert Robinson. The Robinson autograph is neat and 
quite nice. A key figure in baseball history from 1890-1930 
as both a player and manager, the beloved Uncle Willie 
Wilbert Robinson died in 1934 at age 70. A very scarce and 
extremely desirable autograph, there are not many better 
items on which to collect this key autograph than the offered 
lot. JSA LOA (full).
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388  1960 Document Lot of 21 different 
  w/6 HOFers 9 ............................ 150
Signed in 1960, these documents are for use of various play-
ers images in the book Baseball Confidential. These are 
signed neatly in period blue ink. Content includes six 
HOFers (Appling, Cronin, Kell, Kelly, Mize and Slaughter). 
The other pieces are precisely as follows: Wally Berger, Zeke 
Bonura, Dolph Camilli, Ben Chapman, Woody English, 
John Frederick (D’77), Tommy Holmes, Tom Long (D’72), 
Dale Mitchell, Al Rosen, Vic Saier (D’67), Roy Sievers, Hal 
Trosky, Mickey Vernon and Cy Williams. Somewhat sub-
stantial lot with almost all recognizable players. JSA LOA.

Letters

389  Cobb, Ty (1918, great content)  8 ......................... 800
As any serious vintage autograph collector knows, Ty Cobb 
letters are quite common. Mainly written in ballpoint ink in 
the 1950s, the offered lot is a remarkable TLS as it is from 
1918! Written in the middle of Ty Cobb’s historic playing 
career, this is dated August 14, 1918 and written to a Victor 
Fletcher. Content is terrific as Ty Cobb discusses several 
New York Giants team signed baseballs he has secured for 
his family, and mentions that he had autographed a baseball 
for his daughter. We believe Fletcher was a sportswriter as 
Cobb mentions the (Cincinnati) Globe in his letter. The rest 
of the letter details Cobb’s experiences with traveling and 
being busy, it provides an interesting insight into Cobb’s of-
ten misunderstood personality. The autograph is a beautiful 
and unique style Ty Cobb signature from this rare period 
for Ty Cobb autographs. The letter has some condition is-
sues, mainly by the top border, the writing and the signature 
are not affected in any way. It would be extremely difficult 
to find an earlier Ty Cobb letter with such extensive content 
from his playing career. JSA LOA (full).

390  Cobb, Ty (two pages, double-signed!)  9.5 ........... 500
Wonderful Ty Cobb ALS, this is perfectly clean and written 
on Cobb’s personal letterhead. Dated December 26, 1958, 
content is very interesting as Cobb discusses his financial 
problems and is specifically concerned about a State Fran-
chise Tax. Cobb writes in part: “they are trying to shake me 
down”. Signed Ty twice, Cobb pens neatly every inch of two 
pages, everything is in his trademark green ink, the quality 
could not be any nicer! This is a truly unusual and interest-
ing Ty Cobb letter, something we have not seen until now. 
JSA LOA (full).

391  Collins, Eddie 9.5 ......................... 100
Interesting TLS, this is written on Boston Red Sox letter-
head. This letter releases Max Bishop from the Red Sox. The 
autograph is large and terrific, very fine quality. Underrated 
HOFer Eddie Collins died in 1951. JSA LOA.

392  Ebbets, Charles 8.5 ......................... 600
Offered is a terrific handwritten letter by legendary Brook-
lyn Dodger owner Charles Ebbets. This is on high grade 
Dodger letterhead (with note to file holes at the top border 
and mailing fold lines). Short note reads: “Trusting we will 
have a fun day and large crowd. I am sincerely yours C. H. 
Ebbets”. Ebbets died in 1925, and is an extremely desirable 
autograph, especially on an ALS on clean Dodger letterhead. 
He would seem like an excellent future HOF candidate now 
that owners and executives are getting more attention from 
the Veterans Committee. JSA LOA (full).
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393  Evers, Johnny (1910, great content!)  9 ................ 750
The offered lot is another truly remarkable letter. Written 
near the height of HOFer Johnny Evers fame as the second 
baseman in the unforgettable Tinker-Evers-Chance trio, this 
is dated November 12, 1910. This is a half page ALS on rare 
Evers and Williams Shoe Company letterhead. Written to 
the Goldsmith glove company, content is as follows: “I have 
given your Professional Glove a thorough try-out and fine it 
just what I have always wanted. Shall use it constantly. Sin-
cerely yours Johnny Evers”. A great letter on several levels, 
first the incredible date as this was written during Evers’s 
HOF playing career and the content is simply awesome, as 
a famous HOF infielder is writing about how much he loves 
a professional glove produced for him and that he plans to 
use it contantly. Please note Evers died in 1946 at a relatively 
young age and is a very scarce autograph, a simple 3x5 can 
bring $1,500, this letter is so much more interesting than a 
simple autograph. Please note the letter had some condition 
issues, all away from the writing, the autograph is quite bold 
and fine. JSA LOA (full).

394  Hartnett, Gabby (amazing 1932 Poem!)  9.5 ....... 225
A truly wonderful and remarkable item, the winning bidder 
will be amazed by this piece. Signed at a Second Presbyte-
rian Church in Evanston, Illinois in the historic season of 
1932, Hartnett pens a remarkable poem to a very lucky fan. 
All written in fountain pen, as follows: “I write not this for 
beauty, I write not this for fame, But I write it, to be remem-
bered, And here I write my name Gabby Hartnett Chicago 
Cubs Oct. 14 1932”. Completely fresh to the hobby, this has 
been in the hands of the original owners until now. How of-
ten does something this wonderful and creative come from a 
HOF player signed during his career? JSA LOA.

395  Johnson, Walter (amazing content)  9.5 .............. 750
Offered is a simply outstanding Walter Johnson letter. An 
ALS that is dated September 21, 1933, this is on pristine and 
very attractive Cleveland Indians letterhead. Written as the 
Indians manager, the remarkable content reads as follows: 
“Managing a baseball team isn’t greatly different from 
managing a business. It is largely a job of getting every one 
to play out the string, taking nothing for granted until the 
last man is out”. Signed Walter Johnson in flawless period 
fountain pen, this is a superb signature on a great letter. 
Walter Johnson letters from this era are quite scarce and 
desirable, the winning bidder will be adding a real treasure 
to their collection. Please note Walter Johnson died in 1946 
at a relatively young age, his 3x5s can sell for $1,500, this 
should trade for several multiples of a simple 3x5 signature. 
JSA LOA (full).

397  Lazzeri, Tony (rare, great content)  9.5 ................ 400
Unheralded 1927 Yankee HOFer Tony Lazzeri died in 1946 
at only age 42. Always a very scarce autograph, he can be 
found on a check but when was the last time a signed letter 
came to market? Offered is a great looking TLS dated 
February 19, 1943 that comes with the original transmittal 
envelope. Extremely clean, this has a bold and terrific black 
fountain pen ink signature at the close. The content is fas-
cinating as this is written to then-current player Roy Partee 
and Lazzeri gives him detailed advice about how to request 
more money on his player contract. Lazzeri does not stop 
there, he gives Partee very wise advice about not lending 
money to friends and what to purchase first with his sav-
ings. This might be the first Tony Lazzeri letter that we have 
ever handled; the fact that this is written to another player 
with such amazing content is truly extraordinary. 
JSA LOA (full).
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396  Landis, Kenesaw Mountain 9.5 ......................... 150
Interesting piece, this is a clean 1943 TLS on MLB letter-
head. Written to a Richard Hahn, the always stern Landis 
goes into extensive detail as to Hahn’s status, providing 
interesting detail on baseball transactions in this era. 
The autograph is in perfect black fountain pen. JSA LOA.

398  McGraw, John (1910!) 8 .......................... 1000
A real find, the offered lot is an incredible early ALS from 
the legendary and vital John McGraw. Dated October 10, 
1910, this is written to a D.A. Fletcher of Toledo, Ohio. Writ-
ten on two pages, this is an order for a uniform! The letter 
reads as follows: “Am enclosing measurement for uniform. 
Will take matter of your when I see you here. Your truly 
J.J. McGraw”. The autograph is very nice and is a rare style 
that we have not seen until now. The second page is written 
in McGraw’s hand and has the specifications for his order 
for the uniform and pants. Please note this has some minor 
staining by the top edge, likely from age. Among the earliest 
letters from this simply titanic figure in baseball history 
from 1890-1933, this is really, really special. D’34.
JSA LOA (full).

399  Nichols, Kid (double-signed) 9.5 ......................... 200
Very neat piece, this is a Kid Nichols Day 1949 souvenir 
card, signed on the front as is typical, Charles Kid Nichols. 
The back makes this very special as Nichols pens the entire 
reverse, this is a warm and classy note to a fan that is also 
signed Charles Kid Nichols. Nichols has great handwriting, 
amazing considering his age, this is a great looking piece. 
Nichols, a 19th century HOF pitcher, died in 1953, just four 
years after getting into the HOF. JSA LOA.

400  Rickey, Branch 9 ............................ 100
Very nice Branch Rickey TLS, this is a very interesting letter 
written to someone at war, the content is very warm. Signed 
very neatly, this is a very nice Branch Rickey letter that 
showcases an important part of his personality. JSA LOA.

401  Robinson, Wilbert 9 ............................ 840
Great letter, this is a terrific TLS on gorgeous Brooklyn 
Dodger letterhead. Dated February 9th, 1930, this is 
written by Robinson to fellow HOFer Max Carey. Content 
is extensive and interesting, several players and coaches 
are discussed, Robinson almost laments the start of spring 
training at the close. This is signed boldly Sincerely Wilbert 
Robinson in dark period fountain pen, the autograph looks 
great. A key figure in baseball history from 1890-1930 as 
both a player and manager, the beloved Uncle Willie Wilbert 
Robinson died in 1934 at age 70. A very scarce and extreme-
ly desirable autograph, there are not many better items on 
which to collect this key autograph than the offered lot. 
JSA LOA (full).
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402  Wagner, Honus (to Connie Mack!)  9.5 ............... 500
A simply amazing letter, this is a gorgeous TLS dated June 
23, 1952. Written by one of the most legendary names in 
baseball history to another, Wagner regretfully declines 
Mack’s invitation to attend a luncheon celebrating the 
top players of the past 50 years, which of course Wagner 
was part of. Warm content, something you just never see, 
Wagner declines to attend based on his doctor’s advice to 
him not to travel. Signed in bold black fountain pen ink, the 
autograph looks terrific, and contrasts perfectly against the 
very clean letter. How awesome is it to have a real letter writ-
ten by the great Honus Wagner to none other than Connie 
Mack! Ideal for display, this comes with a charming original 
smaller size photo from 1941 of Mack and Wagner posed 
together. PSA DNA (full).

Jerseys

403  2000 Yankees Signed 
   World Series Jersey (30 sigs)     9.5 ..................... 200
Impressive piece, offered is a great looking Yankee home 
pinstripe jersey with a 2000 World Series patch on the 
sleeve. Signed on the front by 30 team members, the auto-
graphs are large and fine, in matching strong black sharpie 
ink. All keys are here: Jeter, Torre, Rivera, Bernie Williams, 
Pettite, O’Neill, Cone, Clemens, Tino Martinez, Gooden, 
Canseco etc. Very handsomely framed, ideal for display, 
the total size is 33 x 38. JSA LOA.

404  Jeter, Derek, Signed Rookie Era Jersey   9............ 300
A special item, this is a superb looking home white Derek 
Jeter Yankees model jersey. Obtained in 1996 or so, this 
was purchased at a Make-A-Wish Foundation auction by 
our consignor at the time and became a treasured part of 
his Yankee collection. The condition is magnificent, this 
is special as it has the very early Rookie Derek Jeter style 
signature, something you will HARDLY EVER find on a 
jersey. Signed in flowing black sharpie ink, this is the first 
time we have seen or handled one of these. Almost rare, this 
is something to seriously look at if you are a big Derek Jeter 
or modern Yankee collector/fan. JSA LOA.

405  Mantle, Mickey Signed Jersey     9.5 ..................... 800
The ultimate signed baseball jersey, offered is a gorgeous 
Mitchell & Ness Mickey Mantle home white Yankee model. 
The classic 1951 model with the 50th anniversary patch, this 
has a bold and fine Mickey Mantle blue sharpie signature 
right about the NY logo. It is amazing how scarce these are 
relative to other Mickey Mantle signed items. We have not 
had one of these in years, the winning bidder should really 
enjoy this. JSA LOA (full).

406  Steinbrenner, George (rare) 8.5 ........................... 75
How is this for a fairly unique item? A #1 Yankee home pin-
stripe jersey, signed on the number 1 George Steinbrenner 
God Bless Tampa Florida in silver sharpie. Very well matted 
and framed to a total size of 42x34, we hardly ever see these. 
This can be removed from the frame to reduce shipping if 
desired. JSA LOA.
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Large Prints

407  Boston Legends (Bird/Orr/Williams)  9 .............. 200
Such a great piece, this wonderful image of Larry Bird, Bob-
by Orr and Ted Williams holding their respective jerseys 
is just so classic. Only 1,000 of these were made (I am 
sure they could have easily sold 10,000), the offered lot is 
172/1000. The image itself measures 13 1/2 x 19 1/2 and is 
nicely matted and framed to 24 1/2 x 18 1/2. The autographs 
are all solid, and contrast perfectly against the clean image. 
JSA LOA.

408  Mantle/Maris/Murcer Great Framed Display
    9.5 ......................... 150
One of the most interesting 1960s Yankees displays you will 
see, this is a wonderful huge 29 x 21 enlarged b/w image 
of Mantle, Maris and Murcer posed together with Murcer 
wearing a Mantle/Maris tee shirt! The photo itself is signed 
My Best Bobby Murcer in large black ink, there are clean 
3x5s of Mantle and Maris (pers) mounted below. Total size 
37 1/2 x 29 1/2, this would be a wonderful addition to any 
1960s Yankee collection. JSA LOA.

409  Mantle/Martin/Ford 
  (ex-Whitey Ford collection) 9.5 ......................... 300
This is a 19 x 25 high quality color lithograph of Mantle, 
Ford and Martin posed above and below a visage of Yankee 
Stadium. All three players have signed this in spotless blue 
sharpie and best of all, this personally belonged to Whitey 
Ford and comes with an LOA from him. Please note that 
Billy Martin’s untimely death in 1989, before the mega-show 
era, makes all items of this kind with his signature especially 
desirable. PSA DNA (full).

410  Williams, Ted 9.5 ......................... 150
Extremely attractive Giclee style canvas print of Ted Wil-
liams, this is an extremely high quality image. We believe 
this is from a run of only 100 pieces, this is hand signed by 
Ted in gold sharpie ink a good spot. From a 1985 run, this is 
nicely framed to 25 1/2 x 31 1/2. This is an affordable, great 
looking Ted Williams signed display. JSA LOA.

411  Yankee Perfect Games Pitchers/Catchers  9.5 ..... 150
Terrific piece, this is a beautiful 16x20 color image of the 
battery mates from all three Yankee perfect games. A very 
evocative photo taken at night at Yankee Stadium, this has 
wonderful signatures and/or inscriptions from Berra, Lars-
en, Wells, Posada, Cone and Girardi. Matted and framed to 
24 1/2 x 20 1/2, this is a real conversation stopper! JSA LOA. 
JSA LOA.

Postcards

412  1960s JD McCarthy & Related Vintage Signed 
 Postcard Collection (164 pcs) w/HOFers   9 ................ 400
A collector named Ed did lots of writing to players in the 
1960s. He did rather well, resulting in this nice collection of 
signed J.D. McCarthy and team issue postcards (with related 
material). Organized by team, there is hardly any duplica-
tion. Many came out of photo albums with lines on the back 
but otherwise display very well. A comprehensive collec-
tion, this includes seven HOFers and a fair number of stars. 
Better pieces include: T. Aaron (D’82), Adcock, Bamberger, 
Belanger, Gates Brown (great image), Colavito (2 diff), 
Durocher, Dick Farrell (scarce, D’77 at age 43), Freehan, 
Mike Garcia (D’85), Gibson, Hardin (scarce; D’91 at age 47), 
Minoso, Piersall and Tiant. This collection included a Roger 
Maris and a Ron Willis, so there may well be some buried 
treasure here. Either way, it is a very nice collection of its 
kind. JSA LOA. 68
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413  1988 Amore Oversize Postcard Collection w/signed
   Mantle & Williams (8 pcs) 9.5 ......................... 120
Very unusual offering, these are clean 5x7 postcards on nice 
stock from 1988. In the original box as issued, a TV pro-
duced in NYC was able to get many signed. The signatures 
are in spotless blue sharpie ink, and are from Mantle, 
Williams, Mays, Banks, Mathews, Schmidt, Jackson and 
Frank Robinson. These would look great in the right framed 
display. Six unsigned postcards are included as well, with 
Aaron, Ruth, McCovey & Foxx. JSA LOA.

414  Maris, Roger (Rookie signature)     9 ................... 300
Always very desirable, offered is a lovely 1957-era photo 
postcard of a Rookie Roger Maris in a Cleveland Indians 
uniform. Signed in spotless blue ink on his leg, this is an 
ideal exemplar of Roger’s great looking Rookie signature. 
This has not been mailed, the back has stray tape by the bor-
der, it is not bad at all. The image looks great, the borders 
are nice and white. PSA DNA (full).

415  Robinson, Jackie 8 ............................ 400
Something you just never see, offered is a classic b/w Jackie 
postcard from the 1950s. This has a facsimile signature on 
the bottom border, so these almost never have real signa-
tures. A very smart collector had Jackie sign this in the 
center in blue ballpoint ink. The signature is admittedly not 
perfect but it is legible and displays reasonably well. How 
often do these ever come around? JSA LOA (full).

416  Young, Cy Signed Postcard 9.5 ......................... 270
Classic piece, offered is a handsome Cy Young b/w photo 
portrait postcard. The front has a corner crease but other-
wise looks great. The back is signed by Cy Young in bold 
blue ballpoint ink and also by 1920s star Sad Sam Jones 
(D’66) and Cy Young’s deadball era teammate Pat Donahue 
(D’66). Neat piece. JSA LOA (full).

417  Quality HOF Postcard Lot 
  (32 pcs w/Aaron & Mays) 9.5 ......................... 250
Immaculate lot of signed postcards, the autographs could 
not be any bolder. Mainly b/w photo postcards, there are 
some Perez Steeles as well. Content is very solid, with 
Aaron (2), Berra, Grimes, Mathews (4, 2 are Perez Steeles), 
Mays, McCovey (4 w/1 Perez Steele), Musial (3), Newhouser, 
Frank Robinson (2), Stargell (2) and Wynn. JSA LOA.

Signed Programs

418  1955 Dodgers Yearbook w/Jackie Robinson
   & 7 Others 9 ............................ 800
Great piece, offered is the original Brooklyn Dodger year-
book from the ultimate year. This has a loose cover but oth-
erwise looks terrific. This special piece has superb quality 
signatures from team members Jackie Robinson, Pee Wee 
Reese, Don Hoak (D’69), Karl Spooner, Don Zimmer, Rube 
Walker, Russ Meyer and Pete Wojey. The Jackie signature is 
wonderful. This is a very desirable 1950s Brooklyn Dodger 
item, something you hardly ever see. JSA LOA (full).

419   1962 Mets Vintage 
         Signed Program      9.5 .............. 150
Terrific piece, this is a desirable original 
scorecard from the 1962 Mets, the first 
year of the franchise. Scored versus the 
Braves, this has been folded and has one 
loose page; it nonetheless displays well. 
This has six fine period blue ballpoint 
ink signatures on the front cover. These 
autographs include a beautiful flowing 
Gil Hodges, Richie Ashburn, Charlie 
Neal, Roger Craig and Al Jackson. True 
vintage 1962 Met items with Gil Hodges 
are always very desirable. 
JSA LOA (full).
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Signed Programs

420  Campanella, Roy Signed 
   1951 Dodger Yearbook 9.5 ......................... 400
Good piece, offered is a bright and attractive original 1951 
Brooklyn Dodgers team yearbook. The spine has been rein-
forced with tape, this is otherwise clean. The interior pages 
include a fine pre-accident Roy Campanella dark ink sig-
nature on his image. Pre-accident Campy signatures on full 
8x10 pieces are always very desirable. The scarce Jake Pitler 
(D’1968) signed on his image in fountain pen, as did Duke 
Snider in blue sharpie at a later date. Nice piece. JSA LOA.

421  Mantle, Mickey Signed 1965 S.I. (gorgeous!)
    9.5 ......................... 200
Great signed magazine, this is a clean label-free uncommon 
June 21, 1965 Sports Illustrated issue with a terrific color 
image of Mickey Mantle on the cover. The cover accurately 
proclaims that 1965 was the end of an era for the Yankees. 
Signed by Mickey, this is a perfect Mint Mickey Mantle No. 7 
signature in an ideal spot. I cannot remember that last time 
we saw a signed copy of this very evocative cover. JSA LOA.

422  Munson, Thurman Signed 1971 Program  9 ....... 150
Very nice piece, this is a scarce January 25, 1971 Connecti-
cut Sports Writers Alliance Dinner program. Our consignor 
attended this program personally and obtained 14 signa-
tures on the front cover. The key here is a very bold and fine 
black ink Thurman Munson autograph. Signed so early in 
his career, this is really nice. The other signatures include 
Tom Seaver, Otto Graham, Andy Robustelli, Alex Webster, 
Randy Rasmussen and Moe Drabowsky. JSA LOA (full).

Black/White HOF Plaques

423  Crawford, Sam (ANS w/great Walter Johnson 
   content)                   9.5 (double-signed) ................ 150
Good piece, the front is perfectly sharp and clean, signed in 
bold green fountain pen. The back is an ANS, dated No-
vember 9, 1961. Great content as Crawford writes: “In my 
estimation Walter Johnson was the Nonpareil of all 
pitchers!” It is not often that you find one HOFer opining on 
another, this makes this a very special piece. JSA LOA (full).

424  Walsh, Ed (double-signed) 9 ............................ 150
Desirable signed plaque from this early deadball era HOF 
pitcher, Walsh died in 1959. This one is really special as it 
has a spotless Ed A. Walsh signature in the bottom margin 
and the back is signed “Ed A. Walsh Hall of Fame Cooper-
stown N.Y.” Everything is in clean blue ballpoint ink, this 
has not been mailed, so the note on the back looks perfect. 
This is one of the very nicest Ed Walsh signed plaques that 
we have ever seen or handled; this has been slabbed Authen-
tic by PSA DNA.

Yellow HOF Plaques

425  DiMaggio/Mantle/Williams 9.5 ......................... 200
The ultimate trio of signed HOF plaques, these have endless 
display potential. Each is signed neatly in bold blue sharpie 
by the top border, the Williams signature is especially large. 
Not so easy to find as singles, these would look fantastic in 
the right framed display. JSA LOA.

426  Sandy Koufax (lot of 7) 9.5 ......................... 300
Spotless lot of Sandy K plaques, each is signed in bold blue 
sharpie in the top margin. These are not easy to find in any 
kind of quantity. JSA LOA. 
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427  Collection of 50 w/Aaron & Mays  9.5 ................. 250
Spotless lot of signed HOF plaques, these came from an Old 
Time show promoter, everything is in bold blue sharpie ink 
at the top border. An exact listing will be on our web site, the 
retail value here as singles is approximately $1,200. Better 
pieces include: Hank Aaron, Johnny Bench, Yogi Berra, 
Burleigh Grimes (2), Eddie Mathews (3), Willie Mays, Willie 
McCovey (2), Frank Robinson (2) and Willie Stargell (2). 
JSA LOA.

428  Collection of 85 w/Aaron, Greenberg, Mays  9 ... 600
Strong lot, the condition is very nice. A full listing will be on 
our web site. Better signatures here include: Hank Aaron, 
Ernie Banks, Cool Papa Bell, Johnny Bench, Yogi Berra (2), 
Rod Carew, Hank Greenberg, Sandy Koufax, Eddie Mathews 
(4, Willie Mays, Willie McCovey, Pee Wee Reese and 
Willie Stargell. This is a fine lot with lots of breakdown 
value. JSA LOA.

429  Campanella, Roy Signed Salvino Statue  9.5 ....... 200
One of the key signed figures, this is perfectly clean and in 
the original box. It is so neat that they included Campy in 
this desirable series. The figurine stands ten inches high and 
has a bold black sharpie ink signature that looks terrific. 
JSA LOA.

430 Foxx, Jimmie 1939 Cachet 9.5 ......................... 300
Superior piece, this is a wonderful 1939 100th anniversary 
of baseball postal cachet. Signed by Jimmie Foxx in dead 
Mint black fountain pen ink, the signature is a real stunner. 
Anything signed on this type of cachet is great, how often do 
you see a huge Mint Jimmie Foxx fountain pen signature? 
This has endless display potential as part of a framed collage 
if desired. JSA LOA.

431  Frisch, Frankie Signed Autobiography (scarce)
    9.5 ......................... 300
Rare signed book, this is the first one that we have ever seen. 
Offered is a beautiful first edition with a particularly nice 
dust jacket, Frisch signed this in Mint blue ink on the title 
page. This is from 1962, published by Doubleday, and is 
titled Frank Frisch: The Fordham Flash. Fresh to market, it 
will be interesting to see where this ends up. JSA LOA.

432      Wagner, Honus 1939 Cachet  9.5 ......................... 400
Great cachet, this is a beautiful ornate custom 1939 Baseball 
Centennial Honus Wagner cachet. The left side has a small 
image and detailed biography of the legendary Honus Wag-
ner. Signed in Mint blue fountain pen ink, this has a superb 
J. Honus Wagner signature in the center. Postmarked June 
12, 1939 in Cooperstown, New York, this is one of the very 
nicest cachets of its kind that we have ever seen or handled. 
There are simply not many nicer flat items on which to col-
lect the signature of the beloved Honus Wagner. JSA LOA.
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Historical Autographs

433  1983 Democratic U.S. Senators
   Signed Log (45 sigs) 7.5 ......................... 100
Neat piece, this is a large format 9 1/2 Senators log from 
November 11, 1983. Signed by all of the Democratic Sen-
ators at the time, this has a seal at the lower right corner. 
The autographs do vary quite a bit in darkness, some are 
very light, others much nicer. Solid content here, includes 
Joe Biden, Ted Kennedy (perhaps the boldest signature of 
course!), John Glenn, Bill Bradley, George Mitchell, Lloyd 
Bentsen, Gary Hart and Pat Leahy. This is smartly matted 
and framed to 16x21. JSA LOA.

434  8 x 10  Eisenhower, Dwight 9.5 ......................... 300
Handsome original image of Ike, this is a fine image of 
Eisenhower in formal attire greeting someone at the Wal-
dorf Astoria hotel in New York City. Signed in spotless blue 
ballpoint ink in a perfect spot by the upper right corner, this 
is a handsome image with hardly any wear. JSA LOA (full).

435  Document  Fillmore, Millard (secretarial)  8.5 ..... 45
Dated February 10, 1851, offered is an extremely well pre-
served and attractive 15 3/4 x 10 Land Grant. Signed by 
President Millard Fillmore, this is secretarial but has a 
perfect Presidential seal. JSA LOA.

436  8 x 10  Ford, Gerald 9.5 ........................... 30
Handsome color image of Ford likely as President, this is 
signed in spotless silver sharpie ink. JSA LOA.

437  8 x 10  Ford, Gerald 9.5 ........................... 30
Handsome color image of Ford likely as President, this is 
signed in spotless silver sharpie ink. JSA LOA.

438  Letter  Ford, Gerald ALS 9.5 ......................... 150
Scarce, this is a very fine looking 7x9 Gerald Ford ALS on 
his Presidential letterhead. With the transmittal envelope, 
this is written to a key Arkansas businessman. Fine content 
regarding a donation to the Ford Library, the writing is 
all in bold black ballpont ink, with a fine Gerald R. Ford 
signature. Mounted to a large format scrapbook page from 
a family album, Ford ALS’s of this quality are scarce and 
desirable. We believe this was from 2002. JSA LOA.

439  Henry, Patrick Signed Document  9 ..................... 300
A perfect item for our times, this is a 12x16 Land Grant 
signed by none other than Patrick Henry while Governor 
of Virginia. Famed for saying Give Me Liberty or Give Me 
Death, a remarkably topical quote in these turbulent times. 
The document has been folded and has had some profes-
sional repairs to fill in holes and has a replaced seal at the 
lower left corner. With that diclosed, this still has decent 
eye appeal and most vitally. has a particularly bold and fine 
autograph of this legendary Revolutionary War figure at the 
lower right corner. This is a great addition to any historical 
autograph collection. JSA LOA (full).

440  Kennedy, Rose Signed Invitation (JSA LOA)  9.5.. 21
 

441  Moonwalkers Framed Display  Nm-Mt ................. 50
Grand framed display has attractive oversize postcard-size 
images of the 12 American Astronauts who walked on the 
moon. Total size 35x33, this is very well done.

442  Book  Nixon, Richard 9.5 ........................... 30
1990 edition of In The Arena, this has a tipped in signed 
bookplate from the Nixon library. JSA LOA.

443  Roosevelt, Eleanor Signed White House Card
    8 .............................. 75
One of the more desirable ways to collect the autograph of 
Eleanor Roosevelt, offered is a clean White House card. 
Signed in fountain pen in the 1930s, this is presented in an 
ornate 14 x 21 framed display. This is paired with a terrific 
1938 TLS on White House letterhead that came with the 
autographs, discusses how President FDR is too busy to sign 
and actually provides the cities and states for the Roosevelt 
children. How different was that time from our era? This is 
a charming display that looks great. JSA LOA.

444  Letter  Roosevelt, Theodore 9 ............................ 400
Very interesting letter, this is signed just eight days after 
TR’s Presidential term ended. Clean TLS on his Outlook 
letterhead, this is written to the leader of the 13th regiment. 
A key part of U.S. military history, the 13th Regiment was 
instrumental in the capture of San Juan Hill during the 1898 
Spanish-American war that thrusted TR into the national 
spotlight as never before. TR politely declines an invitation 
to review the regiment’ this has a large and fine dark foun-
tain pen signature. JSA LOA.

445 1976  JFK Bochmann Bust Ex-Mt/NM ................ 8
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Entertainment Autographs

447  Brando, Marlon 1953 Autograph
   w/Picture Signing! 9 ............................ 200
Great piece, this 4 1/4 x 5 1/2 page from a theatre program 
notes a Brando performance on July 6 in Arms and the Man. 
Signed at the time in pencil, this is a large and fine signa-
ture. The paper has been folded and has some wear, but the 
signature is not affected in any meaningful way. This also 
comes with a newspaper picture of Brando with the person 
to whom this was signed! How is that for provenance? 
JSA LOA.

Signed 8x10 Photos

448  Aherne, Brian (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 15
449  Alda, Robert (JSA LOA) 8 ................................ 9
450  Anderson, June (JSA LOA) 7 .............................. 15
451  Arden, Eve (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 17
452  Arliss, George (D’1946, matted) (JSA LOA) 9 ....... 23
454  Ayers, Lew (JSA LOA) 9.5 ............................. 9
455  Baker, Carroll (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
456  Barnes, Binnie (JSA LOA) 9.5 ............................. 9
457  Basquette, Lina (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
459  Bellamy, Ralph (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 14
461  Blaine, Vivian (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 23
462  Canova, Judy (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 18
463  Carlisle, Mary (JSA LOA) 8 .............................. 15
464  Claire, Ina (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 14
465  Clark, Buddy (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 12
466  Clooney, Rosemary (JSA LOA)  9.5 ....................... 18
467  Colbert, Claudette (JSA LOA)   9.5 ........................ 60
468  Coleman, Jack (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 11
471  Cronyn, Hume (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 26
472  Dahl, Arlene (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 18

453  Astaire, Fred 9.5 ........................... 68
Legendary film star, he died in 1987 and is not easy to find 
on an 8x10. Offered is a super clean publicity still for a 1936 
film, signed in super bold black sharpie ink in the perfect 
spot by the left border. Very fine signed original photo. 
JSA LOA.

458  Baxter, Anne 9.5 ........................... 38
Superb signed 8x10 publicity image, the autograph has a 
great flow and feel. Film star, D’85. JSA LOA.

460  Black, Shirley Temple 9 .............................. 27
Utterly charming 7 1/4 x 9 original press photo from 1937, 
this has some edge wear. The autograph and image are per-
fect however. JSA LOA.

469  Cook, Donald 9.5 ........................... 90
1930s star from classic films like The Public Enemy and 
Baby Face, he died in 1961 at age 59. Offered is a very hand-
some high quality original print, signed very well in foun-
tain pen. People ask big numbers for these when they come 
to market. JSA LOA.

470  Cornell, Katharine 9 .............................. 30
High quality montage image, signed neatly in a perfect spot 
by the bottom border in blue ink. JSA LOA.

473  Davis, Bette 9.5 ......................... 116
Wonderful image of this legendary star, you have to love this 
almost haunting photograph. A 1939 image, this is a signed 
Bette Davis photo by George Hassell. This has some minute 
condition issues but displays very well overall. Hassell was a 
revered American photographer. D’89. JSA LOA.

474  De Havilland, Olivia 9 .............................. 45
Gorgeous 7 x 10 publicity still for Captain Blood. Signed 
very neatly at the lower left corner in vintage ink, a terrific 
signature. JSA LOA.

475  Dietrich, Marlene 9.5 ........................... 75
Fine b/w image of a glamorous Dietrich performing on 
stage. This is signed in flowing black sharpie ink in a good 
spot on her image. This legendary star died in 1992. 
JSA LOA.

476  Donnelly, Ruth (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 15

477  Douglas, Kirk 9.5 ........................... 30
1949 publicity still has some closed tears by the bottom 
border but otherwise displays well. This has a spotless black 
sharpie signature and inscription by the upper right corner. 
JSA LOA.

478  Dragonette, Jessica (5x7) (JSA LOA)  9 ................. 18

479  Dunne, Irene 9.5 ........................... 38
Beautiful vintage 1939 7x9 publicity still, signed and in-
scribed in green fountain pen. Very nice. JSA LOA.
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480  Fairbanks Jr., Douglas 9.5 ........................... 38
This is a terrific b/w portrait image of this famous star on a 
wire photo. Signed and inscribed To Tom, this has a bold 
black sharpie ink signature. JSA LOA.

484  Fontanne, Lynn 9.5 ........................... 30
High quality image of this long-time British actress, signed 
in lovely black ink, a terrific signature. This lists for $120 in 
the Sanders guide. D’83. JSA LOA.

485  Fonteyn, Margot 7 .............................. 23
Famous Ballerina, this is a very nice 7 1/4 x 9 1/4 image. 
Original publicity still, signed and inscribed in ink by the 
lower right corner. JSA LOA.

487  Gielgud, John 9 .............................. 30
Original publicity still for The School for Scandal, a fine 
portait image of this legendary thespian. Signed in bold 
black sharpie ink in a perfect spot by the left border.  
JSA LOA.

489  Gordon, Ruth 9 .............................. 50
Versatile star died in 1985. Fine 8x10 publicity image from 
Rosemary’s Baby, signed neatly Happy Birthday Ruth Gor-
don in clean black sharpie pen. JSA LOA.

493  Hamilton, Margaret 9 ............................ 150
Famous actress from The Wizard of Oz, this haunting image 
has lots of writing. This is an original publicity image, very 
nice. Very desirable photo, these list for $768 in the Sanders 
guide. JSA LOA.

494  Hasso, Signe (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 18
495  Havoc, June (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 15
496  Hayes, Helen (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 24
497  Horne, Lena (7 1/4 x 9, beautiful) (JSA LOA)
    9.5 ........................... 15
498  Joy, Leatrice (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 15
481  Faye, Alice (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 40
482  Fitzgerald, Geraldine (JSA LOA)  8 ....................... 12
483  Fontaine, Joan (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 24
486  Francis, Arlene (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 18
488  Gish, Lillian (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 21
490  Granger, Farley (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 15
491  Grayson, Kathryn (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
492  Greenwood, Joan (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 18

499  Keyes, Evelyn 9.5 ........................... 30
Beautiful 1939 7x9 image, signed in flawless red sharpie ink. 
This Gone With The Wind actress died in 2008. JSA LOA.

500  LaMour, Dorothy (beautiful, 7 1/2 x 8 1/2)  9 ........ 30
Beautiful image is on a press photo, this has a terrific black 
sharpie ink signature and inscription. JSA LOA.

501  Langford, Frances (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
502  Lederer, Francis (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 18
503  Lee, Peggy (8 x 9) (JSA LOA) 8 .............................. 23
504  LeGalliene, Eva (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 23
505  Leslie, Joan (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 15
506  Lewis, Monica (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 12

507  Liberace 9.5 ........................... 25
Very fine looking 8x10 image of the beloved Liberace, this 
was signed and inscribed in 1966. A very young Liberace, 
this looks great. JSA LOA (card).

508  Lindfors, Vivica (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 18
509  Locklear, Heather (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
510  Loudon, Dorothy (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
511  Loy, Myrna (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 75
512  MacMurray, Fred (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 24
514  Martin, Mary (7 x 9 publicity still) (JSA LOA)  9 .. 23
516  McCrea, Joel (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 23
518  Miles, Sylvia (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 12
519  Mills Sr., John (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 21
520  Montevecchi, Lillian (JSA LOA)  9 ........................ 15

513  Malone, Dorothy 9.5 ........................... 38
Attractive b/w publicity still for Colorado Territory. Signed 
and inscribed in super bold black sharpie. This lists for $130 
in the Sanders guide. JSA LOA.

515  Mayo, Virginia 9.5 ........................... 38
Beautiful b/w image, signed and inscribed in sharpie ink, 
a nice large signature. JSA LOA.

517  Merman, Ethel 9.5 ........................... 44
Great image of this durable star with a priceless expression 
on her face. This original press photo has a large and terrific 
blue sharpie ink signature. JSA LOA.

521  Moore, Colleen 9 .............................. 41
Great looking sepia image, 7 1/2 x 10. Signed and inscribed 
in solid black sharpie ink. JSA LOA.
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522  Morgan, Helen 9 .............................. 38
Desirable 8x10, she was a noted blues singer and the first 
Julie in Show Boat. Fine 8x10 portrait image, signed and in 
flowing blue ink. D’41. JSA LOA.

523  Morgan, Michelle (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 12
524  Morgan, Ralph (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 15
525  Mosconi, Willie (JSA LOA) 8.5 ............................. 9
527  Neal, Patricia (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
528  Nelson, Gene (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 12
529  Niesen, Gertrude (1930 oversize postcard)
   (JSA LOA) 9 ................................ 9
530  O’Brien, Margaret (JSA LOA)  9.5 ......................... 23

526  Murphy, Audie (scarce) 9.5 ......................... 150
Fine piece, Audie Murphy was one of the most decorated 
American soldiers in World War Two. Murphy appeared 
in many films after the war and was a beloved soldier who 
suffered from PTSD. Murphy died in a plane crash in 1971 
at age 45, making his autograph especially desirable. The 
offered lot is a beautiful 7x9 image (as matted) signed My 
Best Audie Murphy in dark ink in a good spot. This is a 
fine portrait of Murphy in formal attire. Nicely matted and 
framed, total size 11 1/2 x 13 1/2. JSA LOA.

531  O’Brien, Pat 8 .............................. 30
Handsome image of this early actor from The Hunchback of 
Notre Dame. Signed neatly in a good spot on the right side 
of the image. Printed on high quality stock, very nice. D’63. 
JSA LOA.

544  Rogers, Ginger 9 .............................. 53
Legendary film star, this is a beautiful 7 x 9 publicity still. 
Signed in flowing black sharpie ink by the right border, very, 
very nice signed photo. JSA LOA.

547  Romero, Cesar  9.5 ........................... 30
Terrific b/w image of a young Romero. Signed and inscribed 
in black sharpie ink. JSA LOA.

551  Sidney, Sylvia 9.5 ........................... 30
Lovely 1938 publicity still, signed in superb fountain pen at 
the upper right corner. JSA LOA.

532  O’Connor, Donald (JSA LOA)  9.5 ........................ 21
533  Paige, Janis (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 23
534  Parker, Ceciia (JSA LOA) 8 .............................. 24
535  Peabody, Eddie (JSA LOA) 8.5 ........................... 15
536  Pringle, Aileen (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 15
537  Rainier, Louise (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 27
538  Raye, Martha (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
539  Raymond, Gene (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
540  Redgrave, Lynn (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 12
541  Redman, Don (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 12
542  Rich, Irene (JSA LOA) 7 .............................. 18
543  Richman, Harry (5x7) (JSA LOA)  9 ...................... 14
545  Rogers, Jean (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 23
546  Roland, Gilbert (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 23
548  Scott, Lizabeth (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
549  Shearer, Moira (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 21
550  Shore, Dinah (very young) (JSA LOA)  9 ............... 18
552  Singin Sam (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 15
553  Sothern, Ann (JSA LOA) 8 .............................. 21
554  Spitz, Mark (JSA LOA) 9.5 ............................. 9

555  Stewart, James 9.5 ........................... 60
Pricey photo, this lists for $330 in the Sanders guide. Leg-
endary movie star, this is a fine color portrait image, very 
engaging. This is signed in perfectly bold and large black 
sharpie ink in a perfect spot by the left border. JSA LOA.

556  Stewart, James 9.5 ........................... 90
Offered is a perfect b/w portrait image of this beloved star. 
A handsome portrait image, this is signed in bold sharpie 
ink in a perfect spot. JSA LOA.

557  Swanson, Gloria 9.5 ........................... 60
Clean 8x10 portrait image of this famed actress. Signed, 
inscribed and dated 1982, lots and lots of writing, all in 
bold blue sharpie ink. JSA LOA.

558  Swarthout, Gladys (JSA LOA)  9 ............................ 18
560  Terry, Alice (JSA LOA) 6.5 ........................... 15
561  Tracy, Arthur (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 14

559  Sweet, Sarah Blanche 9 .............................. 45
Important Silent Film star, this is a terrific sepia toned im-
age on better stock. Signed and inscribed in spotless black 
sharpie ink, very nice. D’86. JSA LOA.

562  Turner, Lana 9.5 ........................... 45
Publicity still, signed in black sharpie ink by the upper left 
corner. Signed on this darker photo, this will look better in 
person than on the web. JSA LOA.
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Signed 8x10 Photos

563  Ullman, Liv (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 12
564  Warrick, Ruth (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 24
565  Wilson, Julie (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 14
566  Windsor, Marie (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 12
567  Wood, Peggy (7x9) (JSA LOA)  9.5 ........................ 15
569  Wyatt, Jane (JSA LOA) 8.5 ........................... 12
570  Wyman, Jane (JSA LOA) 9 .............................. 27
571  Young, Robert (JSA LOA) 9.5 ........................... 20

568  Wray, Fay 9.5 ........................... 48
Great 1955 publicity still of this actress famous for the origi-
nal King Kong. Signed in bold black sharpie ink, terrific 
quality. D’98. JSA LOA.

 
Assorted Signed Items

572  Album Page  Fine Early 1930s Music Collection
   (42 pcs, 50+ sigs) 9 ............................ 150
Fresh collection, this is a full autograph album from the 
early 1930s. All were signed at the time neatly in pencil or 
period fountain pen, many are dated. We could not recog-
nize all of the autographs, but everything should be pictured 
on our web site. This appears to be a fantastic collection of 
Big Band leaders and related musicians, two of which are 
signed by many members of an orchestra. For the right col-
lector, this should be a real find. These are the autographs 
we could readily find: Blanche Calloway, Bennie Carter, 
Al Donahue, Eddie Duchin, Jan Garber, Mal Hallett, Claude 
Hopkins, Jimmie Joy, Casa Loma Orchestra w/Glen Gray, 
Guy Lombardo, Red Nichols, Tommy Tucker, Rudy Vallee 
and Ted Weems. JSA LOA.

446 1981 Timberlake Limited Edition Lithograph 
        (February at Riverwood) 435/1000   NM ............... 200
February at Riverwood, 435 of 1000. This beautiful 27x32 
lithograph is professionally framed and triple matted. 
Released in 1981, February at Riverwood is considered a 
Timberlake classic. The scene features the Conestoga wagon 
that also appears in Late Snow at Riverwood. These have a 
list price of $3,500 each.

573  Abrahams, Harold M. (Signed) Book 
  - Chariots of Fire Subject  .............................. 180
The subject of the classic 1981 film Chariots of Fire, Abra-
hams was the 1924 Olympics champion in the 100 meter 
sprint. Immortalized in film, Abrahams died in 1978, three 
years before the movie. Offered is a terrific item, this is a 
1925 edition of Abraham’s book Sprinting. This is inscribed 
by Abrahams, “With the authors love and compliments 
July 31 1925”; we believe this to be a presentation copy. The 
binding is tight, the cover retains bright original color; in 
short, this is a great looking book from 1925 that hardly 
ever comes to market.

574 Bannister, Roger Signed 
  The First Four Minutes 9.5 ........................... 45
Early edition of this desirable book originally published in 
1955, this has a colorful if slightly worn original dust jacket. 
The inscription and signature are great: “With Best Wishes 
for Christmas from Roger Bannister”. This is a fine vintage 
signature. One of the most historic athletes from the 20th 
century, this is a desirable and scarce signed book when it 
can be found with a vintage signature. JSA LOA.

575  Cut  Cowl, Jane (matted w/photo) (JSA LOA)
    9.5 ............................. 9
 
576  Album Page  Ellington, Duke       9 ......................... 45
Fresh from an early 1930s collection, this is a particularly 
large and fine signature. Singly signed in pencil, this is large 
and has a great flow. JSA LOA.

577 Elvis Signed Huge Image (superb!)  8 ................... 500
Offered is a simply wonderful 15x19 color print of Elvis 
Presley in glorious color. A classic image of Elvis, this is 
almost iconic. Produced by artist June Kelly, this is exten-
sively inscribed and signed by Elvis: “To Lynn My Best To 
You Always Sincerely From Elvis Presley” in flowing black 
ink. Lightly framed to 19x25, this is one of the finest Elvis 
signed photos one is ever likely to encounter. People get 
very excited about an authentic Elvis autograph on anything 
these days, how great is it to find him on something this big 
and attractive? JSA LOA (full).

578  Letter  Fonteyn, Margaret 9.5 ........................... 23
Clean 2-sided ALS, these list for $125 in the Sanders guide. 
This famed dancer died in 1991. JSA LOA.
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579 Hanna/Barbera Signed 1994 Flintstones Book
    9.5 ........................... 45
Fun piece, this is a high quality oversize 1994 book titled 
The Flintstones by Turner Publishing. This is special as it is 
a limited edition (166/400) and is signed by famed anima-
tors Bill Hanna and Joe Barbera. With the dust jacket, the 
condition is terrific. JSA LOA.

580  Max, Peter Signed Print (ex-Charlie Sheen)
    9.5 ........................... 50
Offered is a fine looking 11x15 Peter Max print of the CBS 
logo. From 2003, this is signed and inscribed to Charlie 
Sheen in Mint black sharpie ink. Given all of the drama with 
Mr. Sheen and CBS, this is an especially interesting combi-
nation. Nicely framed, total size 15 x 20. JSA LOA.

581  Album Page  Ozzie & Harriet      9 ......................... 23
Clean album page from the early 1930s, this is signed by 
Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard. Both are clean signatures 
in pencil. JSA LOA.

582 Weissmuller, Johnny Signed 1964 Biography
    9.5 ......................... 120
Neat book (Water World & Weissmuller) by Narda Onyx, 
this is a first edition from 1964 with a terrific condition 
dust jacket. This popular swimmer and film star signed and 
inscribed the title page as follows: Joe you’re the greatest 
Johnny Weissmuller in bold and flowing black sharpie ink. 
Weissmuller died in 1984, items of this quality signed by 
him hardly ever come to market. JSA LOA.

583  Williams, Robin Signed Movie Poster  9 ............... 60
Sadly now a very scarce item, offered is a full size movie 
poster for Jakob The Liar starring Robin Williams. Released 
in 1999, this was signed at the time by Robin in silver sharp-
ie. D’2014. JSA LOA.

584  Collection of 3 Animation Prints, 2 Signed   9 ...... 50
Affordable trio of animation art, as follows: (1) Jimmy 
Crickett Original 1940 Dye Transfer photo w/matted sig-
nature of Cliff Edwards, total size 16x17; (2) Donald Duck 
2002 Temper Temper Framed Litho (14x11 total size) and 
(3) Fred Freling Signed 11x9 Cell, matted/framed to 20x17. 
The framing here alone may have run a few hundred dollars, 
these are very well presented. JSA LOA.

585  3 x 5  Eclectic Lot (20 pcs) 9.5 ......................... 100
Eclectic lot of Hollywood, political and other autographs. 
High grade, there is light duplication, with L. Bacall, Wil-
liam Brennan , A. Carney, A. Dickinson, B. Dole, J. Garner, 
A. Huston, A. Lansbury, K. Malden, Neil Simon, J. Staple-
ton, Clarence Thomas, L. Tomlin, Ted Turner and C. Yeager. 
JSA LOA.

586  8 x 10  Collection of 53 signed photos  9 ............. 150
This is an appealing collection of signed photos, mainly 
8x10s. These are movie stars, musicians and such from 
the 1930s through the very early 1980s. The condition is 
generally clean, some are on older photos but were signed 
in the early 1980s. There is very light duplication, content 
includes: Iris Adrian, John Agar, Brian Aherne, Ed Asner, 
Ralph Bellamy, Richard Chamberlain, Willem Dafoe, Arlene 
Dahl, John Forsythe, Farley Granger, Kitty Carlisle Hart, 
Will Mahoney, Donald Novis, Patricia Neal, Barry Nelson, 
Janis Paige, Bert Reynolds, Buddy Rogers, Pat Rooney I & 
III, Robert Young (wire photo, has wear). JSA LOA.

587  8 x 10  Quality Actress 
   Signed Vintage Collection (62 pcs)  9 .................. 300
Fine lot is from the same single-owner collection that we 
have been working through for the last year. These vary in 
size but are mainly 8x10s, condition varies somewhat but is 
more than clean overall. Mainly signed in the early 1980s, 
there are many vintage press photos in this collection. This 
is a very eclectic lot, these are mainly images of 1930s-1950s 
stars, but they go into the 1980s for the subjects. Duplica-
tion is quite minor, autographed photos in this interesting 
lot include: Iris Adrian, Elizabeth Ashley, Jacqueline  Bisset, 
Vivian Blaine, Sarah Blanche, Mary Carlisle, Claudette Col-
bert, Arlene Dahl, Adelaide Hall, Rosemary Harris, Kitty 
Carlisle Hart, Anne Jackson, Priscilla Lane, Dorothy Loud-
on, Patricia  Neal, Janice Paige and Sylvia Sidney. JSA LOA.
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Non-Sports Cards

1888 Allen & Ginter Albums

588  Birds of the Tropics VG-Ex ..................... 60
Very colorful album befits its subject matter. The cover has a 
mild stain to the right border, this otherwise looks great. 
The interior pages are very clean and are filled with terrific 
images of unusual birds.

589  General Government and State Capital 
   Buildings Album VG-Ex ..................... 45
Charming album has all sorts of wonderful detail of govern-
ment architecture in the late 19th century. The cover has 
one minute scrape, it otherwise look terrific. It has a string 
binding and displays quite well.

590  Governors Coats of Arms VG-Ex ..................... 60
Larger format album contains all of the oversize cards from 
this neat set. The interior pages are immaculate, this may 
have been rebound on the top border, we are not sure. The 
cover is otherwise clean, with only mild general wear, it dis-
plays quite well. Substantial album with solid content, this is 
a charming piece that is so evocative of its era.

591  Principal Orders of Knighthood & Chivalry
    Ex ........................... 75
Uncommon album, I cannot remember the last time we saw 
one of these. Particularly well preserved, the offered exam-
ple has a fine cover, crisp edges and a solid string binding. 
The interior pages look great, this should be very popular 
with the current cultural fascination with this subject area.

592 1890  Lady Marguerite/Louis XVI
  Color Postcard Set (10 pcs) + Extras  Ex ................ 40
Oddball set, also included are six postcards of women from 
the same era.

593 Buffalo Bill Cody Cabinet Card   VG .................... 100
Rare original 4.25 X 6.5 cabinet photograph of Buffalo Bill 
Cody (William F. Cody 1846-1917). Gold imprint on mount 
from Brooklyn photographer Stacy, and facsimile signa-
ture W.F. Cody.’ Hugely popular, Buffalo Bill Cody is one of 
the most famous and colorful figures of the American Old 
West who before founding Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show 
was a famed scout and bison hunter. A great piece of early 
Americana. Very Good condition with some visible wear 
and discoloration particularly around the perimeter. A real 
classic! 

594 1930  F278-50 Post Cereal  
   Complete Set (32) Ex+* ...................... 200
Very scarce and desirable 32-card set, a baseball card of 
Christy Mathewson is the key card here. This is a hand-cut 
issue, the offered set is generally well cut and very nice. 
Some cards have slight glue residue on the back, otherwise 
the set is a strong Ex Plus overall to our eyes. We will have 
high quality front and back scans of 10 of the cards on our 
website, please consult these images for more condition 
detail if desired.

595 1932  US Caramel Presidents
   Rutherford B Hayes PSA 7 ...................... 60
Fun card from this desirable 1930s caramel issue, the condi-
tion is terrific. Well centered with square corners, the color 
and image are both very nice.

1933 Sea Raiders

596 18 Mutiny of the Crew Montreal Bilingual 
    PSA 2 ...................... 15
 
597 22 Extorting Tribute Montreal Bilingual PSA 1.5 .... 8
 
598 34 John Bowen Montreal Bilingual   PSA 2 ............ 50
Scarce high number, creasing and corner wear keep this at a 
2. The back has no damage, the color and image quality are 
solid.

599 39 Thomas Howard Montreal English Only
    PSA 1 ...................... 45
Scarce high number, more like a 2 than a 1, this has one 
major crease but otherwise looks good. The back is clean, 
there are no technical issues.

600 43 Roc the Brazilian Montreal Bilingual  PSA 1 .... 38
Scarce high number, rough card earns its 1 grade. This has a 
fun image.

601 44 Major Bonnet Montreal English Only
    PSA 2 mk ................ 50
Well centered with good color, creasing and a slight mark on 
the back keep this at a 2 mk. High number.
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602 1935  Fleer Cops and Robbers 
  Complete Set (35) Ex+ ....................... 100
Amusing set from the 1930s, these cards all have funny nick-
names on the fronts for the subjects. Issued as strips we 
assume, almost all have the original perforations on the top 
border. Some may have been hand cut, but these appear to 
be a very strong Ex Plus to Ex-Mt overall (possibly nicer). 
Fun little set, the edges tend to be crisp and clean, the colors 
quite vibrant.

603 1936  G-Men
 Collection of 8 different PSA Cards, mainly 4s ............. 60
Clean lot, all are 4s unless noted: 7-8, 24, 75, 79, 82, 125 (5) 
and 151.

604 1938  Horrors of War
 Collection of 15 different PSA Cards, mainly 4s ........... 90
Pleasing mid-grade lot, all are 4s unless noted: 10, 54 (4.5), 
59, 87, 89 (4.5), 106, 121, 136, 152, 169 (5), 188 (3), 191 (3), 
198 (4.5), 206 and 208.

605 1940  Lone Ranger  Wrapper   Good ..................... 90
Rare original wrapper from this extremely desirable set, a 
closed tear by the upper right corner keeps this at Good. 
The edges are fairly crisp, this appears to be full size and 
the back has no issues. The color is very vivid and the color 
image in the center looks terrific.

606 1940  Lone Ranger
   Complete Low Number Set (48 pcs)  VG ............. 600
Vital set, how often do these come around? Offered is an 
exceptionally consistent and well matched set. The cards 
range from Good to Ex Plus, mainly in the VG range. Cen-
tering is terrific, hardly anything has noticeable creases and 
the images are uniformly terrific. The backs are all perfectly 
clean, this is truly an ideal lot for the grade.

607 1940  Superman Wrapper VG-Ex/Ex ............. 120
Offered is a gorgeous original wrapper from one of the most 
popular non-sports sets ever produced, the color here really 
sets this apart. Complete with crisp edges and clean surfac-
es, a very fine corner crease at the lower right corner keeps 
this high quality wrapper at a technical VG-Ex/Ex. This will 
be an upgrade for most of you, this really looks great.

608 1940  Superman
 Complete Low Number Set + 1 high number  Good ... 600
One of the ultimate non-sports sets, these are so popular 
and also so hard to find. How often do you find a group this 
large from this most vital issue? The condition ranges from 
Poor to VG-Ex/Ex, with the one Poor card having a pinhole. 
The cards tend to have bright color and fine images, some 
have creasing. The backs are uniformly quite clean and look 
terrific. The high number card in the lot is #61. The #1 card 
is a nice Good. This is just such a fun and evocative set.

609 1940  Zoom Airplanes
  Complete Set (200) Ex ......................... 200
Desirable 200-card set from 1940 and 1941, the first 100 
cards have white borders, the final 100 color borders. We 
see the first 100 cards much more than the back of the set. 
The low numbers average a pleasing Ex Plus overall, the 
high numbers VG-Ex/Ex with some variance. This is overall 
a consistent and well collected set that displays quite well. 
Some cards have writing on the blank backs or issues, but 
this only affects about 10% of the set. This listed for $1,000 
in a very old price guide we checked.

610 1941 Uncle Sam 132 Light Rescue Party PSA 1 ...... 38
Creasing and corner wear keeps this at 1, there is no back 
damage nor technical defects.

611 1941 Whitman Zoom Airplane Card Game
 Complete Set (36) + Original Box Ex w/some variance . 20
 
612 1942 R168 War Scenes
  Collection of 24 different  GVG ....................... 30
Full run from 124-148, lower grade but not bad at all, these 
are about GVG overall.
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613 1952 Bowman Firefighting
  Complete Set Ex-Mt ................... 100
Fine looking 64-card set, we hardly see these. Very graphic 
and colorful set, the images are charming. The condition 
varies from VG-Ex to Near Mint, some have centering 
issues, but most the cards are easily Ex-Mt or better, with 
several Near Mint cards.

614 1953 Bowman Antique Autos
  Complete Set w/wrapper & viewer  NM ............... 100
Fun 48-card set, this also includes the wrapper and viewer. 
Centering varies somewhat, but these are quite sharp and 
clean cards overall.

615 1953  Rails and Sails 
  Complete Set w/wrapper NM ....................... 500
A better 1950s non-sports set, this checks in at 200 cards. 
The condition here is very nice, these look to be 75% or so 
Near Mint or better, with some very strong cards, the bal-
ance is almost all a nice Ex to Ex-Mt or so (centering varies 
somewhat but is not bad at all). Very consistent and smartly 
collected, this is a strong condition set. The 81-130 run is 
solid, about 70% Near Mint or better, the balance mainly a 
nice Ex-Mt. The images are here are simply wonderful, the 
winning bidder should really enjoy this sharp looking set.

616 1953  Topps Wings   Complete Set (200) Ex-Mt ... 100
Not rare but a nice set, these cards are well centered and 
very consistent. Bright and attractive, this is a nice Ex-Mt set 
overall with only very mild variance. If you want a nice set 
but do not want to get into grading, than this is perfect for 
you.

617 1954 Bowman Power For Peace
  Complete Set   Ex-Mt/NM ............ 100
Sharp and clean 96-card set, these have the same classic 
design as the 1953 Bowman baseball and football cards. 
Centering varies a bit, these have sharp corners, great color 
and clean surfaces. The corners tend to be very solid, noth-
ing has been picked for grading.

618 1954 Bowman U.S. Naval Victories
  Complete Set   Ex-Mt/NM ............ 100
Another very cleanly designed Bowman issue, this uncom-
mon 48-card has wonderfully vivid images charting U.S. 
history from the very beginning. A fun set to peruse, these 
cards are sharp and quite clean. Centering varies as is proba-
bly typical, this is a fine set overall.

619 1954 U.S. Naval Victories 
 Complete Set (48) w/30 graded cards Ex+ ....... 100
Very colorful and attractive set, this is filled with very vivid 
images. Condition ranges mainly from VG-Ex to Ex-Mt. 30 
cards are PSA graded, as follows: PSA 4 (5), PSA 5 (17), PSA 
6 oc (1), PSA 6 (4), PSA 7 (1) and PSA 8 (2). The ungraded 
cards look to be a nice Ex to Ex-Mt overall.

620 1954 World on Wheels 
  Complete Set w/wrapper Ex-Mt/NM ............ 700
One of the classic 1950s gum sets, these are always very 
desirable due to the extremely tough high number run. The 
basic set is a very pleasing and consistent Ex-Mt/NM overall 
with only slight variance. A fantatic for variations of any 
kind, our consignor actually put together a full run with 
both colors, so there are red backs from 161-180 and blue 
backs from 171-180. The condition on these averages a nice 
Ex-Mt or better but does vary a bit, we will have front and 
back scans of all of these cards on our web site. With the full 
high number variation run, this is a truly special offering.

621 1956 Davy Crockett Green Border
   Complete Set    Ex .......... 200
The scarcer of the two Davy Crockett sets, these are always 
very popular. Pleasing and colorful set, centering varies, 
nothing has any noticeable creasing, only one card is miscut. 
Condition averages a reasonable Ex overall with slight 
variance.

622 1956 Davy Crockett Orange Border
  Complete Set    Ex .......... 195
Mid-grade set varies a bit in terms of centering, a few cards 
could use an upgrade. Condition averages about Ex overall, 
this is not bad at all.
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623 1956 Topps Jets 
 Complete Set (240) + Original Album Ex-Mt .... 100
Popular set, this comes with two VG to VG-Ex original un-
used albums. Condition is mainly a strong Ex-Mt/NM with 
some mild variance.

624 1956 Topps US Presidents 
 Near-Set (35/36) - Missing #1 VG-Ex/Ex ............... 24
 
625 1957 Topps Planes  Complete Set (120)  Ex-Mt . 125
Clean blue back set, there are a handful or red cards scat-
tered about. Very uncommon set, condition averages a very 
nice Ex-Mt overall with only slight variance.

626 1959 Fleer Three Stooges    Complete Set (48) 
  w/30 graded cards + variations  Ex-Mt .... 300
Beloved set, these are always so popular among collectors. 
Offered is a sharp mid to higher grade set, this includes 30 
slabbed cards. In addition to the 96-card basic set, three 
checklist-back cards are included: 16, 63, 64. The graded 
cards are PSA unless noted (the others are SGC) and are as 
follows: 1 6, 2 5*, 3 5, 9 6, 10 6*, 12 7, 13 7, 14 6 st, 16 6, 19 
6, 27 6, 33 6, 35 6*, 43 6, 46 5, 50 7 st, 54 7.5, 63 6, 66 5, 67 
6, 71 8*, 72 7, 78 7, 79 6*, 80 6, 86 8, 91 7, 93 9 oc, 95 6. The 
ungraded cards appear to be a strong Ex-Mt overall. There 
is lots of value here with the many slabbed cards and three 
additional variations (the #1 card sells for $300 in a 6, the #2 
can bring $150, the #3 $99).

627 1959 Wacky Packs  
  Collection of 76 different  Ex+ ......... 75
Oddball issue is slightly oversize, these have nice color and 
display well. Condition mainly varies from VG-Ex to Ex-Mt, 
not bad at all.

628 Box of Non-Sports Cards 
  w/Mars Attacks     .............. 100
An 800-ct box has all sorts of non-sports cards, condition is 
mid-grade. Highlights include nine 1911 era cards w/Light-
houses, 3 Hassan Cowboys, eight Mars Attacks, 66 1967 
You’ll Die Laughing, eight 1963 Combat and many lesser 
late 70s/early 80s issues.

629 Collection of 23 different wrappers Ex-Mt .... 100
Assorted lot of clean wrappers, issues include Antique Au-
tos, The Beatles, Tarzan, Green Hornet, Munsters, Radio & 
TV Stars, Get Smart and lesser issues.

630 1962 Mars Attacks  
  Complete Set w/2 checklists  VG-Ex ... 500
One of the ultimate non-sports card sets, these are literally 
revered by collectors. Full sets are so hard to find, we hardly 
ever see them. Condition ranges from Good to Ex-Mt, the 
#1 card could be replaced, the set is otherwise not bad at all. 
The two checklists cards have marks, one has been erased. 
Nearly 20% of the set is Ex-Mt or close, the balance is mainly 
VG-Ex but with variance. The vibrant images look great and 
are why this set is so widely collected. Who wants to add one 
of the great non-sports sets to their collection?

631 1962 Spook Stories 
  Complete Series 1-2 (144 cards)   VG to VG-Ex ..... 50
Lower grade run displays well despite the grade; corner wear 
tends to be the issue here.

632 1963 Rosan Famous Monsters
  Complete Set (64)    Ex-Mt ...... 50
Oddball set, these have vibrant red borders and generally 
square corners. Condition varies only slightly.

633 1964 Addams Family
  Collection of 23 different VG-Ex/Ex ............... 25
Mixed lot ranges from VG to about Ex Plus, these display 
well. Uncommon issue from this very popular show. 81
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634 1964 Beatles Second Series 
  Collection of 45 different  VG-Ex ..... 25
The grade is mixed but these still display well, there are no 
technical flaws.

635 1964 Voyage to Bottom of Sea
   Complete Set -7    Ex+ ......... 50
Attractive lot averages about Ex Plus overall. The missing 
card #s are 14, 21, 25, 28, 54, 61 & 66.

636 1966 Batman Series B
  Complete Set (-1)    NM .......... 60
Fun and very colorful set, this is missing only card #6B. 
Condition varies slightly, averaging a nice Near Mint 
overall.

637 1966 Superman  Wax Pack PSA 7 ...... 25
Fun pack is tight and bright, slight wear by one corner prob-
ably kept this at a 7.

638 1966 Superman  Wax Pack GAI 9 ...... 50
Fun pack from a popular show, this pack looks to be perfect-
ly tight and Mint. It would not be a surpise if this crossed to 
a PSA but of course we cannot guarantee this.

639 1967 Garrison’s Gorillas  Unopened Pack  Ex+ ...... 6
 
640 1976 Star Trek
  Complete Set (no stickers)  NM .......... 60
Fine set is a very sharp Near Mint overall. Condition ranges 
from Ex-Mt to Nm-Mt, nothing has been picked for grading. 
Centering is quite good overall, this is a very solid 
Near Mint set.

641 1979 Wacky Packs Uncut Sheets (2) Ex ............ 30
Matched pair of uncut sheets, each has 66 stickers. These 
have Gadzooka printing on the back. The sheets show light 
edge wear, one has some creasing, they are reasonably clean 
overall.

Basketball Cards

642 1948  Bowman  Complete Low Number Set 
 (36 cards) w/HOFers    Poor - VG-Ex (average VG) ..... 350
Very mixed lot averages a respectable VG overall. So under-
valued, these are not such easy cards to find. The offered 
lot represents a solid value, with the better cards as follows: 
1 Calverley Good, 9 Phillip Good, 10 Davies Ex, 18 Rocha 
VG-Ex/Ex, 32 Holzman Good and 34 Fulks Fair-Good.

643 1948  Bowman  High Number Run 
  Less Mikan (35 cards) Ex ......................... 800
Fine lot, these cards are needed by so many collectors of this 
issue and seem so undervalued to us. A full high number 
run less the Mikan Rookie, the condition varies a bit, but 
these are generally very clean and nice cards. As always with 
1948 Bowman highs, some may have been cut from an uncut 
panel back in the 1970s (four of these are grey backround 
variations). Without respect to that, the keys here grade as 
follows: 38 Jeanette Ex-Mt+, 43 Halbert PSA 7 oc, 46 McKin-
ney VG-Ex/Ex, 48 Sadowski Ex-Mt oc, 52 Simmons Ex oc, 
54 Palmer Good, 55 Zaslofsky VG+, 58 Risen VG-Ex/Ex, 66 
Pollard VG+ and 72 Braun GVG. If you are even thinking 
about making a mid-grade 1948 Bowman set, than this lot 
is worthy of some serious consideration as it will save a col-
lector some serious time and money versus colleting these as 
singles.
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1950 Laker’s Scotts Potato Chips

Extremely rare basketball issue, these hardly ever come to 
market. A gorgeous very early NBA issue, these are great 
cards. These 2 x 4 1/8 inch oversize cards have a very attrac-
tive light blue background with a sketch of each player and 
a biography on the back. 

644 Bobby Doll PSA Authentic ....... 90
This card has tape on the top and bottom of the front and 
moderate back damage. An example with tape on the front 
sold for $413 in 2013.

645 Arnie Ferrin PSA Authentic ....... 90
This card has tape on the top and bottom of the front and 
moderate back damage.

646 Bob Harrison PSA Authentic ....... 90
This card has tape on the top and bottom of the front and 
moderate back damage.

647 Tony Jaros PSA Authentic ....... 90
This card has tape on the top and bottom of the front and 
lots of extra paper on the reverse from scrapbook removal.

648 John Kundla (very rare) PSA Authentic ..... 500
The smiling coach of this great team, this has one of the best 
images in the set. The front is clean and looks great, the 
back has some moderate damage. How many have ever seen 
this neat card before? Please note THERE ARE NO SALES 
ON VCP, this is likely an extremely rare card.

649 Slater Martin PSA Authentic ..... 150
Great card as it is a HOFer, this has good color, tape by the 
top and bottom borders and moderate back damage.

650 George Mikan PSA Authentic ..... 750
The offered card is of NBA legend George Mikan, one of his 
truly rarest cards. Something that hardly ever comes to mar-
ket, this is a fantastic early NBA card. The offered card has 
a fine color image of the huge Mikan dribbling a basketball, 
the front is clean save for a small piece of tape in the bottom 
border. The back has some tape and extra paper from scrap-
book removal. One of the very best vintage basketball cards 
one can own, an Authentic sold for $2,646 in 2013 and PSA 
1.5s have sold for over $2,000. Do not count on this coming 
to market again anytime soon!

651 Vern Mikkelsen PSA Authentic ..... 150
Great card as it is a HOFer, this has good color, tape by the 
top and bottom borders and back damage.

652 Jim Pollard PSA Authentic ..... 150
Great card as it is a HOFer, this has good color, tape by the 
top and bottom borders and extra paper on the back from 
scrapbook removal. How is this for a neat card of a HOFer 
from 1950?

653 Herm Schaeffer PSA Authentic ....... 90
This card has tape on the top and bottom of the front and 
extra paper on the reverse from scrapbook removal (with 
two small pieces of tape as well).

654 1957 Topps 19 Tommy Heinsohn RC
                              PSA 7 (ctd!) ............. 250
Beloved Celtic HOFer and long-time broadcaster, this is one 
of the keys to this vital basketball set. Often found with 
terrible centering, the offered card has just about 50/50 cen-
tering! The corners come to points, there is very slight snow 
in the background as is typical. If you are one of the many 
collectors working on a well centered 7 set, you will want to 
take a long look at this.

655 1960 Spalding Advisory Photos
 Collection of 17 w/3 different Chamberlains!  Ex ....... 225
Terrific lot of these scarce premiums that we hardly ever see, 
this is special as it contains three different Wilt Chamber-
lains, including at least one likely Rookie image. Condition 
varies, other HOFers in the lot are: Cunningham, Hagan (2), 
Havlicek, Hayes, Pettit, Schayes, Sharman and Wilkins (2). 
These large images look terrific.

656 1961 Fleer 8 Chamberlain RC PSA 3 ........ 315
Gorgeous 3, this has among the best color and image quality 
that we have ever seen one of these. There are no visible 
creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The surfaces 
are quite clean, the corners show moderate wear, there is a 
corner line at the upper left. Centering is to the lower right 
border, this really looks to be a grade too low to our eyes.

657 1961 Fleer 39 Schayes PSA 8 .......... 25
 
658 1961 Fleer 47 Wilt Chamberlain IA PSA 8 ........ 200
A key to the set, this has four really sharp corners and bright 
white borders. Centered to the left border, this has a hint of 
a diamond cut. The card retains bright gloss and has a pack 
fresh feel to it.
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659 1961 Fleer 66 Jerry West IA  PSA 8 ........ 150
One of the keys to any set, these usually have terrible center-
ing. The offered card is a really nice 8, notable for four super 
sharp corners, bright surface gloss, a perfect image and 
super clean surfaces. Reasonably well centered, this is one of 
the keys to an 8 set.

660 1961 Fleer  Wax Pack GAI 7 ........ 250
Vital basketball wax pack from perhaps the ultimate basket-
ball set, who wants to try for a Chamberlain, West or Rob-
ertson Rookie 9? The pack looks great, it is bright and quite 
clean. We see hardly any wear, the edges are perfectly crisp, 
this is tight. Purchased by our consignor many, many years 
ago, this would seem like it should cross over to PSA 
if desired but of course we cannot guarantee anything.

661 1969 Topps 25 Alcindor RC PSA 8 ...... 1500
Vital NBA Rookie Card, these have sold for huge prices in 
recent years, we sold one for over $10,000 a few years ago. 
Offered is a card purchased by our consignor way-back-
when, this has been in a closet for decades. This is well 
centered with immaculate surfaces, four supremely sharp 
corners and perfect color. I believe this was done before 
there were half-grades, it would seem that this could defi-
nitely move up to an 8.5, we have honestly seen many weaker 
cards in 9 holders. A special condition card of an underrat-
ed HOFer who holds countless records, the winning bidder 
should really enjoy this superb card.

662 1969 Topps Rulers  Collection of 10 Complete Sets
                                               Ex-Mt/NM w/nicer ........... 1500
Very creative and colorful Topps issue, it is sad that they do 
not do things like this anymore. Fresh to the hobby, these 
are uniformly sharp and quite clean, nothing has been 
picked for grading. These are very condition sensitive cards 
due to both the large size and the somewhat fragile nature 
of the stock. Many cards may have slight toning on the back, 
these otherwise look terrific. There should be some truly 
significant breakdown value here. The set is numbered to 
24 but only 23 were made to perhaps trick youngsters into 
buying more packs! A loaded set, there are no less than 17 
HOFers of the 23 cards in the set! These are some of the 
biggest names in basketball history, with note to a Rookie 
Lew Alcindor, Wilt Chamberlain, Jerry West, Oscar Robert-
son, John Havlicek, Walt Frazier, Elvin Hayes, Willie Reed 
and Wes Unseld among others. This is a unique opportunity 
to own a large quantity from a scarce, fun and undervalued 
issue from a great era in NBA history.

663 1970-1 NBA Full Media Guide Run (16 pcs) 
  in Original Slipcase!                        Ex-Mt/NM .......... 120
Very neat piece, someone did a great job keeping this all 
together for almost 50 years! Offered is a very strong run of 
16 different NBA media guides from the 1970-1 season. All 
of the key teams are here of course: Celtics, Knicks, Lakers 
etc. but the priciest one as a single might be the Atlanta 
Hawks with a Rookie Pete Maravich (these have sold for 
$150 as singles). The original slipcase exhibits some general 
wear but looks great, with a large NBA 25th anniversary 
logo on the front.

664 1970 Topps 75 Alcindor  PSA 8 .......... 50
Very sharp and bright card, the color is amazing. The cor-
ners are razor sharp, slight centering to the left border keeps 
this at an 8.

665 1970 Topps 123 Maravich RC PSA 8 ........ 200
Super sharp card has perfect color, bright white borders and 
a great image. Slight centering to the right borders keeps 
this from grading higher. Beloved player, this is a hot
card right now.
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666 1970 Topps  Complete Set Ex+ ........... 300
Classic Topps set, the larger size cards really make the set. 
Notable for Pete Maravich’s Rookie Card and a slew of 
HOFers, these seem like a very good value right now. The 
set looks to be a very solid Ex Plus overall, with many Ex-Mt 
and better sharp cards throughout. Upgrading the slight-
ly weaker cards should be a very simple and inexpensive 
project if desired. The key cards are as follows: 1 Alcindor 
LL Ex+, 2 West LL SP VG-Ex, 7 Bradley Ex-Mt+, 10 Havlicek 
SP VG-Ex, 13 Riley RC Ex, 24 Checklist Ex-Mt+, 50 Cham-
berlain Ex++ Ctd, 65 Baylor Ex+, 75 Alcindor NM oc, 100 
Robertson Ex-Mt+, 101 Checklist Ex-Mt, 112 Havlicek AS 
Ex, 120 Frazier Ex++, 123 Maravich RC Ex (bright card with 
square corners, a corner line on the front of the lower right 
corner is the only real issue), 137 Murphy RC Ex-Mt and 160 
J West Ex.

667 1972 Topps 1 Wilt Chamberlain PSA 8 .......... 35
Extremely sharp card has virtually no wear and perfect sur-
faces. Slight centering to the right border kept this out of 
contention for a 9 - this will still be an upgrade for almost 
all of you.

668 1974 Topps  Collection of 78 Key stars
                                      Strong Ex-Mt/NM w/nicer ........ 300
Super fresh and clean lot, these look terrific. Centering var-
ies a bit and some have snow but these are very, very strong 
cards overall, averaging nearly Near Mint overall with some 
nicer. High book is over $1,300, the lot is as follows: 31 Riley 
(24), 100 Havlicek (15), 113 Bradley (16), 176 West (2), 196 
Gervin RC (10) and 250 Chamberlain (10).

669 1974 John Havlicek Salesman Sample
   Championship Ring                        Ex-Mt/NM ......... 300
Attractive ring with a legendary name, the condition is very 
bright and clean. The inset is engraved SA136323-2 LGB 
BKC. NBA World Champions is engraved on the front 
around a cz stone. Havlicek Boston Celtics Pride is engraved 
on one side, the NBA logo is on the other. This is a size 
12 ring.

670 1986 Fleer 57 Michael Jordan RC PSA 9 oc ... 700
Not bad at all, this is centered no worse than 70/30 to the 
bottom border. The corners are all razor sharp, the image 
is perfect. Vital basketball card, these have been so hot in 
recent years.

Basketball Autographs

671  Auto Basketball
   1992-3 Celtics w/Reggie Lewis 8.5 ............. 150
Desirable Boston Celtics signed basketball, this clean Offi-
cial Spalding Celtics model displays very well. There are 
14 solid black sharpie ink signatures. Quality team, keys 
include Reggie Lewis (D’1993 at age 27, this was his last sea-
son as a Celtic), Kevin McHale, Robert Parish, Chris Ford, 
Xavier McDaniel and Dee Brown. Team signed basketballs 
of this quality are scarce. JSA LOA.

672 1976 Topps 60 Pete Maravich 9.5 ............. 900
One of the scarcest and best Pete Maravich signed cards to 
collect, offered is a beautiful Ex-Mt or better 1976/77 Topps 
oversize card. Pictured as a Utah Jazz guard, this has a fine 
image of Pistol Pete positioning himself for a pass. This has 
a large and classic blue sharpie ink signature on his image, 
it is a very strong autograph. High quality signed cards are 
white-hot right now, it is not easy to do better than this 
terrific card. PSA DNA (full).

673  Maravich, Pete Signed Book 9.5 ............. 150
Desirable 1987 book by Pistol Pete, titled Heir To A Dream. 
The dust jacket looks great, this is a particularly clean copy. 
Signed with lots of writing, this is warmly inscribed to a Bob 
by both Maravich and his co-author Darrell Campbell. Con-
tent is his usual Biblical style, the autograph and writing are 
all in spotless blue ballpoint ink. Beckett LOA (full).

674  Michael Jordan/Gary Player/Ivan Lendl 
   Signed Golf Visor 9.5 ............. 150
Super cool piece, this was obtained in person in a CT by a 
semi-pro golf player. The autographs are all nicely spaced 
and in Mint black sharpie ink, all Championship players, 
how many of these can be around? JSA LOA (full).
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Boxing Cards & Memorabilia

675 1887 N174 Old Judge Jack McAuliffe SGC 5 ........ 100
Very scarce, these are so much harder to find than their 
baseball counterparts. Well centered with a nice image and 
a good front, this displays well. The back has no paper loss, 
just a subtle scratch. Solid 5 from a name boxer, very good 
card.

676 1910 T220 
  Very Near-Set Set (62 different)    VG - VG-Ex ....... 180
Pleasing lot of colorful and attractive cards, the backs are 
clean. The cards range mainly from VG to VG-Ex with a 
handful of weaker cards and mild variance. A substantial 
lot, this includes Attell, Gans, Jeanette, both Jefferies, both 
Johnsons and Ketchell. If you are not into grading but want 
attractive cards, than this lot should be perfect for you. 
While certainly not rare, these cards offer such a terrific 
value in today’s market.

677 1951 Ringside  32  Marciano RC SGC 6 ........ 200
A key boxing card, you have to love the great image on this 
card. Centered to the left border, this has four seriously 
sharp corners that exhibit no wear. The borders are bright 
white, the image could not be any nicer.

678 1951 Ringside  49  Murphy SP BVG 8 ....... 600
The key card to this great boxing set, these seem so under-
valued to us. Reasonably well centered, this has four super 
sharp corners, bright white borders and the original perfo-
ration on the bottom border. This is a superb card to add to 
a high grade set, instantly elevating the stature of such a set.

679 1956 Topps Adventure  Collection of 28 w/all keys
                                         NM w/some variance ............. 150
Mainly Near Mint, there are some VG cards scattered about. 
Loaded with stars, including: 32 Jack Johnson (2), 35 Tun-
ney (2), 41 Joe Louis, 44 Marciano, 76 Sullivan, 77 Corbett 
(2), 78 Fitzsimmons (2), 79 Jefferies, 88 Carnera (2) and 90 
Braddock (2).

680 1964 Clay Liston On Site Original Program
        VG-Ex/Ex . 500
Rare program from the truly historic first Clay-Liston fight 
in 1962, these hardly ever come to market. Offered is an 
extremely well preserved 9x12 program. The cover has all 
of its original color and a tight spine. The interior pages are 
perfect, this is unscored. This has mild general wear and 
(very) fine creasing only, our grade may be a bit low here. 
This is almost a must-have if you are an advanced 
Ali collector!

681 1991 Ali Sparring Belt From Ali Movie  Ex-Mt ..... 150
A wonderful prop from the 2001 film Ali, starring Will 
Smith as the Champ, is this padded sparring belt with jock-
ey cup attributed to the film with visible lettering spelling 
the name Clay, on front. Such belts are really worn when 
sparring to protect oneself from below the belt punches. 
Excellent condition. 

Boxing Autographs

682  Large Print  Ali, Muhammed 9.5 ............. 175
Terrific 16x20 color image of Ali after yet another glorious 
victory, this one is special as Joe Louis is right next to Ali! 
Signed by Ali in a perfect place in bold silver sharpie, this 
looks great. Smartly matted and framed, total size 20x24. 
JSA LOA.

683  Ali, Muhammed Signed 1965 S.I. 9.5 ............. 200
Very desirable early Ali Sports Illustrated, we hardly see 
these even unsigned! WITH NO MAILING label, this ex-
ample has a huge and superb Muhammed Ali black sharpie 
signature, as nice as it gets. Superb quality, it does not get 
any better than this! JSA LOA.
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684  Ali, Muhammed Vintage Cassius Clay 
   Mint 9 Autograph - Amazing Quality! ................ 300
Remarkably fine piece, this is a photographer’s envelope 
that was signed in the 1960s. Dated 3-5-64, this has one of 
the very biggest and best Clay autographs that one is ever 
likely to encounter. Signed in Mint blue ballpoint ink, this 
has a great flow and contrasts perfectly against the clean 
medium. Graded Mint 9 by PSA and slabbed, this fully 
deserves this lofty grade in our opinion. Stunning quality, 
true Cassius Clay autographs from the 1960s are so rare in 
any quality, how neat is it to find a huge and gorgeous Mint 
9 exemplar?

685  Ali, Muhammed Vintage Cassius Clay 
   Signed 1963 Program 9 ................ 300
Another great true Cassius Clay signed item, this is a Hurri-
cane Basketball Classic program from December 27-28, 
1963. Signed boldly by Clay in a perfect spot on the front 
cover, this is a spotless autograph in blue ballpoint ink. The 
autograph has a great flow and contrasts nicely against the 
clean program. The program itself has some merit as well, it 
includes future NBA HOFers Rick Barry, Dave Bing and Bill 
Bradley. This is a very cool and rare piece. JSA LOA (full).

686  Ali, Muhammed Vintage Cassius Clay
    Signed Business Card 8 ................ 200
A very lucky man named Randy ran into Cassius Clay in the 
1960s and had him sign what he had available, which was 
a business card from someone in the Bronx. He received a 
quality pencil signature, signed To Randy Cassius Clay. The 
autograph is bold and has a nice flow. Anything signed as 
Cassius Clay is of course rare and desirable, this is perfect 
for slabbing if you are into that sort of thing. JSA LOA (full).

687  Ali, Muhammed Vintage Cassius Clay
    Signed Ticket!  9 ................ 300
Another awesome Clay signed item, this is a signed original 
2 1/2 x 4 inch ticket stub from a fight against his rival Floyd 
Patterson from July 22, 1963. This is a purple-colored 
press pass, a partial stub. Clay signed the reverse, over the 
perforation in one spot, this is a super bold and outstanding 
blue ballpoint ink signature. How many true vintage signed 
Cassius Clay signed Championship tickets can possibly 
exist? This is a truly special and wonderful Ali signed item 
from 1963. JSA LOA (full).

688  GPC  Cerdan, Marcel  .................. 150
Beautiful GPC from this tragic figure, boxing HOFer Cer-
dan died in a plane crash on October 28, 1949. Offered is a 
very clean and attractive GPC, this one is postmarked May 
25, 1949, dating this about five months before his death. 
Warmly signed in fountain pen ink, this looks terrific. This 
is graded a Near Mint 7 by PSA DNA (which looks to be too 
low to our eyes). JSA LOA.

689 1893 Jim Corbett Signed/Dated Cabinet Card!
        8 ................ 400
Offered is a truly remarkable item, this is a simply gorgeous 
Morrison of Chicago original cabinet photo of famed 
Champion Gentleman Jim Corbett. Produced to promote 
the Haymarket Theatre in Chicago, the front looks terrific, 
with hardly any wear and a terrific image. This is special 
because it was SIGNED AT THE TIME ON THE BACK, as 
follows: Yours truly Jas J Corbett Jan 28/93 in pencil. How 
often do you find something from the 19th century that was 
signed in the 19th century? Slabbed Authentic by PSA/DNA, 
this is a true treasure. Please note Corbett died in 1933, and 
is a very desirable autograph on any medium, much less a 
true 19th century cabinet card!

690  8 x 10   Dundee, Vince (rare) 9 ................ 120
Rare 8x10, this has a small scrape by the bottom border and 
some condition issues, but does it really matter? This has 
a terrific b/w glossy image on this original photo, signed 
Vince Dundee 1937 in fountain pen. Signed on the perfect 
spot on this image, this is sadly rare as Dundee died in 1941 
at age 41. Please note JSA had no exemplars on this signa-
ture, which is kind of exciting in a way but it does not come 
with an LOA. 

691  8 x 10   Jeffries, James (gorgeous) 9.5 ............. 400
Charismatic and popular early boxing Champion, Jeffries 
died in 1953 and is very rare on a full 8x10. Offered is a 
wonderful original image on better stock; an older Jefferies 
is posed on a classic fighting pose. This is special as it is 
written to a grandson (Bobby Winkel) of a prominent refer-
ee (Matt Hinkel), this is an outstanding signature with a wit-
ty inscription that is charming. The autograph and writing 
is all in bold black fountain pen ink and looks great against 
the clean photo. The signature is spotless, with a great flow. 
The image has pinholes in four spots and some general wear 
but displays extremely well overall. We would think that it 
would be a very difficult to find a nicer Jeffries signed 
8x10 photo than the offered lot. JSA LOA (full).
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692  Louis, Joe Signed 1948 Payroll Check  9.5 ........... 300
Handsome check is written to beloved boxer and American 
hero Joe Louis. Dated October 1, 1948, this has a terrific pe-
riod fountain pen ink signature from Louis on the reverse. 
Louis was paid the hefty sum of $1,000 ($10,000 in today’s 
dollars) by the Twentieth Century Sporting Club of NYC, 
the leading boxing promoter in NYC at that time. Slabbed 
by PSA DNA, this looks terrific.

693  8 x 10 Collection of 103 Signed Photos
   - Unique Offering 9.5 ............. 300
A truly remarkable archive, these are neatly presented in a 
large binder. These were all obtained in person by noted 
dealer Jim Stinson. A real labor of love, each fighter has a 
biography page and date of signature signed by Stinson. 
Many of these have original snapshot photos of the fighter 
with or without Stinson. The signed photos are wonderful, 
nearly all 8x10s, many with outstanding inscriptions, some 
are personalized to Stinson. The variety and presentation 
here is simply outstanding. Obtained from the early 1990s 
onward, there could well be some very tough pieces here. An 
exact listing will be on our website. This is almost certainly 
a unique offering that probably has no equal in the hobby. 
There are many HOFers here and some serious star power. 
JSA LOA.

Football Cards

694 1948 Bowman 19 Faircloth PSA 8 .......... 50
Sharp card has a fine image and is centered mildly to the 
right border. The corners come to solid points.

695 1948 Bowman 29 Harder PSA 8 .......... 65
Clean card is centered mildly to the lower left corner, this 
has square corners, perfectly white borders and a very clean 
look.

696 1948 Bowman 61 Wojciechowicz PSA 8 ........ 175
A key to a high grade set, how often do you see these in 8s? 
This great looking card is well centered with four sharp 
corners, perfect borders and a fine image. It is not easy to 
find 1948 Bowman football HOFers in anything approach-
ing this quality.

697 1950 Bowman 16 Glenn Davis RC  PSA 8 ...... 125
Desirable 8, this is reasonably well centered with four very 
sharp corners, clean borders and a great image. The color is 
quite good, providing for excellent eye appeal.

698 1951 Bowman 37  PSA 8 .......... 20
 
699 1952 Bowman Large 142 Tom Landry PSA 7 ........ 200
One of the absolute keys to this revered football set, these do 
not come around very often in this quality.  Reasonably well 
centered with superb color and image quality, this looks 
great. The borders are perfectly white, the corners are sharp. 
Very slight centering to the left border probably led PSA to 
grade this a 7. This should be an upgrade for almost all of 
you.

700 1955 All American 20 Sammy Baugh PSA 7 .......... 50
Sharp card has great color and bright white borders. 
Centering to the right border keeps this at a 7.

701 1955 All American 23 Kazmaier PSA 8.5 ....... 90
Scarce card in this quality, this is a great looking card. So 
close to a Mint 9, this is very well centered with four sharp 
corners, great color and pristine white borders.

702 1957 Topps 138 Johnny Unitas RC PSA 7 ........ 600
Key Rookie card of one of the ultimate names in football 
history, this is a very nice card. This example offers sharp 
corners, rich color and very clean surfaces. Mild centering to 
the left border keeps this at a very attractive 7.
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703 1958 Topps 62 Jim Brown RC PSA 7 ........ 600
Vital football Rookie Card, these have been really hot in 
recent years for good reason. Centered to the upper left 
corner, this has clean white borders and square corners that 
exhibit only very slight wear. The image looks good, there 
are no print lines, the surfaces are clean.

704 1960 Fleer 124 Jack Kemp RC PSA 8 .......... 60
Fun card of this football player come very successful politi-
cian, this is reasonably well centered. The corners come to 
solid points, the color is great, the borders are bright white.

705 1950 Felt Back 
 Collection of 36 pieces VG-Ex/Ex . 240
Key early football set, these are fresh to the hobby. Condi-
tion varies but looks to be at least a pleasing mid-grade 
overall, there is light duplication. Everything is pictured 
front and back on our web site; this collection had a Paterno 
in it, so there may be some tough pieces here as well.

706 1955 Bowman Complete Set Ex-Mt ........ 400
Extremely colorful and attractive set, these tend to have 
white borders and bright gloss. Centering is the issue here, 
this otherwise would grade NM to Nm-Mt. A few cards are 
miscut, this is an awfully sharp and attractive set overall. 
The key cards are very consistent, and grade as follows: 
1 Doak Walker Ex-Mt oc, 7 Frank Gifford Ex-Mt, 14 Len 
Ford RC Ex-Mt oc, 32 Norm Van Brocklin Ex-Mt+, 42 John 
Henry Johnson RC VG-Ex/Ex, 52 Pat Summerall RC Ex-Mt, 
62 George Blanda Ex-Mt, 70 Jim Ringo RC Ex-Mt, 71 Bobby 
Layne Ex-Mt, 72 Y.A. Tittle Ex-Mt, 101 Bob St. Clair RC NM 
mc to top border, 152 Tom Landry Ex+ and 160 L.G. Dupre 
RC Ex-Mt.

707 Huge Vintage Collection 
  w/tons of stars (2,500+ pcs) VG ............ 300
Large lot of lower grade football cards, there are tons and 
tons of stars. Duplication is mild, these range from 1955-
1971. Condition ranges from Poor to Ex-Mt, averaging 
about VG overall. Near-sets are present, the breakdown 
value here should be tremendous. We will have a breakdown 
on our website from our consignor but we did not check 
it off, so there can be some errors. The endless number of 
stars include, but are not limited to, these: 1956 Topps 74 
Leo Nomellini, 101 Roosevelt Grier RC, 1958 Topps 2 Bobby 
Layne , 22 Johnny Unitas, 1959 Topps 116 Jerry Kramer RC, 
140 Bobby Mitchell RC, 1960 Topps 1 Johnny Unitas, 51 
Starr, 56 Gregg RC, 74 Gifford, 93 Layne, 113 Tittle, 1961 
Topps 1 Unitas, 59 Brodie RC, 71 Brown, 150 Maynard 
RC, 182 Otto Rc, 1962 Topps 152 Brodie, 1963 Topps 14 J 
Brown, 49 Tittle, 62 Ditka, 95 Wood RC, 96 Nitschke RC (2), 
98 Tarkenton, 1964 Philadelphia 1 Berry (3), 12 Unitas, 17 
Ditka, 30 Brown (2), 51 Meredith, 74 Hornung, 1965 Phila-
delphia 31 Brown, 41 Warfield RC, 81 Starr, 198 Checklist, 
1966 Philadelphia 31 Butkus RC, 32 Ditka, 38 Sayers RC, 61 
Meredith, 114 Tarkenton, 1967 Philadelphia 23 Unitas, 29 
Ditka, 35 Sayers, 52 Hayes, 57 Meredith, 58 Reeves RC, 82 
Starr, 106 Tarkenton, 1967 Topps 24 Kemp, 61 Dawson, 98 
Namath, 106 Biletnikoff, 1968 Topps 1 Starr, 75 Sayers (2), 
100 Unitas (2), 127 Butkus, 149 Kemp (4), 161 Tarkenton 
(2), 162 Ditka (4), 181 Lilly (5), 1969 Topps 25 Unitas, 51 
Sayers (2), 100 Namath (2), 139 Butkus (2), 150 Tarkenton 
(3), 161 Griese (3), 215 Starr (4), 1970 Topps 30 Starr (4), 59 
Page (3), 70 Sayers (3), 90 Simpson RC (3), 150 Namath, 180 
Unitas (3), 1971 Topps 120 Tarkenton (4), 156 Bradshaw RC. 
Also included are 1968 Topps Standups (27), 1969 Topps 
4/1s (30 w/Unitas) and 1971 Topps Game Cards (25).

708 1960 Wilson Advisory Staff Photos 
 Collection of 13 different w/key HOFers Ex+ ........... 120
Quality lot of these very uncommon premiums, we hardly 
ever see these. Condition is a clean Ex Plus overall, content 
is as follows: Ameche, Bull, Cogdill, Len Dawson, Freder-
ickson, Bob Hayes, Lincoln, Paul Hornung, Randle, Sloan, 
Snead, Bart Starr and Alex Webster.
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709 1961 Fleer  Wax Pack GAI 9 ........ 100
Tougher pack, people ask big prices for these right now. 
Tight pack has great color, there are some fold lines from 
time of issue that is probably typical for the issue. 
Who wants to get lucky with a Jim Brown or Johnny Unitas 
Mint 9?

710 1972 Topps 65 Plunkett RC PSA 9 .......... 50
Mint Rookie Card, this has four perfect corners, perfect 
white borders and great color. Quality QB.

711 1972 Topps  Complete Set       Ex-Mt/NM ....... 600
Key football set, the high number run makes this set espe-
cially desirable. Is it me or are these just not around like 
they used to? The offered set is a strong Ex-Mt/NM set. 
Consistently sharp and clean, centering tends to be the only 
issue here. The high numbers are half Near Mint, half Ex-Mt 
to Ex-Mt+, mainly due to centering or a touch at the lower 
right corner. The key cards grade as follows: 150 Bradshaw 
Ex-Mt+, 200 Staubach RC NM oc, 271 Warfield AP Ex-Mt+, 
272 Griese Ex-Mt+, 278 B Smith AP Ex-Mt+, 279 A Page AP 
NM, 280 Lilly NM, 281 T Hendricks AP NM, 291 S Spurrier 
RC NM, 294 Checklist Ex-Mt+, 300 A Page Ex-Mt+, 334 
CTaylor Ex-Mt+, 338 S Spurrier IA NM, 340 L Dawson IA 
NM, 341 D Butkus IA NM mc, 343 Namath IA NM, 348 G 
Blanda IA Ex-Mt+ and 351 K Willard IA Ex-Mt.

728 1920 Book  
  Principles of Football (John W. Heisman)  Ex ........... 90
Wonderful early book by the legendary John Heisman, this 
is a rare 6x9 softcover edition. Published in 1921 by the 
Sports Publishing Bureau of St. Louis, we believe this is a 
first edition. This has general wear but retains a tight spine 
and a very attractive cover. This is probably one of the better 
early football books that one can collect.

729 Enormous New York Jets Program run 
  w/1st Shea Stadium Game (285 pcs) Ex-Mt/NM 250
Extremely substantial lot of New York Jets programs, these 
were collected over decades by our consignor. The lot 
includes a nearly complete run of home Jets programs, 
including the first home game at Shea Stadium and an 
11/11/1962 Titans program. This contains a large variety of 
Jets playoff programs and goes into the 2000s. The condi-
tion easily averages a solid Ex-Mt/NM overall with very little 
variance. There are 51 programs from the 1960s, 74 from 
the 1970s and 131 from the 1980s onward. There are 30 
playoff programs going back to 1969. If you are a big Jets fan 
or a football dealer looking for pub inventory, than this is a 
perfect lot for you! The breakdown value of just the 1960s 
programs should be very substantial, making this lot an 
amazing value. Let’s start this off at $1 a program across the 
board to make things interesting!

730 Thornton, Sidney Game Used 
  Pittsburgh Steelers Helmet  .................. 300
This rare artifact is an authentic 1970’s Pittsburgh Steelers 
game worn football helmet worn by Steelers running back 
and two time Super Bowl Champion (1979, 1982) Sidney 
Thornton (1977-1982). The helmet which features the Pitts-
burgh Steelers logo on the left side and decals with Thorn-
ton’s uniform number 38 on the front of the helmet exhibits 
heavy game use throughout. Here is an opportunity to own 
a Pittsburgh Steelers game used helmet from their historic 
era related to one of the greatest NFL dynasties of all-time. 
Completely fresh to the hobby, a Steelers collector is going 
to really enjoy this terrific helmet that could not have any 
more use!
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Football Memorabilia: Hartland Statues

712  Arnett, Jon  Ex-Mt .......... 90
Nice Hartland, this displays very well, with slight, slight 
toning on his legs, this is otherwise Near Mint. The football 
Hartlands are much scarcer than their baseball counter-
parts.

713  New York Giants Lineman VG .............. 60
Interesting piece, this has a slightly lower and different base 
than the other football Hartlands in this collection. The fig-
urine is missing the number on the front and the face guard.

714  New York Giants Running Back Ex .............. 105
Sharp looking football Hartland, the figurine is quite clean 
and nice with only slight wear. There is a subtle crack on the 
base mentioned for strict technical accuracy and the face 
guard has been glued onto the face for protection.

715  Philadelphia Eagles Lineman Ex ................ 90
Clean piece, this displays very well. The figure is mounted to 
the base with glue, there is some chipping on the numbers, 
this is otherwise fairly clean.

716  Pittsburgh Steelers Lineman VG-Ex ....... 120
Desirable Steelers piece, glue has been used to mount the 
player to the base. There is some general wear present, in-
cluding some minor nicks and scratches and slight blemish-
es on the jersey numbers. This retains vibrant original color.

Football Autographs

717  Auto Football 1959 Cleveland Browns 
   w/Jim Brown & Paul Brown 8 ................ 300
Very desirable 1950s signed football, this reasonably clean 
Wilson model has 34 total signatures. The autographs 
very mildly in darkness, they are nice overall. Interestingly 
enough, Jim and Paul Brown are above and below the main 
panel signed by the team. Fine ball as this has such an early 
Jim Brown signature, also Paul Brown is not easy to find on 
a football either. Other better signatures include Lou Groza, 
Bobby Mitchell, Milt Plum, Billy Howton, Frank Clarke and 
Ray Renfro. JSA LOA.

718  1986 Giants Leroy Neiman Signed Serigraph
        9.5 ............. 225
Gorgeous piece, this is something we hardly ever see. 
Offered is an extremely high quality Leroy Neiman original 
serigraph of the 1986 Super Bowl Champion New York 
Giants. This extremely colorful and attractive display mea-
sures 23 x 29 and is very handsomely matted and framed to 
a total size of 37 1/2 x 32. Produced by the legendary artist 
Leroy Neiman in 1987, this has has a bold pencil signature 
from Neiman by the lower right corner. This is so much nic-
er than the generic signed lithographs from this team that 
trade. JSA LOA.

719  Album Page Brown, Jim Signed
    1956 Autograph (earliest known) 9 ................ 200
With all of the items that JSA sees every year, it is not often 
that they get really excited about an item. The offered lot is 
such a piece. This is an autograph album page signed by the 
1955/56 Syracuse basketball team. There are six clean period 
pencil signatures on the page, Jim Brown is by himself and 
can be cut out if desired without issue. JSA stated to me that 
this is the earliest known autograph of the legendary Jim 
Brown. Brown, one of the very finest athletes of the 20th 
century and a sometimes controversial cultural icon, is one 
of the biggest names in football history. Who wants to add 
something truly great to their collection? JSA LOA.

720 1975 Fleer Immortal Roll 
   Brown, Paul (lot of 30) 8 ................ 200
Big quantity of signed cards, these are signed in pleasing 
and fairly consistent blue ballpoint ink. Brown, a vital HOF 
coach and executive, died in 1991. These cards have sold for 
as much as $89 each as singles on ebay. Who wants some 
inventory?  JSA LOA.
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Football Autographs

721  GPC  Chamberlain, Guy 9 ................ 200
Rare NFL HOF autograph, Chamberlain died in 1967. 
Offered is a GPC without a postmark, this has slight toning 
lines but is clean overall. Signed with lots of great inscrip-
tions, noting his inclusion in various Hall of Fames. This is 
the first time we have had his signature. These have sold for 
over $900 over the years. JSA LOA.

722  3 x 5  Lambeau, Curly 9.5 ............. 300
A special piece, offered is a superb 1950 GPC signed by the 
legendary HOFer Curly Lambeau. The condition is terrific, 
this is perfectly clean and has a huge and wonderful blue 
ballpoint ink signature. Early for a Lambeau, this is really a 
must-have for any serious vintage football autograph collec-
tion. The namesake for the Packers stadium, Lambeau died 
in 1965. JSA LOA (full).

723  Lambeau, Curly Handwritten Letter 9.5 ............. 150
One of the magical names in football history, anything from 
this legendary Green Bay Packers HOF owner is very desir-
able. Offered is an extremely handsome and well preserved 
letter to his girlfriend on his personal letterhead, with the 
original transmittal envelope. Postmarked March 12, 1965, 
Lambeau sadly died just a few months later while mowing 
the lawn of the recipient. Content is personal and Lambeau 
mentions a rape in Central Park in New York City. The 
writing is in lovely period blue ink and contrasts perfectly 
against the clean letterhead. JSA LOA.

724  Lombardi, Vince Signed Bill Forrester 
   1963 Player Contract 9.5 ............. 500
Terrific piece, this is an original player contract for Bill 
Forrester to play for the Green Bay Packers in 1963. A large 
format contract, this has a spotless signature of the beyond 
legendary Vince Lombardi and has also been signed by 
Forrester. Even better, there are extensive handwritten nota-
tions in Lombardi’s own hand that are fascinating, including 
extra pay for Forrester as the defensive captain, a player 
scout and for Packer appearances in Championship games 
and for a Western Division Championship. Forrester’s base 
pay was $16,500, the extra bonuses could bring Forrester an 
additional $3,000. The contract has some general wear and 
staple marks by the top border, it is otherwise clean and dis-
plays quite well. Quality vintage NFL contracts are so much 
scarcer than their baseball counter-parts, this is a terrific 
prized piece from the ultimate NFL franchise. Please note 
Forrester (D’87) is a member of the Green Bay Packers Hall 
of Fame and played in four Pro Bowls. JSA LOA (full).

725 Thorpe, Jim Signed 1951 Book 
  The Fabulous Redmen 9.5 ............. 450
Very interesting item, this is a 1951 first edition of Fabulous 
Redmen by John Stickbeck. Written about the Carlisle Indi-
ans (for whom Thorpe played in 1907), this is special as it is 
signed by the author and also in a cheeky way by Jim Thorpe 
(Me Too Jim Thorpe). A very lucky person received this as a 
gift. Thorpe died only two years late in 1953, so there cannot 
be very many of these around. This does not have the dust 
jacket but comes in a fine custom slipcase. JSA LOA (full).

726  Thorpe, Jim Signed Business Card 8 ................ 500
Key football autograph, offered is a pleasing pencil signa-
ture from the legendary Jim Thorpe. This is a business card 
for a drapery in New York city that has been folded at one 
time but is not bad at all overall. Thorpe’s autograph has 
been rapidly appreciating for good reason in recent years, 
and they also have seem to have dried up a good bit as well. 
PSA DNA (full).
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727  Document  Collection of 57 w/HOFers & Stars
        9.5 ............. 300
Offered is a substantial collection of one-page documents 
authorizing the use of various players signatures in 1999 
Fleer/Skybox cards. There is hardly any duplication, these 
are neat as they are dated signatures from 1999. Content 
ranges from HOFers and key stars to lesser players. The 
better players here appear to be as follows: Tim Brown, M. 
Brunell, R. Cunningham, T. Dettmer, M. Faulk, D. Flutie, E. 
George, M. Harrison (2), P. Holmes, E. James, D. McNabb, 
R. Moss, T. Owens, J. Plummer (2) and R. Williams. Docu-
ments of contemporary star players are scarce. JSA LOA.

Golf Autographs & Memorabilia

731  Crenshaw, Ben ALS & Original Sketch  9.5 ........... 45
Fresh to market, Crenshaw penned a sketch of a very tricky 
hole for a golf course, with a note explaining it. Very inter-
esting pairing. JSA LOA.

732  Hagen, Walter Signed Book 9.5 ......................... 150
Extremely desirable signed book from this legendary golfer, 
this is a first edition from 1956. With the original dust 
jacket, the jacket shows wear but still displays well. Signed 
and inscribed by Hagen on the title page, the autograph is in 
Mint blue ballpoint ink. Almost certainly signed at the time, 
Hagen died in 1969 and is always a very popular autograph 
among golf collectors. Please note this comes with a photo 
signing this series of books in 1956! JSA LOA.

733  Hogan, Ben Signed Book 9.5 ........................... 75
Very special piece, this is a limited edition run produced in 
custom bindings for a 1990 Memorial Tournament to honor 
Jimmy Demaret. Demaret, a three time Masters winner 
among much more, wrote a very popular book about Ben 
Hogan in 1954, this reissue has a large and bold black 
sharpie signature of Hogan below his image. The condition 
is terrific. JSA LOA.

734  Jones, Bobby Signed 1960 Golf Is My Game 
  1st Edition 9.5 ......................... 450
Offered is a simply gorgeous Bobby Jones signed first edi-
tion. One of the ultimate names in the history of golf, Jones 
is one of the most celebrated and beloved players to ever 
appear on a fairway. This lot is a truly remarkably clean 
signed book, notable for an almost Mint dust jacket and a 
perfect signature. Signed and inscribed to a Percy Douglas 
on the title page, this has a flawless Bob Jones blue ballpoint 
ink signature. Please note Douglas was President of the St. 
Andrew’s Golf Club in this period. A vital signed golf book, 
this would be a great addition to so many different types of 
vintage sports collections. Presented in a fine custom slip-
case, this is a perfect presentation. JSA LOA (full).

735  MacKenzie, Alister Signed 
   1920 Golf Architecture (rare)    9 ......................... 500
Small in size but not stature, the full title is Golf Architec-
ture Economy in Course Construction and Green-Keeping. 
This 4 1/2 x 6 1/2 inch book is from 1920; a very rare and de-
sirable book, Mackenzie (D’1934) is known as the most in-
fluential golf architect of the early 20th century. Mackenzie 
co-designed Augusta National with Bobby Jones among so 
much more. The book has wonderful images of golf cours-
es from the time and is signed, inscribed and dated 1929 
Pebble Beach by the author. There is some mild general wear 
and foxing to the book but this displays very well overall. 
One of the more important golf books of its time, we have 
heard that these have sold for $2,000 and higher in auctions. 
This auction offers a great opportunity to add a truly great 
signed golf book to one’s collection. JSA LOA.
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Golf Autographs & Memorabilia

736  8 x 10  Smith, Horton 8.5 ......................... 400
One of the great names in the history of golf, offered is a 
beautiful and very early signed full 8x10 photo of the leg-
endary Horton Smith. This is a terrific b/w image of Smith 
on the fairway with his unique swing. The image has mul-
tiple pinholes in four places from onetime display (and one 
fine stray crease), but these are small, and are not near the 
image or autograph. Signed neatly at the upper left corner, 
“Golfingly yours Horton Smith 1941” in blue fountain pen. 
Please note Smith was the winner of the first and third Mas-
ter’s Tournaments and played in every Masters Tournament 
until the year of his death (1963); this is a beautiful and very 
early 8x10 from Smith. PSA DNA (full).

737  Snead, Sam Signed 1938 1st Edition  9.5 ............... 30
Fun oversize book by Sam Snead, Sam Snead’s quick way to 
Better Golf. The cover has a crease and some general wear 
but still displays quite well. This is signed/inscribed by 
Snead on his first image in the book. JSA LOA.

738  1987 Ryders Cup Signed Hat 
   w/Payne Stewart (17 sigs) 9 ............................ 150
Terrific piece, this is a Muirfield Village golf hat (where the 
Ryder’s Cup took place that year) with a  1987 Ryder’s Cup 
tag as used by the person who obtained the autographs (a 
semi-pro golf player). The autographs are all clean, the con-
tent is very strong, with the beloved Payne Stewart (D’99 at 
age 42), Jack Nicklaus, Byron Nelson, Tom Kite, Hal Sutton 
and Curtis Strange. This is a very high quality signed golf 
item, signed at one of the premier events from the tour. 
JSA LOA.

739  Collection of 21 different Signed 
  Masters Scorecards w/Nicklaus & Palmer  9.5 ...... 200
Tommy Aaron, Gay Brewer, Jack Burke Jr, Billy Casper, 
Charles Coody, Fred Couples?, Ray Floyd, Doug Ford, Bob 
Goalby, Bernhard Langer, Sandy Lyle, Jack Nicklaus, Jose 
Olzabal, Mark O’Meara, Arnold Palmer, Gary Player and 
Fuzzy Zoeller are in this lot. JSA LOA.

740 1933  Hints On Play With Steel Shafts 
  by Henry Cotton VG-Ex ..................... 30
Clean softcover book, this has a tight spine and displays 
well. Cotton was one of the premier British golfers of the 
first half of the 20th century, this includes the color 
centerspread.

741 American Golfer Program Collection (20 pcs)
     .............................. 120
Fine lot, these are attractive oversize American Golfer is-
sues, from 1928 - 1936. There is no duplication, two are 
without covers. The condition is clean overall

Hockey Cards

742 1953 Parkhurst 29 Boom Boom Geoffrion
        PSA 7 ............ 70
Well centered with square corners, this has clean borders 
and a fine image. These are such nice cards when they can 
be found in this quality.

743 1953 Parkhurst 50 Gordie Howe PSA 7 .......... 300
Great early Gordie Howe card, only his third. Extremely 
attractive 1950s hockey issue, this card has a flawless image, 
rich color and perfectly clean borders. The centering is ter-
rific, the corners come to sharp points, this is a very 
high-end 7 to our eyes.

744 1960 Parkhurst 20 Gordie Howe PSA 8 .......... 150
Scarce card in this quality, the offered card has particularly 
rich blue background color and a flawless image. Centering 
is just about 50/50 all around, the corners are all sharp.

745 1963 Parkhurst 55 Gordie Howe PSA 8 .......... 175
A classic piece of Americana, Mr. Hockey has a U.S. flag 
behind his image. Superb 8, this is very well centered with 
four sharp corners, perfect borders and great color. This 
card should be in any high grade 1960s card collection.
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746 1966 Coca Cola  
 Complete Set on Original Strips Ex-Mt/NM .. 180
Fun set of six original strips, all unattached as issued. Load-
ed with HOFers and stars, this is something that is not rare 
but is certainly far from common. Creative b/w set, the 
teams are the Blackhawks, Bruins, Canadiens, Maple Leafs, 
Rangers and Redwings. The top card can have toning, these 
are otherwise fairly sharp and clean. Highlights include 
Gordie Howe, Jean Beliveau, Phil Esposito, Glenn Hall, Bob-
by Hull, Terry Sawchuck, Tim Horton and Stan Mikita.

747 1969 Topps Complete Set Ex-Mt .......... 210
Nice set is about 30% Near Mint, 70% Ex-Mt. The checklist 
is marked, the set otherwise presents very well. The key 
cards are as follows: 4 Savard RC Ex-Mt+, 24 Orr Ex+ w/
stamp back, 30 Esposito Ex-Mt+ w/stamp back, 61 Howe 
NM, 70 Hull Ex++, 89 Parent Ex-Mt w/stamp back and 
132 Checklist VG.

748 1971 Topps  Complete Set    Strong Ex-Mt/NM ... 135
Popular set, this is a very consistent and nice Ex-Mt/NM 
overall. Extremely consistent, there is hardly any variance. 
The key cards grade as follows: 1 Espo/Bucyk/B Hull LL 
Ex-Mt oc, 2 Orr/Espo/Bucyk LL Ex-Mt+, 45 Dryden RC NM 
oc, 50 Hull Ex-Mt, 70 Howe Ex-Mt+, 100 Orr Ex-Mt+, 110 
T Esposito FTC NM, 111 Checklist Ex unmarked and 114 
Clarke FTC Ex-Mt+.

749 1972 Topps  Complete Set NM ............. 120
Solid Near Mint set, there is very little variance, nothing has 
been picked for grading. The key cards are as follows: 
79 Guy Lafleur NM, 90 Bobby Clarke Ex-Mt, 94 Checklist 
1-176  Ex unmarked, 100 Bobby Orr PSA 8, 122 Bobby Orr 
AS1 NM, 126 Bobby Hull AS1 NM, 127 Ken Drysden AS2 
Ex-Mt+ and 160 Ken Dryden.

750 High Quality 1981-1990 OPC Set Run
                 NM to Nm-Mt ............. 300
Quality run of hockey sets, these are neatly presented in 
9-pocket sheets, an excellent presentation. Condition is 
mainly NM to Nm-Mt. Fresh run, content is as follows: 
1981/2 OPC (missing #161) w/106 Gretzky, 118 Messier 
PSA 7, 1982/3 OPC, 1983/4 OPC, 1984/5 OPC w/67 Yzer-
man, 327 Neely PSA 8, 1985/6 Topps w/120 Gretzky PSA 
5, Lemieux RC Ex-Mt, 1986/7 OPC w/Roy PSA 7, 1987/8 
OPC w/53 Gretzky PSA 7, 1988/9 OPC, 1989/90 Topps w/1 
Lemieux 7, 1990/1 Upper Deck w/356 Jagr PSA 9 and 1991/2 
Upper Deck. An older Beckett we use has these at $1,800.

Single Signed Baseballs

751 Tommie  Aaron 9.5 (ONL Feeney, rare) ............... 225
Extremely scarce ball, offered is a super clean ONL Feeney 
model ball from the 1980s. Signed by Tommy Aaron at the 
top of a side panel, the autograph is perfectly bold. The 
brother of Hank Aaron, Tommy is a scarce autograph on 
any medium as he died in 1984 at only age 45. Single signed 
balls hardly ever come to market, offered is a remarkably 
nice example. JSA LOA (card).

752 Hank Aaron 
 (likely signed 713 home run game!)  9 (ONL Feeney) . 100
Very special Hank Aaron single, this is a vintage Spalding 
ONL Feeney model baseball. We love this as it is printed at 
the top panel, FIRST USE 4-4-74 CINCINNATI VS ATLAN-
TA. Likely sold by the Reds memorabilia store at the time, 
this has a terrific Best Wishes Hank Aaron period blue ball-
point ink signature on a side panel. Hank Aaron tied Ruth’s 
record on April 4, 1974 with a home run (#713), which is 
very well when they may have been signed. A potentially 
historic signed baseball, this is a very interesting piece that 
is from an Old Timers collection of thousands of baseballs 
and is completely fresh to the hobby. JSA LOA.
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Single Signed Baseballs

753 Walt Alston              8 (ONL Feeney) ............... 200
Scarce single, this is nice as it is signed on a Spalding ONL 
Feeney game ball. The ball shows light use, and this is 
signed by this Brooklyn and LA Dodger HOF manager on 
the sweet spot. The autograph is in pleasing blue ballpoint 
ink. Obtained in person by a college sports coach, this is 
completely fresh to the hobby. JSA LOA (full).

754 Ken    Boyer (double-signed!) 9 .................. 250
Beloved St. Louis Cardinal star player and manager Ken 
Boyer died in 1982 at age 51. Single signed balls are truly 
scarce, and are revered by collectors. The offered ball is very 
special, this is a clean City League model. Signed TWICE by 
Boyer on two different panels, one is personalized and one is 
dated 1979. The autographs are both in solid blue ballpoint 
ink and contrast very nicely against the clean ball. Boyer 
was the Cardinals manager in 1979. Completely fresh to the 
hobby, how often do you see one of these? JSA LOA.

755 George H.W. Bush            7 (OAL Brown) ............. 60
Slightly light but more than presentable single, this is signed 
in blue sharpie on the sweet spot. The ball is quite clean, 
these are always very popular. Supply has really dried up 
in recent years, now may be a good to time to grab one of 
these. JSA LOA.

756 Fidel Castro   9.5 ............... 800
A great association item given Fidel Castro’s history of try-
ing to become a Major League baseball player, these are rare 
and very desirable. The offered ball has to be one of the very 
finest in circulation, it is a gorgeous white Mizuno/Easton 
model. The ball is exceptionally clean, this has a superb 
black ballpoint ink signature on a side panel. This is signed 
Fidel Castro Cuba, Julio 17, 87. Who wants to add one of the 
most interesting signed baseballs out there to their collec-
tion? We are going to start this super low to make things 
especially interesting! JSA LOA (full).

757 Roberto  Clemente  7 ................ 1000
Vital single, Clemente tragically died in a plane trash in 
1972 delivering supplies to earthquake victims. The offered 
ball is a pleasing off-white Wilson Little League model. 
Signed and inscribed on the sweet spot, this has an awful lot 
of writing for a Clemente single. The autograph has a very 
attractive look and feel, a bit light but fully acceptable to all 
but super high grade baseball collectors. If you want a nice 
Clemente single and do want to spend five figures, than this 
ball is something to seriously consider. JSA LOA (full). 

758 Ty Cobb   7.5 ............. 1250
One of the ultimate single signed balls, Ty Cobb is among 
the very greatest players in all of baseball history and a true 
legend. The offered ball is a mildly toned Official Pacif-
ic Coast League model. This has lots of writing as Cobb 
signed, inscribed and dated this May 13, 1959. Cobb penned 
everything in his trademark green ink, the signature and 
writing are all bold and contrast nicely against the ball. 
While not a Mint ball, I personally like all of the writing. If 
you are looking for a Ty Cobb and do not want to spend five 
figures on a very high grade example, then you should look 
carefully at this quality signed ball. JSA LOA (full).

759 Earle Combs (dated 1943) 7 .................. 350
HOFer Earle Combs was the leadoff hitter on the 1927 Yan-
kees and many other key Ruth/Gehrig Yankee teams. Combs 
died in 1976, and is an extremely scarce single signed ball. 
Offered is a very unusual red and blue stitched J.C. Higgins 
Sporting Goods model baseball. From the 1940s, this is 
signed and dated 9/23/43. Combs signed the top of a side 
panel below a seal for the ball in black fountain pen. The 
signature is a touch light but certainly 100% legible. Afford-
able example of a very pricey ball, now is a great time for 
any advanced Yankee or HOF single signed ball collector to 
fill a tough hole in their collection. JSA LOA (full).
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760 Joe Cronin  8 (OAL Cronin!) .................. 350
Good example of this underrated single, this is great as it is 
actually signed on an OAL Cronin model baseball. The ball 
is very nice. This has a large and fine blue ballpoint ink 
signature on his usual spot on a side panel. When this tough 
single is found, it is usually on a ball from the early 1980s, 
this is one of the earliest examples that we can recall seeing 
or handling. JSA LOA (full).

761 Dizzy Dean   8 .................. 600
Desirable single, this is signed on an off-white Southern 
Association model baseball. The ball itself has only stray 
wear and and displays reasonably well. The beloved Diz-
zy Dean signed in his usual spot on a side panel, this is a 
relatively large and flowing blue ballpoint ink signature. 
The quality signature contrasts nicely against the ball. Good 
piece, who wants to fill a key hole in their HOF single signed 
ball collection? JSA LOA.

762 Joe  DiMaggio (SF Seals 61 Games Streak!)  9 ........ 500
Of all of the Joe DiMaggio singles that we have seen or han-
dled over  the years, this is one of the most unique and 
interesting that we have ever seen. A remarkably shrewd and 
astute collector had Joe sign this clean OAL Brown model 
ball as follows: “Joe DiMaggio S.F. Seals 61 games streak” 
in spotless blue ballpoint ink on the sweet spot. While most 
collectors will of course be familiar with Joe’s history 56-
game hitting streak in 1941, Joe actually had a longer streak 
in 1933. Of note, Ed Walsh’s son was the pitcher who ended 
this streak! If you are a big Joe DiMaggio or Yankee fan or 
just like rare and great baseballs, you will want to give this 
great ball some serious consideration as hardly any of these 
seem to exist to our eyes! JSA LOA.

763 Hank Greenberg (1938!) 9 ................ 1500
Terrific Hank Greenberg single, this is a 1930s era Spalding 
Official League ball. The ball is evenly toned and presents 
well. This is very special as it is signed in PERIOD FOUN-
TAIN PEN at the time, the ball itself is dated October 9, 
1938 on the south panel. The autograph is very fine, has a 
great flow and contrasts very nicely against the ball. Green-
berg signed through the mail but did no shows, creating a 
great scarcity for single signed balls. When single signed 
balls of Greenberg do come to market, they are almost 
always in sharpie or ballpoint ink from the early 1980s or 
late 1970s. The offered ball is just so much more desirable 
than other Greenberg singles as it was signed in perhaps his 
greatest year, during which he slugged 58 home runs. This 
is something that hardly ever comes to market dated and 
in fountain pen, a truly special piece from a beloved player. 
JSA LOA (full).

764 Burleigh Grimes           9.5 (ONL Feeney) .............. 200
An underrated single, this 1920s and 1930s Brooklyn Dodg-
er died in 1985 and did not so any shows. Often found with 
significant condition issues (when they can be found at all), 
the offered ball is a superior example. The ball itself is an 
exceptionally clean ONL Feeney model. This has a flawless 
black sharpie ink on the sweet spot, there is no bleeding, 
fading or other issues. This is one of the very nicest Grimes 
singles that we have seen or handled. JSA LOA.

765 Lefty Grove (with team names/dates!)   7 ............. 500
Great, great ball, Lefty Grove was one of the very finest 
pitchers in all of baseball history, naturally his autograph 
on a single signed ball is extremely desirable. The first one 
we have had in years, this is a mildly toned ONL Giles ball 
that displays reasonably well. Aside from the fact that it is a 
Grove single, this ball is truly remarkable as it is signed as 
follows over three panels: To Doria: from Lefty Grove Bal-
timore - 1920 to 1925, Phila. 1927-34 Boston 1934-41. How 
neat is this and how many of these can exist signed as such? 
Grove penned all of this in bold black ink, the signature 
itself is on the sweet spot and looks tremendous, as do his 
inscriptions. How wants to add one of the best Lefty Grove 
singles in circulation to their collection? JSA LOA.
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766 Gil Hodges   PSA 4.5 ....... 200
Light but legible Gil Hodges single signed baseball, these are 
of course very scarce due to his sad death in 1972 at a 
relatively young age. High grade singles have sold for 
$5-$10,000 over the years, this lot is perfect for a 1969 or 
general Mets single signed ball collector who does not want 
to put that much money into one baseball. The offered ball 
is a pleasing Spalding ONL Feeney model, mildly and evenly 
toned, this is signed Best Wishes Gil Hodges in blue ball-
point ink on his usual spot on a side panel. PSA graded the 
autograph a 4, the baseball a 5, the overall grade 4.5.

767 Waite Hoyt   7 .................. 200
Not rare but still neat, HOFer Waite Hoyt was the number 
one pitcher on the 1927 Yankees. The offered ball is a mildly 
toned unofficial ball. Signed on the sweet spot in pleasing 
ballpoint ink, the autograph is not bad at all. No doubt this 
good ball will find a happy home in the auction. JSA LOA.

768 Walter  Johnson   5 ................ 1000
One of the ultimate single signed baseballs, Walter Johnson 
is considered by most baseball historians to be the very best 
pitcher in all of baseball history. Johnson died in 1946 at 
age 59, and has always been a scarcer autograph than most 
of his contemporary players, particularly on a single signed 
baseball. These balls are naturally prized by collectors and 
very seldom come to market. High grade examples can 
bring tens of thousands of dollars, the offered lot is nice as 
it will allow a collector to fill a most vital hole in their single 
signed ball collection without breaking the bank. The ball 
itself is a beautiful OAL Harridge model with great color, 
the slightest hints of toning and a super fresh look. Johnson 
penned is signature on a side panel: To Bob Best Wishes 
Walter Johnson. The autograph is light but legible. Do not 
assume another one of these will be coming around any time 
soon if you are in the market for a collector grade example, 
this is our first one in several years. JSA LOA (full).

769 Connie  Mack   7 .................. 400
Desirable Mack single from 1933, this is signed and in-
scribed  with lots of writing. The ball itself is an off-white 
Official League model with only some slight wear. Pleasing 
Mack single with an unusual amount of writing, nice piece. 
JSA LOA.

770 Mickey Mantle                     9.5 (OAL Brown) ........... 200
Superb Mantle single, the ball is as white as one can reason-
ably expect and looks terrific. This has a perfect Mint blue 
ballpoint ink signature that could not be any bolder or 
cleaner; the signature contrasts perfectly against the clean 
ball. Very fine condition Mantle single. JSA LOA (full).

771 Mickey Mantle (514/536) PSA 8.5 ....... 750
One of the rarest Mantle inscribed balls you will ever see, 
offered is a gorgeous OAL Brown ball. This one is super spe-
cial as it is signed Mickey Mantle 514/536 on the sweet spot! 
The autograph and inscription is in spotless blue ballpoint 
ink, the PSA 8.5 grade honestly seems a bit low to our eyes. 
This is the first time that we have seen or handled a Mantle 
ball signed as such. Please note Mickey’s 514th homer run 
was on July 22, 1967 versus Earl Wilson of the Tigers and his 
536th, his final home run, was against Jim Lonborg of the 
Red Sox on September 20, 1968. Unique inscription balls 
of key HOFers are on fire right now, this should be a very 
popular lot. Who wants to add a truly rare Mantle inscribed 
ball to their collection?

772 Mickey Mantle (Mickey Charles) 9.5 ............... 750
One of the most desirable Mickey Mantle singles, this is a 
Mint OAL Brown ball. Signed Mickey Charles Mantle in 
spotless blue ballpoint ink, this is a perfect signature. So 
scarce compared to his other inscriptions, it has been years 
since we have handled one of these. An advanced Mantle 
signed baseball collector should really enjoy this beauty. 
JSA LOA (full).
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773 Mickey  Mantle (No. 6!) 9.5 ............... 750
Extremely scarce Mantle single, the story is well known to 
many but when Mickey first came up in 1951 as a Rookie 
he was given number 6; Mantle had a rough start, was sent 
down to the minors and got number 7 when he came back 
to the Yankees later that season, the rest is history. Very 
few collectors had the foresight decades ago to have Mickey 
signed a ball with a #6 inscription, hence the rarity and de-
sirability of this ball. Offered is a gorgeous, pristine, bright 
white OAL Brown model baseball. This is signed Mickey 
Mantle #6 in perfectly bold and spotless blue ballpoint ink 
right on the sweet spot. If you are into rare Mantle inscribed 
baseballs, this is one of the very best examples you can 
hope to collect. JSA LOA (full).

774 Roger Maris   7 .................. 500
One of the hottest single signed balls in the world, it seems 
every collector of baseballs wants one of these in their 
collection and how can blame them honestly? Maris’s death 
in 1985 before the show era created a tremendous scarcity 
for these relative to the demand. Offered is a pleasing Maris 
single on a 1982 All Star Game ball, something we have not 
seen before. The autograph is on the sweet spot in pleasing 
if imperfect black sharpie ink. A nice single on a clean ball, 
this should ably fill this hole for most of you. 
JSA LOA (full).

775 Thurman Munson  7.5 ............. 1000
One of the ultimate single signed baseballs, Thurman’s trag-
ic death in 1979 in a plane crash has made these so hard to 
find. One of the most beloved Yankees ever, Thurman was 
not a big signer and between that and the Bronx Zoo Yankee 
era, not a lot of these were ever signed. The offered ball is 
fresh to market and nice. This ball is an evenly toned and 
nice Rawlings OAL MacPhail model from the late 1970s. 
The sweet spot has a large and flowing blue sharpie ink 
signature. It is not a Mint signature, but it is clean, and con-
trasts well against the ball. Not personalized, no removals, 
this is a great ball to use to fill this most vital hole in your 
better Yankee single signed ball collection. JSA LOA (full)

776 Satchel Paige (dated 1950) PSA 8 ........ 1200
One of the best Satchel Paige singles in the hobby, this was 
signed and dated 1950 during his playing career and is also 
in remarkable condition! Satchel Paige was an avid signer 
through the mail and when his single signed balls come 
to market, 99% of these were signed from the mid-1960s 
through about 1980. The offered ball is a super clean Of-
ficial Piedmont League model that looks great. Paige pens 
most of a side panel as follows: Best Wishes from Satchel 
Paige 1950 in clean blue ballpoint ink. Graded a PSA 8, 
this is a truly remarkable Paige single given the date and 
condition.

777 Cal Ripken Jr (lot of 7) 9 .................. 150
Lucky seven lot of Cal Ripken singles, these are all clean and 
will be pictured on our web site. All are official balls signed 
in ballpoint ink. JSA LOA. 
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778 Babe  Ruth (signed in 1927!) 5 ................ 1000
Quality Ruth single, this was signed in Ruth’s magical year 
of 1927. All Babe Ruth did that year was hit 60 home runs 
and win the Yankees first World Series in four years. The 
offered ball is a clean off-white OAL Ban Johnson model 
that displays quite well. This is signed by Ruth right on 
the sweet spot, with the in quotes style signature that dates 
this to 1927. The autograph is full and has no breaks but 
is light, this is the kind of thing that might look better in 
person than in a printed catalog or web site. We are going to 
start this at an especially low minimum bid to make things 
interesting! Please note Babe Ruth singles from the 1927 era 
are much, much, much scarcer than the OAL Harridge and 
other models from the 1930s and 1940s that typically trade 
at auction. How wants to own a fairly unique Babe Ruth 
single that will not break the bank? JSA LOA (full).

779 Babe Ruth   7.5 ............. 3000
Great Babe Ruth single, this is a true 1920s Babe Ruth in 
quotes single. These are so much scarcer than the typical 
OAL Harridge signed balls from the 1930s and 1940s that 
always trade. The offered ball is lightly toned, it is an 
Official League Multi-Color stitched model. Signed right on 
the sweet spot by Ruth, this is in clean and break-free blue 
fountain pen and has a nice flow. The signature contrasts 
well against the ball. The ultimate signed baseball to most 
of the world, offered is a terrific fresh true single signed by 
Ruth at the height of his fame and talent. High quality Ruth 
single have been beyond white-hot in recent years, it will 
be interesting to see where this ends up. Please note a Babe 
Ruth 1962 HOF statue is included with the ball, which is a 
great display idea. JSA LOA (full).

780 Casey Stengel (gorgeous!) 9 .................. 500
One of the great personalities in all of baseball history, the 
beloved Casey Stengel needs no introduction for any serious 
vintage baseball fan. Stengel was a very affable person and 
signed all the time, single signed balls are naturally much 
tougher than a flat but they do trade. With that said, they 
are often signed in sharpie ink, have personalizations or 
other condition issues. The offered ball is bar none the 
nicest Casey Stengel single signed baseball that we have 
ever seen or handled! The ball itself is a gorgeous, spotless, 
immaculate Reach OAL Harridge model. It is signed by 
Stengel on the sweet spot in flawless blue ballpoint ink, the 
autograph contrasts perfectly against the super clean ball. If 
you are into absolute top condition HOF single signed balls 
or are doing a World Class Yankee or Met single signed ball 
collection, you will want to give this beautiful ball a long 
and hard look. JSA LOA.

781 Pie  Traynor (1930s!)  PSA 4.5 ....... 400
An unheralded HOFer, Harold Pie Traynor was considered 
by many baseball historians to be the finest third baseman 
in baseball history until Brett and Schmidt came up in the 
1970s. Traynor died in 1972 and signed many 3x5s and 
smaller flats through the mail from the 1950s onward, single 
signed balls were naturally much scarcer. The offered ball 
is special, aside from being a very desirable single, it is on 
a clean ONL Heydler ball. John Heydler was NL President 
through 1934, meaning this ball was very likely signed in 
1934 or earlier, making it 30 years earlier than the other few 
Pie Traynor singles that trade! The offered ball is remark-
ably clean and nice, it has a light but fully legible Harold Pie 
Traynor fountain pen signature on the sweet spot. 
PSA grades this a 4.5 overall, which seems reasonable. 
I cannot imagine that more than a handful, if that, of 
Traynor singles this early still exist.
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782 Ted Williams  8 (vintage OAL Harridge!) ........ 180
Signed in the 1950s, this is a true Ted Williams vintage sin-
gle. The ball itself is an OAL Harridge game ball that pres-
ents well. This has a very pleasing period blue ballpoint ink 
signature on the sweet spot. JSA LOA.

783 Ted Williams (Captain, very rare) 9.5 ............... 500
Great Ted Williams single, offered is a spotless and pristine 
OAL Brown model baseball. This has a stunning Capt Ted 
Williams signature that fills up the entire sweet spot and 
part of the left panel. Ted Williams was famously a dedi-
cated and extremely skilled Marine pilot who saw service 
in both World War Two and the Korean War, costing hin a 
shot at Babe Ruth’s all time home run record. These were a 
very important part of Ted’s life and he always referred to 
the Marines as the best team that he had ever played on. The 
offered ball brings all of this together as it is signed with his 
military rank, something we have literally never seen before, 
and cannot imagine exists in any quantity. This ball has 
condition, rarity and a supremely great player all going for 
it, this should be a very, very popular lot. JSA LOA.

784 Ted Williams (lot of 4) 9 .................. 400
Strong condition lot of four Ted Williams singles, each will 
be pictured front and back on our web site. A classic single, 
these do not come around very often in any kind of quantity. 
Each is signed in blue ballpoint ink on the sweet spot.  
JSA LOA.

Single Signed Balls: Lots

785  Collection of 11 different Mets 
  w/Carter & Seaver 9 ............................ 125
Quality lot of former Mets singles, these are all on official 
balls and are very clean overall. Content is as follows: Rico 
Brogna, Gary Carter, Bud Harrelson, Todd Hundley (2), 
Gregg Jefferies, Lance Johnson, Bill Pulsipher, Pulsipher/
Isringhausen, Bret Saberhagen and Tom Seaver. JSA LOA.

786  Eight Different NY Yankees 
   Merry Christmas Singles 9.5 ......................... 150
Terrific run of Mint singles, all are on official balls and 
signed on the sweet spot in matching flawless blue ball-
point ink. The content here makes the lot: Bauer, Mattingly, 
O’Neill, Rizzuto, Arod, Seaver, Sheffield and Skowron. How 
great would these look all displayed together? JSA LOA.

787  Collection of 11 different w/Aaron & Yaz  9 ........ 165
High grade HOF collection of singles, all are in the original 
boxes from time of signing. Star-studded lot, everything 
is on an official ball and particularly clean. Content is as 
follows: Hank Aaron, Luis Aparicio, Yogi Berra, Gary Car-
ter, Bob Gibson, Monte Irvin, Harmon Killebrew, Brooks 
Robinson, Warren Spahn, Earl Weaver and Carl Yastrzems-
ki. These can easily run over $500 as singles. This is a fine 
and well matched very high grade lot of great looking HOF 
single signed baseballs. JSA LOA.

788  Collection of 20 Strong Condition 
  HOF Singles 9 ............................ 180
Solid lot of HOFer singles, these are on both official and 
unofficial balls. Condition ranges mainly from 8 to 10/10, 
these average a solid 9/10 overall. These will likely run 
over $1,000 as singles, this lot can save a HOF single signed 
ball collector some real money! Exact content is as follows: 
Ashburn, Ford, Gibson, Gossage, Jackson, McCovey, Moli-
tor, Morgan, Musial, Reese(2), F. Robinson, Schoendienst, 
Seaver (2), Slaughter, O. Smith, Spahn, B. Williams and 
Yount. JSA LOA.
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789  Collection of 36 pcs, mostly stars 
   w/Clemens & McGwire 9 ............................ 200
Clean collection of singles, all obtained in person at spring 
training and before games over the years. These are all 
on official balls, there is very little duplication. Content 
is good, these are mainly stars and recognizable players. 
Signed from the late 1980s through the late 1990s, content 
includes: Joe Carter, W. Clark, Clemens, V. Coleman, 
Henrich, Lyle, J. Lopez, McGwire, Olerud, Palmeiro, Rose, 
Lee Smith, Trammell, Valenzuela, M. Vaughn, Vernon, 
Viola and W. Wilson. JSA LOA.

790  Jeter & Rivera Merry Christmas Singles  9.5 ....... 200
How is this for a nice pair of signed baseballs? Offered are 
Mint Selig model balls from Derek Jeter and Mariano Ri-
vera. Each has signed the sweet spot Merry Christmas with 
their signature. These both have Steiner holograms, every-
thing here looks terrific. JSA LOA.

791  Collection of 55 different 
   Boston Red Sox/Braves Singles  9 ........................ 200
Collection of Boston Red Sox and Braves singles, players 
range from the 1940s through the 1990s. Clean lot, most 
are on official balls, just about everything is identified on 
the holder. No duplication, these better singles are in the 
lot: Adcock, Arroyo, Ray Boone, Carbo (2x signed), Cone, 
M. Davis, Galehouse, Garciaparra (game ball w/3 others), 
Houk, Jenkins, Lyle, L. Smith, D. Stuart and Tiant. JSA LOA.

792  Collection of 51 different 
   Boston Red Sox/Braves Singles  9 ........................ 200
Collection of Boston Red Sox and Braves singles, players 
range from the 1940s through the 1990s. Clean lot, most are 
on official balls, just about everything is identified on the 
holder. No duplication, these better singles are in the lot: 
Avery, Berberet, Buckner, Eckersley, Hansen, Houk, T. Pena, 
Reardon and Surkont. JSA LOA.

793  Collection of Four Better Singles  9 ..................... 200
Quality quartet of singles, these can easily run $1,000 at 
retail. Content is as follows: Cool Papa Ball Solid 9/10, side 
ONL Giamatti; Leon Day 9.5 OAL Brown super clean; Bill 
Dickey 9.5 OAL Brown super nice and Bill Terry Solid 9/10 
ONL Giamatti. JSA LOA.

794  Collection of 44 pcs, mostly stars  9 .................... 240
Clean collection of singles, all obtained in person at spring 
training and before games over the years. These are all 
on official balls, there is very little duplication. Content 
is good, these are mainly stars and recognizable players. 
Signed from the late 1980s through the late 1990s, content 
includes: Campaneris, J. Carter (3), Cone, Delgado, Gar-
vey, K. Gibson, J. Gonzalez, Knoblauch, Linz, Lyle, Olerud, 
Palmeiro, Lee Smith and Mo Vaughn. JSA LOA.

795  Collection of 59 different 2000s 
   Red Sox Singles (pic to left) 9 ............................ 300
Detailed lot of 2000s Red Sox singles, most are on official 
balls and very clean. Everything is in a cube and neatly 
labeled. These are not going to be cheap to buy individual-
ly, a dealer can also do well with this lot. This lot has many 
players from the different World Series teams through 2013. 
No duplication, better names are: Arroyo, Bogaerts, Damon, 
Drew, J. Farrell, Kapler, Lackey, Lowe, Mendoza, Mient-
kiewicz, Mirabelli, Olerud, Reese and Uehara. JSA LOA.
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796  DiMaggio/Mantle/Williams 9.5 ......................... 300
The ultimate single signed ball trio, these are all in the origi-
nal boxes from they were signed. The quality is very fine, 
these are each high grades singles. Each player signed on a 
high grade OAL Brown model baseball, these will look great 
in the right display. JSA LOA.

797  Collection of 35 HOFers/Stars 
   w/Aaron, Mays, Reese & Ripken  9 ...................... 400
High quality lot of single signed baseballs, all are on official 
balls going back to the early 1980s, a few in the original 
boxes. Condition varies only mildly, this is a very nice 
grouping. Our consignor worked on these for decades, this 
is much better than your garden variety HOF single lot. An 
exact listing will be on our website, nearly everyone here is 
a HOFer. The retail value here is over $2,000, better pieces 
include: Aaron, Bagwell, Carew, Ferrell, Fisk, Griffey Jr, 
Hassett, Mathews, Mays, McCovey, Molitor (3), Murray, Ne-
whouser, Reese, Ripken (OAL MacPhail, very early), Rose, 
Ryan, Schmidt, Seaver, Sosa, Winfield and Yastrzemski. 
JSA LOA.

Multi-Signed Balls

798  1954 HOF Induction Ball 5 ............................ 300
Worn ball is dated Cooperstown 1954 in period ink on a 
panel. There is damage to one panel in the stitching but this 
is still far from terrible. There are six legible signatures, with 
note to Cy Young, Dizzy Dean, Bill Dickey, Bill Terry and 
umpires Hank Soar, Augie Donatelli and Tom Gorman. 
The Dean and Terry signatures are the boldest on the ball. 
JSA LOA.

799  Early 1970s HOF Induction Signed Ball  9 .......... 150
Quality HOF ball, offered is a lightly toned and clean un-
marked ball. Loaded with quality signatures, there are 22 in 
all. Keys include Hooper, Hafey, Wheat, Frick, Marquard, 
Grove, Medwick, Stengel, Combs, Kuhn, Haines, Gehringer 
and Frisch. Campy’s wife signed for him, and there are a few 
non-HOFers here as well (Schacht, Witt). JSA LOA.

800  500 Home Run Club 9.5 (PSA Mint 9) .. 300
Mint 500 Home Run Club ball, this comes with a grading 
LOA from PSA DNA. Spotless OAL Brown ball, it deserves 
the grade. Content includes the usual 12 suspects, with 
Mantle, Williams, Aaron, Mays, Schmidt, Murray etc. 
PSA DNA (full).

801  HOFers/Stars w/Foxx & Medwick  9 .................... 250
Fine looking ball, this is a very clean OAL Cronin model. 
Likely signed at a HOF Induction in the early 1960s, there 
are 18 total signatures. The key here is a solid Jimmie Foxx, 
who is very uncommon on these types of balls. Other better 
signatures include Joe DiMaggio, Joe Medwick, Sal Maglie, 
Johnny Mize, Bob Feller, Dale Alexander, Monte Pearson 
and Johnny VanderMeer. JSA LOA.

802  Mack, Connie and Earl 7.5 ......................... 500
Terrific ball, offered is a very attractive OAL Harridge mod-
el with slight toning and a terrific antique look. This is 
signed on the sweet spot by Connie Mack and on the south 
panel by his son Earle Mack; both autographs are in attrac-
tive fountain pen ink. Connie died in 1956, Earle 1967, this 
fun ball is quite scarce and naturally desirable. JSA LOA.
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803  Mantle/Ford on Mantle HOF Ball!  9.5 ............... 250
Something you just never see, this is a spotless Mickey Man-
tle Hall of Fame model baseball. This is great as it is signed 
Best Wishes Mickey Mantle on the sweet spot, and by his 
buddy Whitey Ford on the south panel. The autographs are 
both large and very clean. This is the first time that we have 
handled one of these. JSA LOA (full).

804  Mantle/Maris PSA 5 .................... 500
Signed on a Rawlings ONL Feeney ball, these two legendary 
Yankee teammates signed on the same side panel, which 
is unusual. The ball itself has some toning, it might have 
seen some light game use. Mickey’s autograph is an 8/10 or 
better, Maris’s is much lighter but is legible. PSA graded the 
signatures a 5 and the baseball a 6, the overall grade is a 5.

805  Mantle/Mays/Snider 9.5 ......................... 150
Classic signed baseball, offered is a perfectly clean OAL 
Brown model ball. This has been signed by each of these 
three classic HOFers on their own panel, this is a very 
popular ball. JSA LOA (full).

806  Maris/Stallard 9.5 ......................... 500
This lot is simply a terrific signed baseball, a super clean 
Official League model baseball from the 1960s, signed on 
separate panels by Roger Maris and Tracy Stallard. Each has 
signed and inscribed the ball to Kenneth on separate panels, 
this is 100% displayable as a Roger Maris single. The auto-
graphs are in Mint blue ballpoint ink and contrast perfectly 
against the clean ball. This is special as Tracy Stallard was 
the pitcher who gave up Roger Maris’s historic 61st home 
run in 1961. This is the first time we have ever seen one of 
these, this is a great signed baseball. JSA LOA (full).

807  President Ford/Whitey Ford/Yogi Berra!  9 ........ 150
How is this for a unique ball? Offered is a high grade OAL 
Brown model baseball. This is very special as President Ford 
signed the sweet spot, Whitey Ford the south panel and 
Yogi Berra the north panel. The cube it is in has a Whitey 
Ford personal collection sticker. How many of these can be 
around? JSA LOA.

808  Thorpe, Jim Signed Baseball 7 ............................ 500
The signature of legendary athlete Jim Thorpe graces this 
two-color stitched Wilson baseball along with the signatures 
of at least fifteen others. Believed to have been signed in the 
early 1930s when after playing baseball with the New York 
Giants, Cincinnati Reds and the Boston Braves and football 
primarily with the Canton Bulldogs, Thorpe went on to 
play semi-pro baseball. Thorpe’s signature (8/10 or better) 
is among the nicer signatures on the baseball and is signed 
nicely at the top of a side panel. Signed in black fountain 
pen, the other names include: Dutch White, Rudy Jones and 
Ted Bailey. Close inspection of the baseball also reveals an 
inscription To Office Servers last ball dugout. Jim Thorpe’s 
signature on a baseball is extremely rare and desirable and is 
also probably one of the bolder examples in circulation on a 
ball. Legendary athlete Jim Thorpe died in 1953. 
JSA LOA (full).
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Team Balls

809 1924 Yankees  Team Ball 5 ..................... 1000
Extremely rare ball, these hardly ever come to market. Of-
fered is a toned and clear-coated OAL Reach model ball. The 
ball has 13 signatures that are mainly very nice, a few are 
light. The key here of course is Babe Ruth, Ruth signed on 
the sweet spot in a nice flowing autograph with the desirable 
quotes style from this era. The Ruth autograph is a nice 6/10 
to our eyes. The other signatures are Bennie Bengough on 
his own panel, Fred Hofmann, Harvey Hendrick (D’1941), 
Ernie Johnson, Bob Meusel, Wally Pipp, Al Mamaux, 
Shags Horan and Milt Gaston. Miller Huggins is clubhouse 
according to JSA. Despite the condition of the ball (which 
is again not bad at all), do not assume another one of these 
will come around any time soon. JSA LOA (full).

810 1925 Yankees  Team Ball w/real Gehrig  6 ......... 800
(pictured to lower left)

A trivia question no one would get right, how many games 
do you think the Yankees won in Gehrig’s Rookie Year of 
1925? The amazing answer is all of 69; the Yankees went 
69-85 that year as Ruth missed over 50 games and the team 
was in transition. The bright spot was the Rookie year of 
Lou Gehrig. This is a rare Yankee team ball, perhaps due to 
the lack of success that year. The offered ball is an OAL Ban 
Johnson model that is mildly and evenly toned. This ball 
has tight and attractive red and blue stitching and offers 16 
signatures. The ball displays well, and has a nice antique feel 
to it. This ball does have a clubhouse Ruth as is somewhat 
typical but an authentic true Lou Gehrig Rookie signature 
still makes this a very special signed baseball. The Gehrig 
autograph is right below the legendary rarity Urban Shock-
er, it is about a 4/10, light but legible. The other signatures 
include the aforementioned Shocker (D’1928 at age 37), 
HOFers Herb Pennock (D’1948 at age 48), Earle Combs 
and Waite Hoyt, Wally Pipp, Aaron Ward, Bob Meusel, Ben 
Paschal, Sam Jones, Joe Dugan, Bob Shawkey and Wally 
Schang. The signature of Joe Pee Wee Wanninger precisely 
dates this as a 1925. The autographs vary in darkness but 
everything is legible; as high grade examples of this ball are 
seemingly non-existant (and would run $30,000 plus if they 
came to market), this ball is something to take a serious 
look at if you are either a Yankee collector doing a team ball 
run or just want a cool ball signed by Lou Gehrig as a Rook-
ie. JSA LOA (full).

811 1931 Yankees  Team Ball 7 ..................... 1500
Earlier style OAL Harridge red and blue stitched ball, this 
has mild toning and slight general wear, this is a nice ball. 
Scarce ball, this offers signatures from 20 team members. 
The key here is a super bold Lou Gehrig in his usual spot 
at the bottom of a side panel and a very classic and solid 
Babe Ruth on the sweet spot. The signature of Jim Weaver 
precisely dates this as a 1931. There are seven HOFers on the 
ball. Other better signatures include Tony Lazzeri (D’1946 
at age 42), Earle Combs, Arthur Fletcher (D’50), Joe Sewell, 
Ben Chapman and the rare Jimmy Burke. This team won 94 
games but that was not enough the beat out the A’s that year. 
Four signatures are clubhouse according to JSA: Pennock, 
Pipgras, Ruffing and Johnson. Quality Ruth/Gehrig Yankee 
team balls have been on fire in recent years, it will be inter-
esting to see where this little treasure ends up.  
JSA LOA (full).

812 1935 A’s  Team Ball w/Foxx & Mack  9 ............... 300
Very nice ball, this is a remarkably clean and fine OAL Har-
ridge model from the 1930s. Signed by 19 team members, 
the autographs are very nice. This was the final year of Jim-
mie Foxx with the A’s and his signature is perhaps the nicest 
on the ball, about a 9/10 in quite bold and dark fountain 
pen. Connie Mack appears on the sweet spot, other signa-
tures include Eric McNair (D’1949 at age 39), Wally Moses, 
Bob Johnson, George Blaeholder (D’1947 at age 43), Pinky 
Higgins, Lena Blackburne and Connie Mack Jr. This is a 
very neat ball. JSA LOA.

813 1937 Yankees  
  World Series Ball w/real Gehrig 5 ....................... 500
Toned Official Spalding League ball may have seen some 
game use. This has a mounting hole at the base. Interesting 
ball as it has nine signatures of players from the Yankees and 
Giants, so we believe it was signed during the World Series. 
Lou Gehrig is on a panel by himself (light but certainly legi-
ble, 4/10 overall), others include Tony Lazzeri and Dick Bar-
tell on the sweet spot, a Mint Joe McCarthy, Carl Hubbell 
and Joe Moore. DiMaggio is the only clubhouse. Interesting 
ball with four HOFers including Lou Gehrig signed 
during a World Series. JSA LOA (full).
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814 1943 Yankees 
  Team Ball (Championship ball)     6 .................... 250
Very scarce wartime ball, this is yet another Yankee World 
Championship team. Offered is a lightly toned Reach Offi-
cial League model ball, this has 25 medium to better grade 
signatures, everything is legible. Keys include Joe Gordon, 
Dickey, Murphy, McCarthy (only clubhouse as is typical), 
Keller, Bonham (D’49), Russo, Stirweiss (D’58) and Zuber. 
JSA LOA.

815 1946 Giants  Team Ball w/nice Ott  9 ................. 180
Mildly toned but clean ONL Frick ball, this interesting ball 
has 14 strong signatures from various Giants players, but 
has an entire panel penned by Happy Chandler, who dates 
it 1946. The Giants signatures include a bold Mel Ott, 
Ernie Lombardi, Johnny Mize, Bill Rigney, Dick Bartell 
and Hal Schumacher. This may have been at a special 
occassion game. JSA LOA.

816 1954 Montreal Royals 
  Team Ball w/Roberto Clemente! 6 ....................... 500
How is this for an awesome ball? We all know the beloved 
and legendary Roberto Clemente’s Rookie Year was 1955 
with the Pirates; the offered lot is remarkable as it was 
signed by Clemente as a Minor League player. Truly rare, 
the offered ball is an Official Minor League team ball that 
saw some game use. PSA graded the ball a 3, the signatures 
a 6, which seems fair. There are 18 total signatures, in fairly 
consistent period blue ink. Clemente’s autograph is near 
the top of a panel, it is simply signed Clemente in fairly 
bold blue ink. The other names will be familiar to advanced 
Brooklyn Dodgers collectors, Dixie Howell, Max Macon, 
Ed Roebuck, Don Thompson, Gino Cimoli, Wally Hood etc. 
This team went 88-66 and finished in second place. There 
are lots of stories about how Clemente came to be a Pirate 
the following year, but the fact is that the ultimate baseball 
executive, the brilliant Branch Rickey, paid $4,000 for the 
right to sign Clemente in the Winter Meetings in 1954 as the 
new Pirates General Manager, changing the history of a few 
franchises for decades to come. The offered ball is simply a 
great signed baseball with one of the earliest known signa-
tures from one of the most truly beloved players in all of 
baseball history. JSA LOA.

817 1955 Yankees  Team Ball 9 ....................... 350
Very high grade and attractive OAL Harridge model ball, 
the signature of Bob Wiesler combined with a few others 
makes this a 1955 or a 1956 signed in Spring Training (1956 
Yankees is written in vintage ink on the ball). The ball has 
26 fine and consistent blue ballpoint ink signatures (only 
Mantle is a different color). Keys include Mantle, Martin, 
Howard, Berra, Rizzuto, Ford, Konstanty and Cerv. This 
is a very strong 1950s Yankee team ball with all of the key 
players. JSA LOA (full).

818 1956 Yankees  Team Ball 8 ....................... 600
Classic Yankee team, famous for both Don Larsen’s Perfect 
Game in the World Series and Mickey Mantle’s Triple Crown 
season. A World Championship team, team balls from this 
squad are naturally very desirable. Offered is an odd ball, 
it is a clean ONL Giles ball that is incorrectly dated 1957 in 
vintage ink. There are 17 total signatures, with no club-
house. Four HOFers are present: Mantle, Berra, Ford and 
Slaughter. Other keys include Larsen, Martin, McDougald, 
Grim, Carroll, Bauer and Coleman. The autographs are 
reasonably nice and clear, and contrast fairly well against 
the clean ball. JSA LOA (full).

819 1957 Braves  Team Ball 8.5 .................... 500
Very desirable World Championship team ball, this very 
popular team beat the Yankees. The offered ball is an off-
white and reasonably clean ONL Giles model. There are a 
full 30 signatures, all in matching blue ballpoint ink. There 
are three HOFers: Hank Aaron, Warren Spahn and Red 
Schoendienst. Other keys include Buhl, Root, Jones, Pafko, 
Burdette and Crandall. JSA LOA (full).

820 1958 Cubs  Team Ball w/Rogers Hornsby  9 ...... 250
Fine ball, this is a very clean ONL Giles model. There are 22 
generally quite fine and consistent period blue ballpoint ink 
signatures. Ernie Banks is on the sweet spot with manag-
er Bob Scheffing but the real key here is the autograph of 
legenday HOFer and former Cub Rogers Hornsby in the 
center of a side panel. The other autographs include Bobby 
Thomson, Al Dark, Dale Long and the very scarce 
Marcelino Solis. JSA LOA.
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821 1961 AL All Stars  
  Team Ball w/Mantle & Maris 5 ....................... 150
Extremely difficult ball to find, from a great year, this came 
from the collection of Tigers manager Bob Scheffing. This 
ball is special as it has a real Mantle and Maris from 1961. 
The Mantle signature is very light but legible, the Maris is 
much nicer. Additional highlights of the 25 total signatures 
include a fine Nellie Fox, Whitey Ford, Harmon Killebrew, 
Elston Howard, Rocky Colavito and Brooks Robinson. The 
signatures vary in darkness, please check the images on our 
web site for more detail. JSA LOA.

822 1961 Yankees  
  Team Ball w/real Mantle & Maris  8 ...................... 300
Very odd ball, this is an OAL Cronin model with 30 reason-
ably consistent period blue ballpoint ink signatures. This 
is notable as it has a real Mantle and Maris, as well as an 
authentic Ford, Elston Howard, Houk, Turley and Hale. 
However, nine signatures are clubhouse according to JSA in-
cluding a second Maris (one is good, one is not), Torgeson, 
Kubek, a second Turley, Boyer and Hegan. Still this has real 
signatures from M&M duo, something that normally makes 
this a $5,000 ball; someone can save real money here with 
the lesser clubhouse signatures. A World Championship 
team, one of the very finest in Yankee history. 
JSA LOA (full).

823 1961 Yankees  Team Ball w/real Maris  5 ........... 150
Game ball has typical wear and several light signatures, still 
it is not terrible. There are 24 total signatures, only Mantle is 
clubhouse. Keys include a real Maris, Berra, Kubek, 
Howard and Terry. This is an affordable example of a key 
World Championship team ball. JSA LOA.

824 1963 LA Dodgers   Team Ball 7 ....................... 180
Fairly clean ONL Giles ball is near-white and nice, with very 
little wear. A popular World Championship team ball, this 
one has 28 fairly consistent if slightly light signatures. Keys 
include Koufax and Drysdale next to each other on the same 
panel, Alston, Durocher, Wills, Moon and Reiser. JSA LOA.

825 1964 AL All Stars 
  Team Ball (world class) 9.5 .................... 400
Very popular, scarce and desirable ball, this was the first All 
Star Game played at Shea Stadium. White and amazingly 
clean, this gorgeous OAL Cronin model ball has a full 30 su-
perb period blue ballpoint ink signatures. Keys here include 
a flawless Mantle, Gil Hodges, Elston Howard, Killebrew, 
Al Lopez, Rocky Colavito, Tony Oliva, Bob Allison and 
Frank Malzone. Only Brooks Robinson and Norm Siebern 
are clubhouse according to JSA. It would be very difficult to 
improve on the truly remarkable quality of the offered ball. 
JSA LOA.

826 1964 AL All Stars 
  Team Ball w/real Mantle 7 ....................... 150
Good piece, this is a very scarce 1964 American League All 
Star team ball. The ball is a fairly white and nice OAL Cro-
nin model that has a small mounting hole in the stitching, 
damage to the side of one panel and a stain, still the presen-
tation is not bad at all. There are 22 signatures that vary sig-
nificantly in darkness. The key here is a bold Mickey Mantle 
in a perfect spot, just above his beloved teammate Elston 
Howard. Other keys here include Killebrew, Ford, Lopez, 
Oliva, Allison, Colavito and Richardson. JSA LOA.

827 Collection of 6 Different Phillies Team Balls
    - all w/full LOAs   8 ....................... 150
Nice lot of Phillies team balls, each comes with a full JSA 
LOA. Condition varies, the balls are clean, but some sig-
natures are a bit light, check the images on our website for 
more detail. Quality lot with some real breakdown value, 
this is precisely as follows: 1965 (27 w/Bunning, Short, Cal-
lison, Gonzalez), 1967 (26 w/Bunning, Mauch, Hoak, Short, 
Farrell, Callison), 1978 (26 w/Schmidt, Carlton, manager 
Ozark is clubhouse), 1987 (23) w/Bedrosian, Samuel), 1989 
(28 w/Kruk, Daulton, Hayes, Bowa, D. Murphy) and 1990 
(26 w/Kruk, Daulton, Bowa, Hollins and McDowell.
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828 1969 Seattle Pilots  Team Ball 8 ....................... 200
A cult favorite team, items from this one-year team are 
always very popular among collectors. Offered is a toned 
OAL Cronin game ball, there are 22 respectable albeit not 
perfect period blue ink signatures. Keys include Ray Oyler 
(D’81), manager Joe Schultz, coach Sal Maglie, Jim Bouton, 
Marty Pattin and Mike Hegan. We have not had one of these 
in several years. JSA LOA.

829 Collection of 12 team balls
   - all with full JSA or PSA DNA LOAs!   8 ............. 300
A perfect dealer lot, offered are a dozen clean team balls, 
each with pricey full LOAs. Condition is very clean over-
all, content is as follows: 1970 Indians (24) w/McDowell, 
Pinson, Nettles (Dark is only clubhouse), 1976 Rangers 
(26 w/Perry), 1980 Rangers (15 w/Perry, Staub), 1984 A’s 
(25 w/Morgan, B. Williams, Lansford (R. Henderson is 
clubhouse), 1985 White Sox (27 w/Seaver, Fisk, LaRussa, 
Baines), 1987 White Sox (28 w/Deron Johnson, Thigpen, 
Calderon, Guillen, Baines is only clubhouse), 1989 Royals 
(24 w/Brett, Saberhagen, Wilson, Seitzer), 1990 Indians (20 
w/Olin, Orosco, Candiotti, Alomar Jr, Feller), 1990 Tigers 
(16 w/Anderson, Trammell, Whitaker, Fielder), 1991 Angels 
(25 w/2 Autrys, Winfield, Blyleven, Parker, Abbott), 1992 
Brewers (20 w/Molitor, Yount) and 2000 White Sox (26 w/
Konerko, Ordonez, Foulke).

830 1971 Pirates  Team Ball 7.5 .................... 100
Affordable example of this pricey World Championship 
team ball as it is missing Clemente. The ball is an off-white 
Spalding ONL Feeney with 23 consistent period ink sig-
natures. Keys are Stargell, Mazeroski, Blass, Virdon, Ellis, 
Giusti and Oliver. Pleasing ball overall. JSA LOA.

831 1972 A’s
  Team Ball (World Championship)  8 .................... 150
Lightly toned OAL Cronin ball, this is a nice ball overall. 
There are 27 solid and consistent period blue ballpoint ink 
signatures. A colorful Championship team, keys include 
Jackson, Fingers, Dick Williams, Holtzman, Rudi, Hunter, 
Campaneris and Blue. JSA LOA.

832 1974 AL All Stars 
  Team Ball w/real Munson 7 ....................... 250
Mildly toned ball, this is an OAL Cronin model. There are 
14 total signatures. The key here is a nice real Munson. The 
other signatures include Weaver, Murcer, Burroughs, Hiller, 
Spahn, Grich, Brooks Robinson, Kaline, Carew and Wood. 
The Munson autograph makes the ball. JSA LOA (full).

833 1976 AL All Stars 
  Team Ball w/real Munson 8.5 .................... 300
Always a very desirable ball, offered is a pleasing Spalding 
ONL Feeney ball with some very subtle toning. There are 
16 clean period ink signatures. The key here is a very big 
and nice Thurman Munson at the center of one panel. The 
other signatures include manager Darrell Johnson, Rusty 
Staub, Mark Belanger, Frank Tanana, Hal McRae and Ron 
LeFlore. JSA LOA.

834 1976 Yankees  
  Team Ball w/real Munson 9 ....................... 600
Beautiful OAL MacPhail ball has a full 30 strikingly fine and 
consistent period blue ink signatures. This is a notable ball 
as it is the first Yankee AL Champion team since 1965. The 
offered ball features a real Thurman Munson that is large 
and very fine, and NO CLUBHOUSE signatures, utterly un-
heard of for a Yankee team ball from this era. Keys include 
the aforementioned Munson, Billy Martin, Elston Howard, 
Hunter, Berra, Guidry, Howser, Nettles, Ken Brett, Pinella, 
Randolph, Velez and of course, ALCS hero Chris Chambliss. 
Very fine. The signature of KC Royals pitcher Larry Gura 
might mean that this was signed during the ALCS that year 
(he appears to be the only Royal on the ball). JSA LOA (full).
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835 1977 Yankees 
  Team Ball (No Clubhouse!) 9 ....................... 800
Fine ball, this is a off-white and very clean OAL MacPhail 
model baseball. Signed by 26 members of the 1977 World 
Champion New York Yankees, this ball is special not only 
due to its fine condition, but the amazing fact that there are 
NO CLUBHOUSE signatures. Extremely rare in the Bronx 
Zoo era, this is something that hardly ever comes to market. 
All keys are here, with Munson, Jackson, Martin, Hunter, 
Randolph, Guidry, Pinella, Dent, Gullett and White. It 
would be hard to find a prettier 197y Yankee ball that is 
completely authentic. The Munson is autograph is large & 
fine, as are the signatures of Jackson and Martin and pretty 
much everyone else. Fresh to the hobby, this is a real gem. 
JSA LOA (full).

836 1985 Royals  
  Team Ball (World Championship)  8.5 ................. 180
Tough ball, this is missing from most 1980s Championship 
runs. Offered is a mildly toned OAL MacPhail model base-
ball, loaded with 29 solid and consistent blue ballpoint ink 
signatures. All keys appear to be here: Brett, Quisenberry, 
Howser, Saberhagen, Wilson, Gubicza and Wathan. We have 
not had one of these in several years. JSA LOA.

837 1990 Reds    
 Team Ball (World Championship) 9 (90 WS Ball) .... 75
Common ball but still nice, this is a clean 1990 WS model. 
There are a full 29 signatures - all keys are here: Larkin, 
Davis, Pinella, Hatcher, Perez, Browning, O’Neil and Oliver. 
JSA LOA.

838 1992 Blue Jays 
  Team Ball (World Championship)   9 ..................... 83
Clean 1992 World Series model baseball, this has 17 consis-
tent blue ballpoint ink signatures. Keys here include Alo-
mar, Carter, Cone, Morris, White and Olerud. JSA LOA.

839 1997 Marlins 
  Team Ball (World Championship)  9.5 ................. 105
Championship team, this is a high grade ONL Coleman 
model ball with 29 strong and well matched blue ballpoint 
ink signatures. Keys include Sheffield, Leyland, Leiter, John-
son, Eisenreich, Kevin Brown and Devon White. JSA LOA.

840 1998 Cardinals  Team Ball 
     9.5 (ONL Coleman) ................. 105
Super clean ONL Coleman ball, this one is loaded with 25 
spotless and terrific blue ballpoint ink signatures. Keys in-
clude a terrific quality McGwire, LaRussa, Lansford, Jordan, 
Gaetti and Mabry. Historic season for McGwire, this was his 
70 home run season. JSA LOA.

841 2000 Yankees  Team Ball 8 ....................... 200
Spotless 2000 World Series model baseball, this is a very 
limited edition (24/26). With 29 blue ballpoint ink signa-
tures, this presents quite well. The last Yankee World Cham-
pionship team of this era, keys include Jeter, Rivera, Torre, 
Clemens, Martinez, Pettite, Cone and O’Neill. Some of the 
autographs, including the Jeter on the sweet spot are a touch 
light, but everything is more than legible. JSA LOA (full).

842 2001 Yankees  Team Ball 9.5 .................... 200
Mint 2001 World Series ball, this is one of the most exciting 
World Series ever played. The immaculate ball has a full 
32 signatures filling up every spot. All keys are here: Jeter, 
Rivera, Torre, Clemens, Bernie Williams, Posada, O’Neil, 
Martinez, Mussina, Brosius and Pettite. JSA LOA.

843 2004 Red Sox  Team Ball 9.5 .................... 175
Spotless ball from this famous team, offered is a Mint 2004 
World Series model ball. There are 22 absolutely immacu-
late blue ballpoint ink signatures. Keys include David Ortiz, 
Manny Ramirez, Curt Schilling. Terry Francona, Johnny 
Damon, Jason Varitek and Derek Lowe. A forever classic 
team, this really needs to be in any serious team ball collec-
tion. JSA LOA (full). 
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844 2005 White Sox  Team Ball 
   (World Championship) 8 ....................... 120
White 2005 World Series model ball, the signatures vary a 
bit, but most are very nice. There are 27 total signatures, 
with Thomas, Konerko, Guillen, Dye and Buerhle. JSA LOA.

845 2008 Phillies  
  Team Ball (World Championship)  9.5 ................. 300
Key ball as the Phillies have so few titles, this is a very popu-
lar item for Phillies collectors. Offered is a spotless 2008 
World Series model baseball. There are 21 signatures that 
vary slightly in darkness. Keys here include: Utley, Rollins, 
Howard, Manuel, Moyer, Victorino, Hamels, Werth and 
Lidge. JSA LOA (full).

846  Collection of 11 team balls, 10 with full LOAs
       9 ....................... 250
Nice lot of clean team balls, all but the 1981 Dodgers comes 
with a full JSA or PSA DNA LOA. Condition varies some-
what, the 1965 Giants ball is lower grade, as are the 1972 
Reds and 1987 Cardinals balls. Content is precisely as 
follows: 1965 Giants (28 w/Mays, McCovey, Spahn, Cepeda, 
Perry, Murakami, Franks is clubhouse); 1970 Astros (23 w/
Morgan, Rader, Dierker, Wynn, Wilson); 1970 Padres (19 w/
Colbert, O. Brown, Spezio, Kirby, Craig); 1972 Reds (7 w/
Perez, Foster); 1981 Dodgers (13 w/LaSorda, Garvey, Cey, 
Baker); 1982 White Sox (27 w/Fisk, LaRussa, Baines, Luzins-
ki); 1987 Cardinals (24 w/Smith, Schoendienst, Clark, Mc-
Gee); 1989 Mets (18 w/Carter, Hernandez, Gooden); 1990 
Astros (23 w/Biggio, Howe); 1996 Mets (25 w/Kent, Everett, 
Ordonez) and 2001 Dodgers (26 w/Sheffield, Orosco, Park).

Baseball Memorabilia

847 1864 Book 
 Playground of Out-Door Games for Boys  Ex* ............ 150
Scarce children’s book has a chapter on baseball. Please note 
this has been professionally rebound over its original cover.

848 1906 Rare Postcard w/Moonlight Graham
                                               SGC Authentic ................ 400
This rare postcard of the 1906 Scranton Miners Base Ball 
Team, winners of the New York State League Pennant; 
pictures none other than Archibald ‘Moonlight’ Graham. A 
ballplayer for only one major league game and whose story 
was popularized in the W. P. Kinsella novel ‘Shoeless Joe,’ 
and most famously in the subsequent 1989 film ‘Field of 
Dreams. The postcard is unmailed, with one minute corner 
crease and an erased pencil address on the back (1906 is 
written in pencil), the image is quite nice and it displays 
very well.

849 1909 Wageman’s Welcome Home Cy Young Pin
       Ex ..................... 400
Great pin, offered is a wonderful 1 1/4 inch pinback from 
1909. This has an attractive sepia background with a fine 
image of Cy Young in his Red Sox uniform. This has the 
original paper back but there is toning and one minute 
scrape. There is no edge damage or foxing, some subtle 
scratches can be seen under magnification, this displays 
extremely well. Terrific early 20th century pin from one of 
the great names in baseball history,

850 1911 Book   America’s National Game
   (Albert Spalding)  Ex+ ................... 120
One of the key early 20th century baseball books, this is a 
particularly well preserved example. This copy has out-
standing rich original color, perfectly clean lettering on the 
cover and immaculate interior pages. The large spine is tight 
and exhibits hardly any wear. The inside images should all 
be perfect, this is perhaps the cleanest condition example of 
this vital book that we have ever handled.

851 Joe Jackson Mini Decal Bat Ex ..................... 450
Very desirable piece, this is an affordable real Joe Jackson 
memorabilia item from his playing career. This utterly 
charming 14 inch long decal bat has been clear-coated for 
protection. The decal is about 90% intact and while some-
what toned, still displays well. This is great for both an early 
memorabilia collector or one of the many 
Shoeless Joe Jackson collectors.
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852 Stunning Mini-Pennant HOF/Star Display ........ 1200
One of the most interesting and unique 1915 era items that 
we ever seen, offered is an absolutely stunning 24 x 23 dis-
play piece. Extremely rare, this stunning piece is composed 
of twelve mini pennants with key baseball stars, they are 
identical to a 1915 movie star set but they are not the same 
as the Ferguson Bakery issue. These beautiful pennants 
each measure 7 3/4 x 2 7/8 and offer a real photo image 
on a custom color pennant. The content here is amazing, 
with legendary HOFers Ty Cobb, Honus Wagner, Walter 
Johnson, Christy Mathewson, Grover Cleveland Alexander, 
Nap Lajoie and Tris Speaker. Other HOFers include Rabbit 
Maranville, Johnny Evers; Red Sox player William Carrig-
an, Larry Gardner, H.B. Leonard and Boston Braves owner 
George Stallings. This presumably came out of the Boston 
area based on the mix of players and the presence of Stall-
ing. As for condition, some exhibit general wear including 
slight cracking on the photos, but this does not detract in 
any way from the enormous display value. Hand-crafted 
presentation, these lovely pennants are hand stitched on a 
felt square, with a baseball attached to the center of each 
pennant. Please note some of the border fringes are missing, 
but does it really matter? The winning bidder should truly 
enjoy this truly museum quality artifact.

853 1919 Book Commy (w/rare dust jacket)  Ex ........ 150
Very desirable baseball book, this is the first edition from 
1919. With the rare dust jacket, which happens to be really, 
really nice; Comiskey was the central figure in the ultimate 
baseball scandal, the year of publication makes this special. 
This is an special book that hardly ever comes to market 
with any kind of dust jacket, much less a nice one.

854 1926 Ticket  World Series Game 6  Poor-Fair ..... 150
Rare full stub from a classic game, a hungover Grover Cleve-
land Alexander came in relief to strike out Tony Lazzeri 
with the bases loaded, sealing the win for the Cardinals over 
the Yankees. This is a colorful full stub, but there is writing 
and markings throughout on both sides. This is a ticket 
that just does not come to market very often. Ruth did hit a 
home run in this game.

855 1940 Ebbetts Field Original Stadium Seat
       VG .................... 500
This is an original vintage stadium seat from Ebbets Field, 
one of the most historic baseball shrines in the history of 
major league baseball. Remarkably this vintage seat appears 
to still have its original wood slats in place that remain loose 
or in some places loosely attached with replacement screws 
in some places. The seat bottom is unsupportive of weight 
as its original attachment to the cast metal sides is missing 
some of its original design elements with the remaining 
original pieces and replacement screws holding the seat 
bottom very loosely but still supportive for display. The seat 
has been repainted many years ago and exhibits visible wear, 
cracking and chipping fitting for an aged seat such as this. 
The legs of the seat rest on a custom base which accompa-
nies it that has an attached plaque. The seat is also accompa-
nied by an extra set of wooden slats painted in Dodger blue 
color with a few extra pieces of hardware for those desiring 
a cleaner more restored look. As it is, this nearly unrestored 
seat makes for a great display of this historic seat.

856 1940 Johnny Neun Newark Award Watch
       Ex-Mt ............... 150
This gem of a watch is a fine elegant Longines 14kt watch 
(exclusive of gold color band) presented to former Major 
League Baseball player and Manager Johnnie Neun during 
his stint managing the Newark Bears from 1938-1941 and 
managing them to two International League Champion-
ships (1938, 1941). The watch is engraved on the back of 
the case, “To Johnnie Neun from his friends in Newark, NJ 
1940”. Neun would go on to manage the New York Yankees 
in 1946. Many years earlier when playing on the Detroit 
Tigers, Neun entered the record books as one of the few 
players to execute an unassisted triple play. The wind-up 
watch appears all original but is not working. 
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857 1947 Ticket   Negro League World Series ............ 100
Rare stub from the 1947 Negro League World Series; a large 
format ticket, this is about half of the ticket. The New York 
Cubans and the Cleveland Buckeyes played to a 5-5 tie in 
this game. Several future Major League players were in this 
series.

858  Collection of 12 vintage pennants ....................... 120
Quality lot of clean mid to better grade (mainly) 
1940s/1950s era pennants, several of these sell for $100 each 
on ebay. The condition is clean overall, everything will be 
pictured on our website. Content is as follows: A’s, Braves 
(Milwaukee), Fort Worth Cats, Orioles and Pirates, Red Sox 
(2 diff), Senators, White Sox (4 diff).

859 1951 All Star Game Pennant NM ................... 250
Great pennant, offered is a gorgeous full sized 29 pennant 
from the 1951 All-Star game. Desirable style, this has a 
Detroit 250th anniversary logo and a scroll with the names 
of 34 members of both teams for the game that was played 
at Briggs Stadium in Detroit. Names on the pennant include 
Joe DiMaggio, Ted Williams, Jackie Robinson, Yogi Ber-
ra, Roy Campanella and Casey Stengel. The item has the 
original stick, rich color and sharp edges, it looks to be a 
sparkling Near Mint example to our eyes.

861 1961 Roger Maris 61st home run ticket  ............... 200
One of the most famous games in baseball history, Roger 
Maris worked hard all of 1961 to break Babe Ruth’s hallowed 
60 home run single season record. Maris fought an epic 
battle with his teammate and roommate Mickey Mantle, 
which ended when Mickey got injured in September with 
54 homers. It took all 162 games, but Roger did it on the 
final day of the season, slugging his 61st home run. Always 
a great ticket, these have become so much more desirable in 
recent years with the steroid scandal as many people only 
consider Maris to be the true single season home run leader. 
The offered ticket has deep blue color and a clean back. 
There are some pinprick areas of white showing, and wear 
by the upper left corner and right borders. This wonderful 
ticket is slabbed Authentic by PSA.

860 1955 Yoo Hoo  
Mickey Mantle Yogi Berra Original Display Sign .......... 1000
This original 1950s Yoo-Hoo advertising sign is the most 
coveted, rare large format display featuring Mickey Man-
tle and Yogi Berra together enjoying the classic chocolate 
beverage proclaimed to be the Drink of Champions. Berra 
enlisted the aid of his teammate Mickey Mantle in promot-
ing this beverage so aligned with him making Yoo-Hoo one 
of the most popular drinks in America and certainly the 
favorite drink of any Yankees fan. The display is not with-
out icondition flaws, including fading and some noticeable 
creases. As is usually the case whenever this sign shows up 
for sale, it is missing its’ original thin cardboard frame and 
appears framed in a vintage wooden frame. Good condition 
- this is framed to 33 x 26 and is a real conversation stopper!

862 1962 World Series Game 4 Full Ticket  PSA 6 ......... 90
Great looking full ticket, this has vibrant color and crisp 
edges. Quite clean and white, we are not sure why it only 
came back a 6.

863 1962 World Series Game 5 Full Ticket  PSA 6 ......... 90
Great looking full ticket, this has vibrant color and crisp 
edges. Quite clean and fine, we are not sure why it only came 
back a 6.

864 1963 Jersey 
  Albie Pearson California Angels Road   Ex ............ 400
Offered is an attractive original rare 1963 California Angels 
home white uniform. This is chain stitched Pearson 38 63 on 
the left front tail in green. There is a wash tag and attached 
flag tag that reads Set 1 1963 on the inside of the tail. The 
inside collar has the original Spalding manufacturer’s tag. 
Angels is sewn on the front in red felt lettering outlined in 
blue; the reverse has number 28. We believe this jersey has 
had a number change (Pearson wore number 28 in 1963) 
and some damage has been repaired in one spot by the 
center of the back. A real flannel, this displays well.
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865 1973 Phil Niekro Atlanta Braves 
  Game Used Road Jersey Ex ................... 750
Terrific piece, beloved Atlanta Braves HOFer and 300-win 
club member Phil Niekro wore this jersey on the road in 
1973. A very uncommon style that is so evocative of its era, 
this knit pullover has Braves 35 in white and red stylized 
twill on the front, a period logo on either side and 35 in 
huge white and red lettering on the reverse. Clearly used, 
this shows laundry marks and looks to have had tremendous 
use. All of the tagging is right, this collar has a Sand=Kit 
size 42 tag above the crucial 42-73-Set 2 tag. Fresh to the 
hobby, this is a fine looking gamer from a charismatic 
HOFer. I attended the annual HOF game in Cooperstown 
last year and it was real treat to see Niekro, then 78 years, 
pitch to Wade Boggs for an at bat.

866 1980 Phillies World Series Sample Ring
       Ex-Mt/NM ..... 400
Very desirable and rare ring, this was the first Phillies World 
Series team since 1950, and the first Championship team. 
Real rings hardly ever come to market, offered is a fine look-
ing size 9 1/2 sample. The interior is unmarked, this has a cz 
P over a very attractive Phillies maroon colored stone with 
WORLD CHAMPIONS on the edges. This is for Pete Rose, 
who is actually more popular in Philadelphia than Cincin-
nati according to many fans.

867 1983 Phil Niekro Atlanta Braves Warmup
       Ex-Mt ............... 60
Nice piece, this is a royal blue Atlanta Braves Phil Niekro 
professional game warmup used before a game. Braves is on 
the front in an unusual white script style, Niekro 35 is on the 
back in crisp and clean white lettering. This has a Rawlings 
size 44 inset tag with a Set 1 1983 flag tag. This displays 
quite well and certainly seems as it was game used. 1983 was 
the final year for Niekro as a Brave, making this special to 
some Braves collectors.

868 1986 All Star Game Ring NM ................. 150
Very attractive ring has a large blue stone on the face. None 
of these were engraved, so we do not know to whom this 
was issued. This is sharp looking size 10 3/4 ring. Astros is 
engraved on one shank, 1986 All Star Game the other. This 
is an affordable ring with excellent eye appeal. Please note 
the blue stone exhibits some wear under magnification, the 
ring otherwise appears to be nearly flawless.

869 1994 Jim Abbott and Dwight Gooden 
  Game Used/Signed No Hitter Balls 8 ..................... 200
Quality pair of gamers from two Yankee No Hitter games, 
the first ball is a OAL Brown with some real game use, this 
is signed Jim Abbott 9/14/93 in bold black ballpoint ink 
on the sweet spot. The second ball is an OAL Budig game 
ball, signed Dwight Gooden No Hitter 5-14-96 in solid blue 
ballpoint ink. The Gooden ball is also signed by nine of 
his teammates at the time; fine content, these include Jeter, 
Boggs, Girardi, O’Neill, Tino Martinez, Sierra and this is 
also dated 5-14-96 by one of these players. Fine lot, these 
would look great paired together with photos in the right 
display. Our consignor acquired these in a hobby auction in 
the 1990s. JSA LOA.
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871 2000 Mickey Mantle Enormous Stephen Holland 
Giclee w/Mantle Autograph! 9.5 .................. 300
Sports artists have drawn Mickey Mantle countless times 
but the offered lot is truly one of the best examples that we 
have ever seen. Produced by noted artist Stephen Holland, 
offered is a simply huge and awesome 27x40 original image 
of Mickey batting. The kind of item that can dominate the 
wall of a room, this is really something to behold in person. 
Produced in 2000, this is a fine, visually powerful image of 
an older Mantle in home Yankee pinstripes batting right 
handed with a crowd behind him. This is presented in a 
large format 41x54 frame, something that would definitely 
not look out of place in a museum. If you are a Yankee or 
Mantle fan and have the wall space, you will love this terrific 
piece. Please note an original black ink signature of Man-
tle is mounted near the bottom of the frame. The winning 
bidder must arrange shipping on this (it can also be picked 
up from our offices). JSA LOA.

872 2002 Ivan Rodriguez Game Used/Signed Jersey
        ....................... 350
The newest HOFer, offered is an attractive 2002 Ivan Rodri-
guez Texas Rangers road gray game jersey. The back of his 
jersey has his name sewn nameplate and his number 7, all in 
blue on red twill. Rangers is sewn on the front; this has an 
MLB patch sewn on the outside back collar, the inside left 
tail has a Rawlings manufacturers tag and three flag tags 
(Set 3 2002, size 50, custom sleeve length). The left sleeve 
has an embroidered Texas flag sewn on and a stitched Rawl-
ings logo. The jersey shows some use, and most importantly 
is signed on the back by his number Ivan Rodriguez #7 
Game Used 2002 in fine blue sharpie ink.

Press Pins

873 1933 Washington Senators NM ................. 225
Scarce pin, this is much harder to find than the New York 
Giants version. This is a fine Near Mint overall, with ex-
cellent eye appeal and clean surfaces. The back is engraved 
Dieges and Clust.

874 1936 New York Giants World Series  NM .............. 175
Scarce pin is missing from most press pin collections. The 
offered lot is strikingly clean and fine. The edges are all 
terrific, and this has all of its original sheen.

875 1937 New York Giants NM ................. 120
Desirable 1937 World Series press pin, this is 10 karat gold 
filled and is engraved as such on the reverse along with 
D&G. This is a fine Near Mint piece with the original screw-
mount (although it does not go all the way in for some rea-
son). Fine looking pin, the Giants lost to a mighty Yankees 
team in the World Series.

876 1937 New York Yankees NM ................. 200
Fine looking pin has no technical issues, good color and 
crisp and clean edges. Very fine, this has Dieges and Clust 
engraved on the reverse. This might be in the original case 
as issued.

877 1941 Brooklyn Dodgers NM ................. 135
Terrific looking press pin from only the second Brooklyn 
Dodger World Series team, this looks terrific. The front has 
no visible wear, even under magnification. Red, white and 
blue all the way, the back is quite clean as well. This is one of 
the nicest condition examples of this very popular pin that 
we have handled.

878 1944 St. Louis Browns Ex-Mt ............. 100
Scarce pin from this cult favorite team, the front has some 
slight general wear but is not bad at all. The back is un-
marked, with typical general wear. Nice looking pin, this 
one has an unusual design that is very different from the 
other 1940s World Series press pins.

879 1946 Boston Red Sox NM ................. 100
Beautiful Near Mint pin, this has a great design on the front, 
with two red socks hanging from the pin base. The back is 
quite clean, and is engraved by Balfour.
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Press Pins

881 1946 St. Louis Cardinals NM ................. 150
Beautiful 7 /8 inch diamater pin from the 1946 World Series. 
The back is a screw mount and it is not engraved. The front 
is perfectly clean, with no wear of any kind; the back shows 
some foxing. This has a perfectly white background and 
looks terrific.

882 1957 Milwaukee Braves (in original Balfour box)
       Nm-Mt ........... 175
Superb condition pin from this classic World Series is a 
great rendition of the Braves logo. No visible wear of any 
kind, the back has the proper Balfour stamp and is in the 
very desirable original Balfour box from 1957. Fresh pin 
looks terrific.

883 1958 Milwaukee Braves (in original Balfour box)
       Nm-Mt ........... 100
Superb condition pin from this classic World Series is a 
white circular design with the Braves logo in the center 
bursting from the pin. There is no real wear, on this exceed-
ingly clean and fine pin. The back has the proper Balfour 
stamp, and this is in the very desirable original Balfour box 
from 1958.

Hartland Statues

884  Banks NM ....................... 135
Beautiful Banks Hartland, this has slight wear on the back 
of his shoes and is off-white. One of the most yellowed of all 
Hartlands, this one looks really nice. Bright and fresh, this 
will be an upgrade for most of you.

885  Drysdale NM ....................... 120
One of the keys to this great set, you have to love the design 
here with Drysdale leaning in to strike out another player! 
Very nice, this is just off-white and quite clean. This has 
the original pitching rubber and stands upright, this looks 
terrific, with hardly any wear of any kind.

886  Killebrew (superb) NM ....................... 180
One of the keys to this great set, these have been hot in 
recent years. Fresh to market, the offered piece is white and 
simply superb, with hardly any wear of any kind. Perfectly 
upright on the slightly curved base, this is is almost certain-
ly the nicest Hartland Killebrew that we have ever seen or 
handled. This should be an upgrade for almost all of you.

887  Mantle w/original box! NM ....................... 250
Sterling Mantle Hartland, this is bright white and simply in 
superb condition. This comes with a window style box sans 
the cellophane. The box stands perfectly upright with some 
creasing. There are no tears or missing flaps, this is a nice 
box overall. While certainly not rare, Mantle Hartlands in 
this quality seem so undervalued to us.

888  Maris, Roger NM ....................... 150
White and very nice, this is an extremely fine Near Mint or 
better example. One of the keys to the set, this stands per-
fectly on its base and has hardly any wear. With the bat, this 
will be an upgrade for most of you. This came in an original 
box, hence the quality.

889  Mays, Willie (box) Ex ........................... 90
Fun collectible, offered is an original Willie Mays Hartland 
Statue custom cardboard box from 1960. Missing the top 
flap, this stands perfectly and displays quite well. There is no 
clear creasing and the surfaces are quite clean.

890  Mays, Willie (GEM MINT, SNOW WHITE)
    Nm-Mt ................. 180
This is perhaps the whitest, cleanest, nicest original Hart-
land Statue that we have ever seen. ABSOLUTELY SNOW 
WHITE, UNTOUCHED & PRISTINE, this is simply stun-
ning. This is like traveling in a time machine back to 1960, it 
is that nice. This naturally resided in the original box all of 
these years, hence the condition. I would almost defy anyone 
to find a nicer Hartland Mays than this

892  Ruth (snow white) Nm-Mt ................... 75
As white as we have seen, this came in the original box, 
hence the quality. Not rare, but this one is in simply amazing 
condition!
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Bats

893  1959 White Sox Black Bat NM ....................... 180
Very popular bat from a cult favorite team, these are always 
very popular among White Sox and black bat collectors. 
Fine Near Mint bat looks terrific, with bright black wood 
and excellent contrast for the gold facsimile signatures. 
There is hardly any wear, this is a particularly attractive and 
well preserved example of this desirable bat.

894  Boggs, Wade 1980 Gamer!  .............................. 150
Great early Wade Boggs bat, this is from 1980! Used by 
Boggs as a Pawtucket Red Sox Minor Leaguer, this Louis-
ville Slugger P89 model is 34 3/4 inches long and weighs 
32 1/2 ounces. This bat has a ton of pine tar and shows good 
use.  This is probably one of the very earliest Boggs gamers 
in circulation. PSA DNA LOA.

895  DiMaggio, Joe 9.5 ......................... 600
Mint Joe DiMaggio bat, this is his player model bat from the 
famous signing, number 1413/1941. Signed in Mint blue 
sharpie ink in a perfect spot on the barrel, this could not be 
any nicer. Not rare but always a very desirable piece, this 
should be in any signed bat or Joe DiMaggio collection. 
The condition here is truly special, these do not always come 
around in such perfect quality. Please note this includes the 
paperwork from the original signing. JSA LOA.

896  Killebrew, Harmon Game Used/Signed Bat ........ 200
Good bat, this is a 1965-1968 era Louisville Slugger S207 
model. The bat is 35 inches long and weighs 30.8 ounces. 
The bat shows extensive wear throughout, there is also 
general wear from age and/or storage. Please consult care-
fully the images on our web site. This bat is hand-signed by 
Killebrew: Harmon Killebrew Killer HOF 84 in perfectly 
bold blue sharpie ink. Very popular player, we are going to 
open this at an extremely low minimum bid to make things 
interesting. PSA DNA LOA.

897  Mantle, Mickey Signed Bat (No. 7, top quality)
    9.5 ......................... 850
Offered is an absolutely superb Mickey Mantle signed bat. 
This is a strikingly clean and attractive Mickey Mantle 
player model bat, signed Mickey Mantle No. 7 in bold blue 
sharpie on the barrel. The autograph is spotless and perfect-
ly bold, it contrasts very well against the clean bat. Often 
found with condition issues, this is one of the very finest 
condition Mickey Mantle autographed bats that we have 
ever seen or handled. The winning bidder should really 
enjoy this wooden treasure. JSA LOA.

898  Rare Negro League Reunion Bat   8 ..................... 400
Terrific bat, this was signed on August 9, 1984 at a Kansas 
City Monarchs reunion at Satchel Paige Stadium. Loaded 
with bold silver sharpie ink signatures, this is something 
you just never see. Special as it includes HOFer Willard 
Brown, the tougher George Giles, Buck O’Neil, Sam Taylor, 
Archie Ware, Quincy Trouppe, George Altman and Lou 
Brock. Negro League items of this quality are practically 
non-existent. JSA LOA.

899  Red Sox Stars w/Yaz, Rice & Aparicio  9.5 ........... 150
Cooperstown Bat Company Red Sox model bat, this one has 
23+ signatures. Quality is impeccable, these are spotless blue 
sharpie ink signatures. Good bat, this is nice as it includes 
Yaz, Rice, Aparicio, Dwight Evans, Petrocelli, Hobson, Lon-
borg, Pesky, Malzone and Hurst. You have to love the great 
inscriptions here. Higher quality and fairly unique bat given 
the content and inscriptions. JSA LOA.

900  Stargell, Willie Early 1980s Game Used Bat  ....... 300
Desirable bat from a very popular HOFer, this handsome 
bat is a Louisville Slugger K55 from 1982. The bat measures 
35 inches long and weighs 35.3 ounces. The bat is uncracked 
and has light use. This comes with a PSA DNA LOA.
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901  Walker, Dixie Late 1940s Game Used Bat ............ 400
Scarce bat, this is an H&B professional model bat from 
1944-1948. Possibly used in Jackie’s 1947 Rookie Season, 
this is 35 inches long and weighs 34.4 ounces. This bat ex-
hibits heavy use and has a handle crack. This comes 
with a PSA DNA LOA.

902  Williams, Ted (Green Diamond, Mint)  9.5 ........ 300
Superb Ted Williams signed player model bat, this has a 
UDA hologram on the barrel (and it has the cert). Signed in 
Gem Mint blue sharpie ink by Ted, this is simply an awe-
some autograph on a pristine, untouched bat. The condition 
here is truly special, these do not always come around in 
such perfect quality.  JSA LOA.

903  Yastrzemski, Carl Game Used/Signed Bat
    PSA 6 .................... 200
Terrific Yaz bat, this is from 1964, almost 20 years earlier 
than most that trade. The offered bat is a Louisville Slugger 
W215 model that is 35 inches long and weighs 30.9 ounces. 
According to the included PSA/DNA LOA, the bat shows ex-
cellent use and is graded a GU 6. Yaz also signed this bat in 
spotless blue sharpie ink with an HOF inscription. Extreme-
ly popular player, this is a good bat.

Baseball Publications

904 1908 Scorecard  Braves/Cubs w/HOFers  Good ...... 200
Desirable program, this is a Boston Braves July 31, 1908 
home program versus the Chicago Cubs. 1908 was the last 
Cubs World Series Championship team for over 100 years, 
making this special. The program has been folded and 
exhibits general wear but still displays quite well. Scored, 
HOFers include Chance, Tinker and Kelley.

905 1924 WSP    At Washington VG .............. 200
Scored neatly in ink, this program is different than all of the 
others from this era. Incorporating a landscape format with 
very attractive full page images of many of the key players, 
the front cover has a minute closed tear at the bottom center 
and mild general wear, it is not bad at all. The interior pages 
are clean. A pleasing VG program that has a reasonably well 
preserved spine as well.

906 1935 Program   All Star Game VG-Ex ........ 200
Not bad at all, this is a pleasing and attractive example of 
only the third All Star Program. Lightly folded, this has 
been scored in pencil. The cover has a tight spine and strong 
color, mild general wear keeps this at a nice VG-Ex overall. 
Who wants to fill one of the toughest holes in their All Star 
Game program run?

907 1947 Sport Magazine
  Collection of 110 pcs w/issue #1  ................... 150
Clean run of Sport Magazine issues, mainly without labels. 
There is mild duplication, these are almost entirely from 
the 1940s and 1950s (12 issues from the 1940s are included). 
This lot includes a very nice #1 issue, is almost all baseball 
covers, with 3 each+  of Mantle, Mays, Jackie Robinson 
and Musial among so much more. Two are signed (Groat, 
Shantz). The condition varies but is more than pleasing 
overall, this is a very nice collector grade run of these classic 
magazines with such great covers.

908 1954 Sports Illustrated   Quality Collection 
  of 39 different w/#1 & #2 VG w/nicer 150
Good lot of earlier SI’s, notable for the first three issues and 
many more tougher earlier issues. Collections like this have 
become much harder to find in recent years. These have the 
mailing labels and condition varies, the #1 issue has a small 
tear on the cover by the top margin, the baseball card inserts 
look good on all of the issues. There is no duplication, there 
are 3 1954 issues, 5 1955 s, 2 1956s, 3 1957s, 7 1958s, 3 1959s 
and 12 issues from the 1960s, 2 issues are signed (Groat, 
Thomas).
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Baseball Publications

909 1962 Scorecard   Mets First Home Game  Ex .......... 150
Vital program, this is from the first Mets home game. 
Played at the Polo Grounds on April 13, 1962, this was fully 
scored at the time, the Mets lost this game 4-3. Tom Sturdi-
vant beat Sherman Jones for the win. This has a tight spine 
and a pleasing cover, some fine stray paper creases are the 
only distraction here. The game date is noted in vintage ink 
on the front cover.

910 1962 Terrific New York Mets Yearbook Collection
  (98 pcs w/most variations!) Ex-Mt/NM . 500
This fine lot was a great passion for our consignor, he spent 
years and years chasing down every available variation. 
Complete through 2017, this includes 1973 LCS and World 
Series programs as well. Condition is mainly Ex-Mt/NM or 
better, a few of the 1960s books are lower grade. The value 
here is amazing as this lot includes two 1962s, three each 
from 1963-1965, five 1966s and three 1967s among so much 
more. The twos 1962s are roster date April 13 VG-Ex/Ex and 
roster date June 25 Ex-Mt. This is a fun collection to review, 
this will save a big Met fan countless time and funds versus 
doing these as singles. We are going to open this at just the 
cost of the two 1962s to make things interesting. The key 
1960s books should all be pictured on our web site.

Wes Chamberlain Collection

911  1993 Phillies Signed LCS Game Bat  9 ................. 150
Super cool bat, this is Wes Chamberlain’s 1993 LCS cupped 
game bat. This has some definite ball marks and other signs 
of use. 44 is written in silver sharpie on the knob and the 
cupped end. Signatures fill the bat, 28 in all, they are in bold 
silver sharpie and contrast very well against the black bat. 
Keys include Schilling, Daulton, Dykstra, Jordan, Kruk and 
Thigpen. It is very unusual to find team signed items of this 
quality from a player. Very neat piece, this will come with an 
LOA from Chamberlain.  Beckett LOA (full).

912  1993 Wes Chamberlain LCS Game Bat  9.5 ........... 75
Cupped game bat, this is a custom Wes Chamberlain H238 
35 inch 1993 LCS model. Signed by Chamberlain, there is 
some hint of use but we cannot make any definitive claims. 
44 is written on the knob and the cupped end, this is a great 
looking bat. Post-season game bats from this era are not 
easy to find. This comes with an LOA from Wes Chamber-
lain. JSA LOA.

914  Wes Chamberlain Game Used/Signed 
   Bat Collection (10 pcs)  .............................. 150
Bulk lot of bats that came directly from Wes Chamberlain 
and include an LOA from him. This lot contains Chamber-
lain’s pro model bats from the Phillies (H238) and Cardinals 
(F123). The other bats are related, all are pictured on our 
web site. These are signed, use varies, some have outstand-
ing use, some light use.
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915 1991 Wes Chamberlain Phillies Game Jacket  9.5 .. 50
Good piece, this is Wes Chamberlain’s heavier duty Phillies 
jacket. In classic Phillies coloring, this looks terrific. Cham-
berlain signed this Rookie Season 1991 GM Used on the 
front in bold black sharpie ink. This is a Starter size XXL 
and shows lots of use. JSA LOA.

916 1991 Wes Chamberlain Phillies
   Retro Game Worn Jersey ........................................ 75
Very attractive Phillies home white jersey, this is a Rawlings 
size 50. This is stitched 1991 Nostalgia Game Special at the 
lower right just below the size tag. Chamberlain is on a plate 
sewn on the collar.

917 1992 Wes Chamberlain Phillies Home Jersey
                                                               9.5 ...................... 60
Good looking jersey, this is Wes Chamberlain’s 1992 Phillies 
home jersey. This is a Russell Athletic size 50 with flag tags, 
1992 is sewn just below. Chamberlain signed the back, this 
is a classic Phillies game jersey that looks terrific. JSA LOA.

918  Early 1990s Phillies Warmup Mesh ....................... 50
The classic Phillies style, this is a Rawlings size 44 and shows 
good use. This is signed by Chamberlain on his uniform 
number.

919 Wes Chamberlain Game Jacket Collection 
                         (5 pcs)                       9.5 .................... 100
Nice lot of attractive Wes Chamberlain game jackets, these 
display very well. Content is as follows: (1) 1993-4 Phillies 
heavy duty game jacket with MLB patch on back of neck and 
Chamberlain’s 44 written on the tag; (2-3) Marines Chiba 
Lotte jacket/warmup and (4-5) Pair of St. Louis Cardinals 
jackets used by Chamberlain in Spring Training in 1998. 
Everything should be signed by Chamberlain, these are 
attractive garments that cannot be purchased by the general 
public. JSA LOA.

920 1993 Wes Chamberlain 
  Phillies LCS Game Jacket            9.5 ......................... 50
Very colorful and attractive Phillies game jacket, this is a 
Starter size XXL with Chamberlain’s 44 written on the tag 
in period marker. Chamberlain signed the front GM USED 
1993 N.L.C. Wes Chamberlain in bold black sharpie ink. 
This is a great looking Phillies jacket that was worn during 
their 1993 World Series run, making it even more special. 
JSA LOA.

921 Wes Chamberlain Signed 
  Pro Model Hat Collection (26 pcs)    9 .................. 100
Nice lot of highly collectible hats, these are all signed by Wes 
Chamberlain. Many are Phillies hats, but there are other 
major and minor league teams that he played for in the lot 
as well. The key here is a scarce 1993 Phillies Division Win-
ners signed hat. Neat lot. JSA LOA.
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922 1993  Wes Chamberlain 
  World Series Game Jersey (road)    ....................... 400
Fantastic item, this is the original World Series jersey used 
by 1993 Phillies player Wes Chamberlain. Consigned di-
rectly by Chamberlain, this comes with an LOA from him. 
The offered jersey is a terrific road grey model, with a 1993 
World Series patch on one sleeve and Chamberlain’s 44 on 
the other. Phillies is embroidered on the front, Chamberlain 
44 on the reverse. This has a Russell Athletic size 48 tag and 
a worn flag tag. Signed by Chamberlain on the back on his 
number, this was worn by Chamberlain during the 1993 
World Series and shows definite signs or either use or wear 
on the lettering and in other places. This is almost a must-
have if you are a big Phillies fan or just like interesting and 
fresh jerseys.

923 1994 Wes Chamberlain Game Pants (2 pcs) 9.5 ..... 50
Pair of Wes Chamberlain Phillies road grey pants, these 
have the proper tagging at the waist. Each is signed and 
dated by Chamberlain. 

924 1994 Wes Chamberlain Phillies
   Retro Game Worn Jersey             9.5 ........................ 50
Neat shirt, this was worn in a game in 1994 to honor the 
1942 Phillies. This is a Russell Athletic size 50 with flag tags, 
signed and noted as such on the reverse by Chamberlain. 

925 1994 Wes Chamberlain Phillies Warmup Mesh ..... 50
Colorful and attractive shirt, this is a Majestic Diamond 
Collection size 50 and shows good use. This is signed by 
Chamberlain on his uniform number. We believe this year 
was a style change for the Phillies uniforms, so this might be 
especially desirable; this as the proper MLB 125th Anniver-
sary patch on the right sleeve.

926    Wes Chamberlain Memorabilia Collection ............. 100
The offered lot is a large tub of interesting memorabilia 
from Wes Chamberlain. Lot breaks down as follows: (1) 
Unused Wes Chamberlain home Phillies signed pro model 
uniform, presumably not used; (2) Wes Chamberlain’s red 
batting helmet, signed Game Used 1993 World Series; (3) 
Mickey Morandini Alumni Weekend 2013 signed jersey w/
MLB hologram; (4) A glove, three pairs of pants and one 
jacket used by Chamberlain while playing in Japan in 1996, 
all are signed 1996 Game Used Japan; (5) Two boxes with 
24 single signed baseballs from various Japanese players, 
including an early Ichiro Suzuki and (6) Four pro model 
Japanese model bats, a few are signed by unknown Japanese 
players. Unusual lot is consigned directly by Chamberlain, 
this could be a real sleeper lot with its relatively large and 
varied content.

928     Wes Chamberlain Game Used/Signed Gloves (6)
     .............................. 150
Nice lot of six handsome pro model gloves, all used by 
Chamberlain as a player. These are pictured in detail 
on our web site. 
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930  Collection of 14 Signed Baseballs w/Aaron  8 ..... 100
Box of 14 signed baseballs, all from Wes Chamberlain’s per-
sonal collection. Mainly HOFers, content includes: Aaron, 
Brock (2), Gibson, LeFlore, Morgan (2, both HOF), Raines 
and Frank Robinson. Also included is an Old Timers ball w/
Foster, Garvey & Brooks Robinson among others. These are 
mainly official balls and are not perfect but reasonably clean 
overall. JSA LOA.

931 1991  Collection of 3 Phillies Team Balls   9 ......... 125
Collection of three Phillies team signed baseballs, each 
comes with a full Beckett LOA. The first two balls are 1991 
Phillies team balls, each with 27-31 signatures. The auto-
graphs are nice but not perfect. The 1993 Phillies 100th 
anniversary ball has 24 signatures and is in terrific condi-
tion; these appear to be players from the 1993 World Series 
team. JSA LOA.

932 1993  Phillies   Collection of Five Team Balls
   on World Series Balls 9.5 ......................... 400
Collection of five 1993 Phillies team signed baseballs, this 
was a popular NL Championship team. The balls are official 
World Series models, they are quite clean overall. There are 
31-33 signatures on each ball. Directly from the personal 
collection of team member Wes Chamberlain, these come 
with an LOA from him and these also come with full Beckett 
LOAs. Keys include Schilling, Kruk, Daulton, Dykstra, 
Hollins, Fregosi and Thigpen. JSA LOA.

933 1993  Phillies   Collection of Six Team Balls   9 .... 300
Lot of six 1993 Phillies team signed baseballs, this was a 
popular NL Championship team. The balls are ONL White 
models, they are clean overall. There tends to be 25 signa-
tures on each ball, they are solid overall. Directly from the 
personal collection of team member Wes Chamberlain, 
these come with an LOA from him and four of these come 
with full Beckett LOAs. Keys include Mitch Williams, Dave 
Hollins, Ricky Jordan, Darren Daulton and Bobby Thigpen 
on most of the balls. JSA LOA.
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